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environmental impact statement (EIS), 
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Mr. 1. David Nulton 
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Office of NEPA Compliance and Outreach 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Ave., SW 
Washington, D.C. 20585 
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For further information on the U.S. Department 
of EnergylNational Environmental Policy Act 
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or contact: 
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Director 
Office of NEPA Policy and Assistance (EH-42) 
Office of Environment, Safety and Health 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Ave., SW 
Washington, D.C. 20585 
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ABSTRACT: 

This document assesses the environmental impacts that may result from alternatives for the disposition of 
U.S.-origin weapons-usable highly enriched uranium (HEU) that has been or may be declared surplus to 
national defense or defense-related program needs. In addition to the No Action Alternative, it assesses 
four alternatives that would eliminate the weapons-usability of HEU by blending it with depleted 
uranium, natural uranium, or low-enriched uranium (LEU) to create LEU, either as commercial reactor 
fuel feedstock or as low-level radioactive waste. The potential blending sites are DOE's Y-12 Plant at the 
Oak Ridge Reservation in Oak Ridge, Tennessee; DOE's Savannah River Site in Aiken, South Carolina; 
the Babcock & Wilcox Naval Nuclear Fuel Division Facility in Lynchburg, Virginia; and the Nuclear 
Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant in Erwin, Tennessee. Evaluations of impacts at the potential 
blending sites on site infrastructure, water resources, air quality and noise, socioeconomic resources, 
waste management, public and occupational health, and environmental justice are included in the 
assessment. The intersite transportation of nuclear and hazardous materials is also assessed. The 
Preferred Alternative is blending down as much of the surplus HEU to LEU as possible while gradually 
selling the commercially usable LEU for use as reactor fuel. DOE plans to continue this over an 
approximate 15- to 20-year period, with continued storage of the HEU until blend down is completed.  

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT: 

The Department of Energy issued a HEU Draft EIS on October 27, 1996, and held a formal public 
comment period on the HEU Draft EIS through January 12, 1996. In preparing the HEU Final EIS, 
DOE considered comments received via mail, fax, electronic bulletin board (Internet), and transcribed 
from messages recorded by telephone. In addition, comments and concerns were recorded by notetakers 
during interactive public hearings held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 14, 1995, and Augusta, 
Georgia, on November 16, 1995. These comments were also considered during preparation of the HEU 
Final EIS. Comments received and bOE's responses to those comments are found in Volume H of the 
EIS.
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Issue Bins

Chapter 1 
Issue Bins

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In October 1995, the Department of Energy (DOE) 
published the Disposition of Surplus Highly 
Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (HEU EIS). This HEU EIS analyzed the 
environmental impacts of alternatives for the dis
position of U.S.-origin highly enriched uranium 
(HEU) that has been or may be declared surplus to 
national defense or national defense-related 
program needs by the President. The 78-day public 
comment period for the HIEU Draft EIS began on 
October 27, 1995, and ended on January 12, 1996.  
However, comments were accepted as late as 
January 30, 1996.  

During the comment period, public meetings were 
held in Knoxville, TN, on November 14, 1995, and 
Augusta, GA, on November 16, 1995. Two 
meetings were held at each location, one in the 
afternoon and one in the evening. In addition, the 
public was encouraged to provide comments via 
mail, fax, electronic bulletin board (Internet), and 
telephone (toll-free 800-number).  

Attendance at each meeting, together with the 
number of comments recorded and comments 
received by other means during the comment 
period, is presented in Table 1.1-1. Attendance 
numbers are based on the number of participants 
who completed and returned registration forms but 
may not include all of those participants present at 
the meetings. Comments that were received over 
the telephone were transcribed. Comments 
submitted via electronic bulletin board were down
loaded. All comments received by mail, fax, elec
tronic bulletin board, and telephone were stamped 
with the date the comment document was received.  
A total of 72 organizations and 125 individuals 
submitted comment documents for consideration.

1.2 ORGANIZATION

The Comment Analysis and Response Document 
has been organized into the following sections:

Table 1.1-1. Document and Comment 
Submission Overview 

Method of Documents Comments 
Submission Received 
Public Meetings 

Knoxville, TN 101 131 
Total attendance-lO1 

Augusta, GA 33 89 
Total attendance-33 

Hand-in at public 3 4 
meeting 

Other 
Mail-in 69 169 
Fax 30 123 
Telephone 76 160 
Electronic Bulletin 8 12 

Board 

Total 320 688 
Note: Comments from public meetings are recorded whereas 

comments from other submissions are identified.  

" Chapter 1 describes the comment 
analysis and response process and lists 
the issue bins.  

"• Chapter 2 presents the changes made in 
the HEU Draft EIS as a result of the 
public comments received.  

" Chapter 3 contains documents received 
during the public comment period 
showing the comments identified, 
comments recorded at the public 
meetings, and responses to all comments.  

Tables are provided at the end of this chapter to 
assist commentors and other readers in locating 
comments regarding the HEU Draft EIS. Once 
comments were identified, they were categorized 
by issue (for example, emergency response or envi
ronmental compliance) and assigned to an issue 
bin. (An issue bin is the term used for a general 
topic under which to identify comments for proper 
response.) Table 1.2-1 lists the issue category and
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corresponding issue bin numbers. The majority of 
comments were responded to on a one-to-one basis; 
however, comments that were similar in content 
were grouped together and one response addressing 
that group was provided. Each comment, whether 
an individual comment or a group of comments, 
was assigned a five-digit number, starting with the 
appropriate issue bin number (example: 10.024, 10 
being the issue bin number and 024 being the 24th 
comment in that bin).  

Table 1.2-2 identifies the individuals who attended 
the public meetings and how to locate the 
comments and responses from those meetings.  
Commentors interested in locating their comment 
document and seeing how their comments were 
binned can use Table 1.2-3. This table lists the 
individuals, agencies, companies, organizations, 
and special interest groups who submitted 
comment documents. Commentors are listed 
alphabetically by last name or organization name, 
along with the corresponding page number on 
which the actual comment document appears.  
Also listed in this table are the issue numbers 
assigned to the comments found within each 
comment document.

As discussed in Section 1.1, comments were 
received by mail, fax, electronic bulletin board, or 
telephone in addition to the comments recorded in 
the public meetings. In some instances, duplicate 
comments were received from a single commentor.  
Many individual phone calls were received to 
support the phone campaign. The scan of only one 
telephone call transcription representative of the 
campaign is reproduced in Chapter 3. All individu
als who participated in this campaign are referred to 
the page upon which the scan for the representative 
transcription is reproduced.  

The issue bins identified previously are listed by 
number in Table 1.2-4. This table provides the 
number of the issue bin under which comments 
received on the HEU Draft EIS were grouped, 
followed by the specific comment number and the 
page number(s) where the comment(s) can be 
found. Multiple page numbers indicate several 
comments on the same issue. Using the appropriate 
issue number, commentors can use this table to see 
if their comment was grouped with other comments 
and how many were grouped together.

Table 1.2-1. Issue Bins

Issue Category 
Purpose and Need for Action/Scope

Issue Bin 
Number

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6

Content

Highly enriched uranium disposition process 
Surplus disposition and its process 

Nonproliferation objectives 
Economic objectives 

Timing of activities 
Other purpose, need, or scope comments

Alternatives
7 Definition of alternatives 
8 Implementation of alternatives 

9 Need for additional alternatives 
10 "Votes" in favor/opposition to alternative X 

11 Other alternative issues
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Issue Bins 

Table 1.2-1. Issue Bins-Continued 

Issue Bin 
Issue Category Number Content 
Programmatic Impacts

Transportation Impacts

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

24 
25 

26 
27 
28

Site-specific Impacts

Related Actions

Effects on uranium industry 
Commercial nuclear power 
Spent fuel disposal and low-level waste disposal 
Security, including potential terrorism 
Costs 
Other programmatic impacts 

Emergency response 
Accident analysis 
Other transportation issues 

Health and safety 
Environmental resources 
Environmental compliance 

Socioeconomic/environmental justice 
Other site-specific issues 

Highly enriched uranium storage 

Other related site-specific NEPA issues 
Programmatic NEPA related actions

Public Impacts to DOE 
Decision Process 

29 Highly enriched uranium disposition decision 
process 

30 NEPA policy issues 
31 Surplus materials segmentation 
32 Public participation issues 

Technical Issues 
33 Technical issues 

Note: NEPA = National Environmental PolicyAct.  

Table 1.2-2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings 

Comment/Response 
Public Hearing Attendees Page No.

November 14, 1995- Knoxville, Tennessee 

Afternoon Session 
Aisha, K., Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Knoxville, TN 
Alexander, James, Knoxville, TN 
Arms, Mike. Citizens for National Security, Oak Ridge, TN 
Bailey, Susan, Nashville Peace Action, Nashville, TN 
Berry, Len, Tennessee Department of Energy and Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN 
Beziat, Pam, Nashville Peace and Justice Center. Nashville, TN

3-223 to 3-248
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Table 1.2-2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings-Continued 

Comment/Response 
Public Hearing Attendees Page No.  

Blevins, Steve, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc./OCAW, Erwin, TN 
Boardman, Charlie, BAI, Oak Ridge, TN 
Broughton, Jeff, BAI, Oak Ridge, TN 

Bryan, Mary, Knoxville, TN 
Buchanan, Ronald, Lynchburg, VA 
Cator, Richard, TDEC/DOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN 
Charuau, Denis, COGEMA Inc., Bethesda, MD 

Chernikow, Georgy, Knoxville, TN 
Coates, Cameron, Knoxville, TN 
Cox, Shirley, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Clinton, TN 
Craig, Gina, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Johnson City, TN 
Crowe, Rocky, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 

Culberson, David, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Davenport, Smith, OCAW, Local 3-677, Hampton, TN 
Dewey, Alexander H., Nashville Peace and Justice Center, Nashville, TN 
Dewey, Kathryn F., Nashville Peace and Justice Center, Nashville, TN 
Dover, H. Kyle, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Fitzgerald, Amy S., Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee, Oak Ridge, TN 
Forester, William 0., DOE/OHER 
Gage, Sherrell B., Nuclear Fuel Services IncJOCAW, Johnson City, TN 
Hagan, Don, Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Birmingham, AL 

Hagan, Gary, Concord, TN 
Hage, Daniel, Allied Signal, Metropolis, IL 
Haselton, Hal H., Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN 
Helms, Kathy, Nashville, TN 
Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN 
Hopson, David, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Hunter, Hayes, Knoxville, TN 
Hunter, Joyce, Knoxville, TN 
Hutchinson, Ralph, Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Oak Ridge, IN 
Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 

Jones Jr., John E., Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN 
Keyes, Marcus, Justice-Peace-Integrity of Creation, Knoxville, TN 
Khan, Mohammad, American Nuclear Society, Alcoa, TN 

Lenhard, Joe, East Tennessee Economic Council, Oak Ridge, TN 
Levinson, Bernard, Automation Consultants Inc., Knoxville, TN 
Lipford, Patrick, Tennessee Department of Health, Knoxville, TN 

Livesay, Mark, DOEIDP-812, Oak Ridge, TN 
Marine, James, ICWtU, Kingston, TN 
Medlock, John, DOE/ORO, Oak Ridge, TN 
Modica, Linda, Sierra Club, State of Franklin Group, Jonesborough, TN 
Moore, Marie, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Moss, Cheryl, Nuclear Energy Institute, Washington, DC
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Table L2-2. Index ofAttendance at Public Meetings-Continued 

Comment/Response 
Public Hearing Attendees Page No.  

Murphy, John, Oak Ridge, TN 
Nagy, John, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Johnson City, TN 
Nevling, James E., CornEd, Downers Grove, IL 
Perry, Roger, State of Tennessee DRA, Nashville, TN 
Perry, Waiter, DOE/ORO, Oak Ridge, TN 
Pielich, G. M., Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Rice, Dayton, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Runion, Rick, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Rutledge, Mark, Johnson City Press, Erwin, TN 
Sanford, Steve, S&A, Nashville, TN 
Schlitt, Kerry, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Scott, Frank, International Chemical Workers Union - 252, Clinton, TN 
Shackelford, Randy, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Shelton, Iris, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Oak Ridge, TN 
Shults, Debra, TDEC/DRH, Nashville, TN 
Sisk, Raymond C. L., Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Smith, Stephen, Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Knoxville, TN 
Snider, Dave, Oak Ridge, TN 
Snyder, Nancy, Oak Ridge, TN 
Stephans, Dick, Albuquerque, NM 
Stollberg, Horst, Blountville, TN 
Venkatesen, P., Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN 
Walton, Barbara, Citizens Advisory Panel (LOC), Oak Ridge, TN 
Webb, Gerald, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc., Erwin, TN 
Webb, Jennifer, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Clinton, TN 
Wilburn, Bill, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Oak Ridge, TN 
Williams, John, OCAW, Johnson City, TN 
Williams, Shelby, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Elizabethtown, TN 
Willis, Harry, Oak Ridge, TN 
Wilson, Carl, Nuclear Fuel Services IncJOCAW, Erwin, TN 
Wood, Rose, Haselwood Enterprises Inc., Oak Ridge, TN 
Wujciak, Steven, Department of Transportation - Volpe Center, Cambridge, MA 
Wyatt, Steven, DOE - Oak Ridge Operations Office, Oak Ridge, TN 
Yard, Charles, TDEC/DOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN 

Evening Session 3-249 to 3-253 
Baca, Joel A., DOE - Savannah River, Albuquerque, NM 
Becker, Bob, Knoxville, TN 
Cagle, Gordon, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems 
Deweese, Adam, TDEC/DOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN 
Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 
Mann, Melissa, Edlow International Company, Washington, DC 
Miller, Mary Ellen, Nuclear Fuel Services Inc.The Creative Energy Group, 

Johnson City, TN 
Monk, Paul, Unicol County, Erwin, TN
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Table 1.2-2. Index of Attendance at Public Meetings-Continued 

Comment/Response 

Public Hearing Attendees Page No.  

Monroe, William E., TDECIDOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN 

North, Debra, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Knoxville, TN 

Okulczyk, G. M., TDEC/DOE Oversight, Oak Ridge, TN 

Penland, Mark, State of Tennessee, DOE Oversight Division, Oak Ridge, TN 

Webb, Eric, Ux Consulting Company, Marietta, GA 

Zavadowski, Richard, Nuclear Fuel Services InciThe Creative Energy Group, 
Washington, DC 

November 16,1995 -Augusta, Georgia 

Afternoon Session 3-73 to 3-82 

Bratcher, de'Lisa, DOE - Savannah River, Aiken, SC 

Burris, Roddie A., The Aiken Standard, Aiken, SC 

Cribb, Sharon, BSHWM, Nuclear Emergency Planning, Columbia, SC 

Crawford, Todd, New Ellenton, SC 

Fernandez, LeVerne P., Fernandez Consulting, North Augusta, SC 

French, P. Mike, Aiken, SC 
Fuszard, Barbara, Augusta, GA 

Geddes, Richard L., North Augusta, SC 

Girard, Guy, DOE - Savannah River, Aiken, SC 

Goff, K. Michael, Argonne National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID 

Hill, Marian, Atlanta, GA 

Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 

Kirkland, James, Transnuclear, Inc., Aiken, SC 

Martin, Donna, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Aiken, SC 

McFarlane, Harold F., Argonne National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID 

McWhorter, Donald, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, North Augusta, SC 

Newman, Bob, Fripp Island, SC 

Orth, Donald, Aiken, SC 
Parker, James V., North Augusta, SC 
Paveglio, John, BNFL, Inc., Aiken, SC 

Weiler, Robert, Babcock & Wilcox, Charlotte, NC 

Evening Session 3-83 to 3-90 

Bell, William E., Aiken, SC 

Bilyer, Jay, DOE - Savannah River, Aiken, SC 

Bridges, Donald, DOE - Savannah River, Aiken, SC 

Campbell, R. Bruce, Mason & Hanger, Amarillo, TX 

Goergen, Charles, Aiken, SC 
Irwin, Hank, Sandia National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 

Johnson, Carl, North Augusta, SC 

Knotts Sr., Ronald E., Williston, SC 
McCracken, Tricia, Augusta, GA 

Poe, W. Lee, Aiken, SC 

Sanders, Joseph C., Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board, Washington, DC 

Schmitz, Mark, Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Aiken, SC
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Table 1.2-3. Index of Commentors

Commentor 

Alexander, Peter, Lynchburg, VA 

American Friends Service Committee, Denver, CO 

Atomic Trades and Labor Council, Oak Ridge, TN 

Bittner, C. Steven, Ph.D, Scaggsville, MD 

Blombach, Gerhard, Knoxville, TN 

BNFL, Inc., Washington, DC 

Bolen, James, Aiken, SC 

Boniskn, Kate, NC 

Burkhart, Gordon, Knoxville, TN 

Case, Diane L., Gaithersburg, MD 

Chubb, Walston, Murrysville, PA 

Citizens for National Security, Oak Ridge, TN 

City of Oak Ridge, Environmental Quality Advisory 
Board, Oak Ridge, TN 

Cobble, James A., White Rock, NM 

Coggins, Nathan, Jonesborough, TN 

Coggins, Nathan & Family, Jonesborough, TN 

Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO 

CornEd, Downers, IL 

Conatser, Ray, Nashville, TN 

Condon, Gary, Lynchburg, VA 

Congress of The United States, House of 
Respresentatives, Washington, DC 

Converdyn, Denver, CO 

Coops, Melvin S., Livermore, CA 

Corcoran, Margery, Minneapolis, MN 

Cox, Lucy, Oak Ridge, TN 
Cox, Terry, Johnson City, TN 

Daly, Susan, Nashville, TN 

Davis, Stanley B., Longwood, FL 

Duke Power Company, Charlotte, NC 

Edlow International Company, Washington, DC 

Ewald, Linda, Knoxville, TN 

Ewald, Linda, Knoxville, TN 

Faulkner, Sue A., Erwin, TN 

Fearey, Kent, Knoxville, TN 

Fernald Area Office, Cincinnati, OH 

Fogel, Dan, Lakewood, CO 

Friends of ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN 

Gardner, Jack A., Erwin, TN 

Genetta, Susan, Nashville, TN 

Georgia (Augusta), Afternoon Workshop Plenary 
Session

Page
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Issue Numbers 
32.001 
03.017, 03.020 

10.003. 10.008 
21.018 

03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024 
10.019 
10.003 
14.014 
10.024 
21.018 
10.007, 14.001 

09.025, 10.008,20.006 
10.003,24.007 

10.025, 10.026, 10.027, 15.007 

10.003, 14.015 
10.011 

01.009, 04.012, 04.013, 06.018, 06.021, 
09.021, 12.012, 12.013, 14.017, 16.018, 
16.019 

01.006,04.015, 10.003 

03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024 

10.006 
12.008 

12.010, 12.021 

09.011 
10.024 
10.023 
10.008 

03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024, 16.015 

10.003 
04.011, 12.009 
07.011 

10.009, 14.002 

03.020,09.018, 10.023, 10.024 

10.003 
26.003 
11.014 
06.005 
10.003, 10.008 
10.003 
10.034 

01.005, 02.003, 13.005, 16.007,22.006, 
25.001, 30.010,32.009, 32.010

Page 
3-2 
3-3 
3-4 
3-6 
3-8 
3-9 
3-11 
3-12 
3-13 
3-14 
3-15 
3-16 
3-18 

3-19 
3-22 
3-23 
3-24 

3-45 
3-46 
3-47 
3-48 

3-49 
3-51 

3-53 
3-54 
3-55 
3-56 
3-57 
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3-60 
3-62 
3--64 
3-66 
3-67 
3-68 
3-69 
3-70 
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3-72 
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Table 1.2-3. Index of Commentors-Continued

Commentor 
Georgia (Augusta), Afternoon Workshop 

Discussion/Summary Session 

Georgia (Augusta), Evening Workshop Plenary 
Session 

Georgia (Augusta), Evening Workshop 
Discussion/Summary Session 

Giland, Cliff, Erwin, TN 
Goergen, Charles R., Aiken, SC 
Grants Management and Intergovernmental Affairs, 

Richmond, VA 

Harris, Teresa, Unicoi County, TN 
Hawkinson, lean, Minneapolis, MN 

Hedgepeth, David, Logan, UT 

Heineman, Mary Ellen, Waverly, TN 
Henry, R.N., Idaho Falls, ID 

Hepler, John, Whitleyville, TN 
Hirsch, Fay, Boca Raton, FL 
Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN 
Honicker, Jeannine, Nashville, TN 
Horton, Linda, Unicoi County, TN 

Hunter, A. Hayes, Knoxville, TN 
International Association of Educators 

for World Peace, Huntsville, AL 

International Chemical Workers Union, 
Oak Ridge, TN 

Johnson, Erik T., Maryville, TN 
Johnson, John, Chattanooga, TN 

Kentucky Resources Council, Inc., Frankfort, KY 

Kramer, Claudine, Weaverville, NC 
Lindquist, Katherine, Norris, TN 

Livermore Conservation Project, Oakland, CA 

Louisiana Energy Services, Washington, DC 
McCurdy, Wade, Nashville, TN 

Morgan, Russell, Landridge, TN

Issue Numbers 
02.006,03.014,04.009, 06.031, 06.032, 

06.033, 06.034, 06.035, 07.008,08.005, 
08.008, 10.003, 10.016, 11.012, 11.013, 
14.010, 16.009, 16.013, 17.008, 17.009, 
20.007,20.008, 22.006,22.007,22.008, 
22.009,24.003,24.004,30.006, 30.007, 
30.008,31.001 

02.004,03.013,04.008,06.026,06.027, 
06.028, 06.029, 09.007, 09.008, 09.009, 
09.010,14.007, 14.008, 14.009, 16.008, 
16.009, 17.010 

02.005, 03.015, 06.023, 06.030, 07.007, 
10.003, 15.002, 15.003, 16.009, 16.010, 
16.011, 17.005, 17.006, 17.007, 28.001, 
32.011,33.002 

10.003 
10.003, 13.001 
20.011,23.001 

10.003 
10.024 
03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024, 10.032, 

16.015 
02.008,03.020, 10.023, 10.024 

07.010,09.016, 16.014,21.009,21.010, 
21.011,21.012,21.013,21.014,21.015, 
21.016,21.017,22.016,25.003,28.002, 
33.001, 33.002, 33.004, 33.005, 33.006, 
33.008 

10.031 

10.024 
04.010 
04.010 
10.002 
07.004 
03.020, 10.023, 10.024 

08.006, 10.003, 25.005,25.006 

03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024 

03.020,09.018, 10.023, 10.024 
09.022 
10.026 
10.024 
10.015 
12.016. 05.012 
10.023 
03.020, 10.003
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3-128 
3-129 
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Commentor 
Nashville Peace Action, Nashville, TN 

Neatling, Mary, Knoxville, TN 

No Name Submitted, Lynchburg, VA 

No Name Submitted, Lynchburg, VA 

No Name Submitted, Lynchburg, VA 

No Name Submitted, Lynchburg, VA 

No Name Submitted 

No Name Submitted 
No Name Submitted 
No Name Submritted 
No Name Submitted 
No Name Submitted 

No Name Submitted 
No Name Submitted, Silver Mountain, TN 

North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, 
Raleigh, NC 

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Norcross, GA 

NUKEM, Inc., Stamford, CT 

Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance, Oak 
Ridge, TN 

Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committee, 
Oak Ridge, TN 

O'Donohue, Kathleen, Huntsville, AL 

Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Intl. Union, 
Lakewood, CO 

Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Intl. Union, 
Lakewood, CO 

O'Neill, John, Madison, IN 
Parker, James V., North Augusta, SC 

Phelps, John E., Knoxville, TN 

Pillay, K.K.S., Los Alamos, NM 

Poe, W. Lee, Jr., Aiken, SC 

Proctor, Bernard, Madison Heights, VA 

Proctor, Jane, Madison Heights, VA 

Proctor, Katy, Madison Heights, VA 
Quatman, Vicki, Lake City, TN 

Randall, Robert, Brunswick, GA 

Rundle, Bob, Knoxville, TN 

Sanford, Charles S., Nashville, TN 
Sanford, Charles S., Nashville, TN 

Sanford, Charles S., Nashville. TN 

Scheldorf, Genny and Cindy, Louisville, KY 

Shackelford, Randy, Johnson City, TN
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05.011, 09.009 
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01.007, 03.012, 03.021, 03.022, 04.014, 

05.008,07.009,09.013,09.014,09.015, 
11.016, 14.012, 14.013, 17.011 

05.007,05.010,07.012,10.008, 11.001, 
11.015, 14.016, 14.019, 16.015, 17.013, 
21.007, 21.008, 22.011, 22.012 

03.020, 09.018, 10.023, 10.024 

06.014, 06.016, 12.018 

09.001, 12.001, 30.002,32.003,32.004 

06.001,06.002 
06.004 
10.020 
06.007, 08.004, 10.003, 12.007, 15.004 

01.008, 03.018, 03.025,04.016, 10.003, 
12.022, 15.005, 24.006, 28.004 

21.002, 22.002, 26.001 
06.003, 32.002 
20.001 
09.018, 10.003, 10.024 
03.020, 10.023, 10.024 

03.020, 10.023, 10.024 

06.006 
29.002 
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3-165 
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3-179 
3-180 
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Commentor Issue Numbers Page 

Shearer, Velma M., Englewood, OH 03.024, 07.013, 09.006,09.020, 14.005, 3-201 
15.006,30.009

Sierra Club, Jonesborough, TN 

Southern Nuclear Operating Company, 
Birmingham, AL 

Sparks, Dennis, Unicoi County, TN 

State of Missouri Office of Administration, Jefferson 
City, MO 

State of New Jersey Department of Environmental 
Protection, Trenton, NJ 

State of Tennessee, Department of Environment and 

Conservation, Oak Ridge, TN 

State of Tennessee, House of Representatives, 
Nashville, TN 

State of Tennessee, Johnson City, TN 

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop 
Discussion Group A 

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop 
Discussion Group B 

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop 
Discussion Group C 

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop 
Plenary Session 

Tennessee (Knoxville), Afternoon Workshop 
Summary Session 

Tennessee (Knoxville), Evening Workshop Plenary 
Session 

Tennessee (Knoxville), Evening Workshop 
Discussion/Summary Session 

Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, TN 

Town of Erwin, Erwin, TN 

Ulman, Robert, Erwin, TN

06.022, 09.023, 21.020,22.014,24.008, 
25.002,25.004,32.013,32.014,32.015 

12.011 

10.003 
23.001 

23.001 

02.007, 10.003, 14.020, 16.015,20.012, 
21.019,22.013,22.015,22.017,22.018, 
25.007,25.008,28.003,33.009 

10.003 

10.003 

01.002,03.007,03.008,04.007,06.009, 
06.010,06.020,06.024, 09.004, 09.012, 
10.003, 10.008, 10.009, 11.005, 11.006, 
11.007, 11.008, 12.004, 14.003, 16.003, 

16.004,20.006,20.009,21.006,22.010, 
24.005, 26.005, 29.001, 32.007, 32.008 

01.001, 03.001, 03.002, 03.003, 03.004, 
03.005, 03.006, 04.002, 04.003, 09.002, 
11.003, 11.004, 16.009, 20.005, 21.003, 
21.004, 21.005, 22.005, 24.002, 32.006, 
33.001 

01.004, 02.001, 03.009, 03.010, 03.011, 
03.017,04.006,05.002,05.005,05.006, 
05.013, 06.011, 06.015, 06.017, 06.019, 
07.002, 07.004, 07.008, 08.003, 10.003, 
10.009, 10.014, 11.010, 13.002, 13.003, 
13.004, 14.006, 14.011, 17.012, 19.001, 
20.002,20.003,20.010,24.001 

01.003, 04.005, 05.001, 06.012, 09.002, 
09.005, 11.009, 14.004, 15.001, 16.005, 
22.003,22.004,23.002,26.002,26.004, 
30.004 

08.007, 10.003 

04.002, 04.004, 05.002, 05.003, 07.002, 
08.002, 09.003, 10.003, 12.003, 17.001, 
17.004 

02.002, 05.004, 06.025, 07.005, 12.004, 
12.005, 12.006, 17.002, 17.003,20.004, 
29.003, 33.003 

07.003 
10.003 
10.003
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3-249 

3-252 

3-254 
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Unicoi County Board of Education, Erwin, TN 10.003 3-257 

Unicoi County Memorial Hospital Inc., Erwin, TN 10.003 3-259 

United States Department of the Interior, 20.013,21.011 3-260 

Atlanta, GA 

United States Enrichment Corporation, 03.026, 04.017, 09.024, 10.003, 11.011, 3-261 

Bethesda, MD 12.023, 33.007, 33.009, 33.011 

United States Environmental Protection Agency, 07.014,07.015,07.016,33.002,33.010, 3-263 

Washington, DC 33.012 

Uranium Producers of America, Santa Fe, NM 11.002, 12.002, 16.001, 30.003, 32.003, 3-267

Uranium Producers of America, Santa Fe, NM 

U.S. Energy/Crested Corp., Riverton, WY 

Utility Resource Associates, Rockville, MD 

Virginia Power, Innsbrook Technical Center, 
Glen Allen, VA 

Walton, Barbara A., Oak Ridge, TN 

Werth, Kenneth R, Arvada, CO 

Western North Carolina Physicans for Social 
Responsibility, Asheville, NC 

Wilcox, Bob, Savannah River, SC 

Wilcox, Robert, Martinez, GA 

Wood, Adelle, Nashville, TN 

Young, Faith, Dixon Springs, TN 

Zars, Peter, Erwin, TN

32.005 
03.023, 07.006, 12.014, 16.015 

05.009,09.019, 12.015 

10.003, 13.006 
12.019, 12.020 

05.007, 07.012, 10.008, 11.001, 17.013, 
21.007, 21.008, 22.011,22.012 

06.008 

03.016, 03.020, 10.009, 14.002 

10.003,21.018,23.006 
07.001 

10.023, 10.024, 14.018 

10.009 

10.008, 10.021, 32.016

3-270 
3-282 
3-287 
3-288 

3-290 

3-292 
3-297 

3-298 
3-299 
3-300 
3-301 
3-302
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Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page

01 
01.001 
01.002 
01.003 
01.004 
01.005 
01.006 
01.007 
01.008 
01.009 

02 
02.001 
02.002 
02.003 
02.004 
02.005 
02.006 
02.007 
02.008 

03 
03.001 
03.002 
03.003 
03.004 
03.005 
03.006 
03.007 
03.008 
03.009 
03.010 
03.011 
03.012 
03.013 
03.014 
03.015 
03.016 
03.017 
03.018 
03.020

3-231 
3-223 
3-244 
3-237 
3-73 
3-45 
3-159 
3-187 
3-41 

3-237 
3-253 
3-73 
3-83 
3-88 
3-75 
3-215 
3-106 

3-231 
3-231 
3-231 
3-232 
3-232 
3-232 
3-225 
3-225 
3-236 
3-237 
3-238 
3-157 
3-84 
3-79 
3-88 
3-297 
3-3, 3-238 
3-186 
3-3, 3-8, 3-46, 
3-56, 3-65, 3-104, 
3-106, 3-121, 
3-124, 3-125, 
3-134, 3-148, 
3-165, 3-193,

03.021 
03.022 
03.023 
03.024 
03.025 
03.026 

04 

04.001 

04.002 
04.003 
04.004 
04.005 
04.006 
04.007 
04.008 
04.009 
04.010 
04.011 
04.012 
04.013 
04.014 
04.015 
04.016 
04.017 

05 
05.001 
05.002 
05.003 
05.004 
05.005 
05.006 
05.007 
05.008 
05.009 
05.010 
05.011 
05.012 
05.013 

06 
06.001

3-194,3-199, 
3-297 
3-158 
3-158 
3-273 
3-201 
3-186 
3-262 

3-198 
3-232,3-249 
3-232 
3-249 
3-244 
3-239 
3-225 
3-84 
3-75 
3-117,3-118 
3-58 
3-42 
3-32 
3-157 
3-45 
3-186 
3-262 

3-244 

3-236, 3-249 
3-249 
3-253 
3-237 
3-237 
3-162,3-290 
3-157 
3-286 
3-163 
3-150 
3-131 
3-238 

3-179

06.002 
06.003 
06.004 
06.005 
06.006 
06.007 
06.008 
06.009 
06.010 
06.011 
06.012 
06.014 
06.015 
06.016 
06.017 
06.018 
06.019 
06.020 
06.021 
06.022 
06.023 
06.024 
06.025 
06.026 
06.027 
06.028 
06.029 
06.030 
06.031 
06.032 
06.033 
06.034 
06.035 

07 
07.001 
07.002 
07.003 
07.004 
07.005 
07.006 
07.007 
07.008 
07.009 
07.010

3-179 
3-190 
3-180 
3-69 
3-196 
3-184 
3-292 
3-224 
3-225 
3-236 
3-245 
3-167 
3-238 
3-176 
3-238 
3-24 
3-238 
3-224 
3-31 
3-203 
3-89 
3-224 
3-252 
3-83 
3-84 
3-84 
3-84 
3-87 
3-80 
3-75 
3-77 
3-77 
3-79

3-299 
3-236,3-249 
3-254 
3-120,3-238 
3-253 
3-275 
3-89 
3-79, 3-237 
3-157 
3-109
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Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page

07.011 
07.012 
07.013 
07.014 
07.015 
07.016 

08 
08.001 
08.002 
08.003 
08.004 
08.005 
08.006 
08.007 
08.008 

09 
09.001 
09.002 
09.003 
09.004 
09.005 
09.006 
09.007 
09.008 
09,009 
09.010 
09,011 
09.012 
09.013 
09.014 
09.015 
09.016 
09.018 

09.019 
09.020 
09.021 
09.022 
09.023 
09.024

09.025 

10 
10.001 

10.002 
10.003

3-60 
3-163, 3-290 
3-201 
3-266 
3-265 
3-266 

3-140 
3-249 
3-237 
3-185 
3-79, 3-200 

3-123 
3-248 
3-80 

3-177 
3-232, 3-244 
3-249 
3-223 
3-244 
3-202 
3-83 
3-83 
3-83, 3-151 
3-83 
3-51 
3-223 
3-157 
3-158 
3-158 
3-108 
3-8, 3-46, 3-56, 
3-64, 3-104, 
3-124, 3-125, 
3-165, 3-192, 
3-199 
3-286 
3-201 
3-32 
3-126 
3-205 
3-261

3-17

3-137,3-138, 
3-139, 3-141 
3-119, 3-142 
3-4,3-11,3-18, 
3-22, 3-45,3-57, 
3-66,3-70,3-71, 
3-81,3-87,3-91, 
3-92,3-102, 
3-122, 3-134, 
3-139, 3-183, 
3-186, 3-192, 
3-200, 3-209, 
3-214,3-220, 
3-221,3-226, 
3-238, 3-248, 
3-249, 3-255, 
3-256, 3-257, 
3-259, 3-261, 
3-287, 3-298 
3-47 
3-15 
3-4, 3-17, 3-55, 
3-70, 3-164, 
3-225,3-290, 
3-304 
3-63, 3-225, 
3-239,3-297, 
3-301 
3-23 
3-147 
3-238 
3-129 
3-80 
3-198 
3-10 
3-181 
3-302 
3-8, 3-46, 3-54, 
3-56, 3--64,3-104, 
3-106,3-121, 
3-124, 3-125, 
3-133, 3-165, 
3-193, 3-194, 
3-199, 3-300 
3-8. 3-13,3-46, 
3-53, 3-56, 3-64,

10.025 
10.026 
10.027 
10.029 
10.031 
10.032 
10.033 
10.034 

11 

11.001 
11.002 
11.003 
11.004 
11.005 
11.006 
11.007 
11.008 
11.009 
11.010 
11.011 
11.012 
11.013 
11.014 
11.015 
11.016 

12 
12.001 
12.002 
12.003 
12.004 
12.005 
12.006 
12.007 
12.008 
12.009

3-103, 3-104, 
3-106,3-116, 
3-121, 3-124, 
3-125, 3-128, 
3-136, 3-145, 
3-146, 3-148, 
3-165,3-192, 
3-193, 3-194, 
3-199 3-300 
3-20 
3-19, 3-127 
3-20 
3-144 
3-115 
3-104 
3-45 
3-72 

3-162, 3-290 
3-268 
3-232 
3-232 
3-223 
3-223 
3-224 
3-225 
3-244 
3-236 
3-261 
3-79 
3-79 
3-68 
3-163 
3-159 

3-177 
3-267 
3-249 
3-224, 3-252 

3-252 
3-252 
3-184 
3-48 
3-58
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Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page

12.010 
12.011 
12.012 
12.013 
12.014 
12.015 
12.016 
12.017 
12.018 
12.019 
12.020 
12.021 
12.022 
12.023 

13 

13.001 
13.002 
13.003 
13.004 
13.005 
13.006 

14 

14.001 
14.002 
14.003 
14.004 
14.005 
14.006 
14.007 
14.008 
14.009 
14.010 
14.011 
14.012 
14.013 
14.014 
14.015 
14.016 
14.017 
14.018 
14.019 
14.020

3-49 
3-207 
3-32 
3-36 
3-270 
3-282 
3-130 
3-152 
3-167 
3-288 
3-289 
3-50 
3-187 
3-262 

3-92 
3-236 
3-236 
3-238 
3-73 
3-287 

3-15 
3-62,3-297 
3-223 
3-244 
3-201 
3-239 
3-83 
3-83 
3-84 
3-80 
3-239 
3-157 
3-158 
3-12 
3-22 
3-163 
3-31 
3-300 
3-163 
3-218

15 
15.001 
15.002 
15.003 
15.004 
15.005 
15.006 
15.007 

16 

16.001 
16.002 
16.003 
16.004 
16.005 
16.006 
16.007 
16.008 
16.009 

16.010 
16.011 
16.013 
16.014 
16.015 

16.018 
16.019 
16.020 

17 
17.001 
17.002 
17.003 
17.004 
17.005 
17.006 
17.007 
17.008 
17.009 
17.010 
17.011 
17.012 
17.013

3-245 
3-87 
3-87 
3-184 
3-187 
3-201 
3-19 

3-267 
3-88 
3-223 
3-225 
3-245 
3-198 
3-73 
3-83 
3-75,3-84, 3-88, 
3-231 
3-87 
3-88 
3-80 
3-110 
3-56,3-104, 
3-163,3-215, 
3-274 
3-36 
3-43 
3-215 

3-249 
3-252 
3-252 
3-249 
3-88 
3-89 
3-89 
3-76 
3-81 
3-83 
3-158 
3-236 
3-163, 3-290

19 
19.001 

20 
20.001 
20.002 
20.003 
20.004 

20.005 
20.006 
20.007 
20.008 
20.009 
20.010 
20.011 
20.012 
20.013 

21 
21.001 
21.002 
21.003 
21.004 
21.005 
21.006 
21.007 
21.008 
21.009 
21.010 
21.011 
21.012 
21.013 
21.014 
21.015 
21.016 
21.017 
21.018 
21.019 
21.020 

22 
22.001 
22.002 
22.003

3-237 

3-191 
3-237 
3-237 
3-253 
3-231 
3-17, 3-225 
3-75 
3-78 
3-224 
3-237 
3-94 
3-216 
3-260 

3-143 
3-188 
3-231 
3-231 
3-231 
3-224 
3-163,3-290 
3-162, 3-290 
3-110 
3-111 
3-111,3-260 
3-111 
3-111 
3-112 
3-112 
3-112 
3-110 
3-6, 3-14, 3-298 
3-215 
3-204 

3-140 
3-188 
3-244
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Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page Issue Bin Page

22.004 
22.005 
22.006 

22.007 
22.008 
22.009 
22.010 
22.011 
22.012 
22.013 
22.014 
22.015 
22.016 
22.017 
22.018 

23 

23.001 

23.002 
23.006 

24 

24.001 
24.002 
24.003 
24.004 
24.005 
24.006 
24.007 
24.008 

25 

25.001 
25.002 
25.003 
25.004

3-245 
3-231 
3-73,3-75, 3-80 

3-80 
3-80 
3-80 
3-223 
3-163, 3-290 

3-162, 3-290 
3-216 
3-204 
3-216 
3-111 
3-216 

3-216 

3-96,3-149, 
3-210,3-211 
3-245 
3-298 

3-236 
3-231 
3-80 
3-81 
3-226 
3-187 
3-18 
3-205 

3-73 
3-204 
3-109 
3-205

25.005 
25.006 
25.007 

25.008 

26 

26.001 

26.002 

26.003 
26.004 
26.005 

28 

28.001 

28.002 
28.003 

28.004 

29 

29.001 
29.002 

29.003 

30 

30.002 
30.003 
30.004 

30.005 
30.006 
30.007 
30.008 

30.009 
30.010 

31 

31.001

3-123 
3-123 
3-216 

3-217 

3-188 
3-244 

3-67 
3-245 
3-226 

3-88 
3-110 

3-214 

3-186 

3-225 
3-197 

3-253 

3-178 

3-268 
3-245 
3-135 

3-75 
3-75 
3-79 

3-201 

3-73 

3-78

32 
32.001 

32.002 

32.003 
32.004 

32.005 

32.006 

32.007 

32.008 

32.009 

32.010 

32.011 

32.012 

32.013 

32.014 

32.015 

32.016 

33 

33.001 

33.002 

33.003 

33.004 

33.005 

33.006 

33.007 

33.008 

33.009 
33.010 

33.011 

33.012
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3-2 
3-190 

3-177,3-267 

3-178 

3-268 

3-232 

3-224 

3-224 

3-73 

3-73 

3-88 

3-198 

3-204 

3-203 

3-205 

3-302 

3-108,3-232 

3-89,3-110,3-266 

3-252 

3-108 

3-109 

3-109 

3-261 

3-110 

3-215, 3-262 

3-265 

3-262 
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Chapter 2 
Changes in Environmental Impact Statement 

as a Result of Public Comments

During the 78-day public comment period, DOE 
received a total of 688 written or recorded 
comments (Table 1.1-1) on the HEU Draft EIS. All 
comments were considered and responses prepared.  
There were several major issues that emerged from 
public comments on the BEU Draft EIS. Some of 
these comments necessitated changes in the HEU 
Draft EIS, which were incorporated into the HIEU 
Final EIS. The major comments received and 
changes made in response to these comments are 
summarized below.  

There was, among those who submitted comments, 
overwhelming support for the fundamental 
objective of transforming surplus HEU to a non
weapons-usable form by blending it down to low
enriched uranium (LEU) (for either fuel or waste).  
A few commentors, however, argued that surplus 
HEU should be retained in its present form for 
possible future use, either in weapons or breeder 
reactors.  

There was substantial opposition to commercial use 
of surplus HEU in the form of nuclear reactor fuel.  
The commentors holding this view indicated that 
such use would increase proliferation risk by 
creating commercial spent nuclear fuel, which 
results in the generation of Pu. These commentors 
generally supported blending surplus HEU to LEU 
for disposal as waste instead of blending for 
conimercial use.  

Some commentors from the uranium fuel cycle 
industry expressed substantial concern that the 
entry of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU from 
both Russian and U.S. weapons programs would 
severely depress uranium prices and lead to the 
closure of U.S. uranium mines, conversion plants, 
or enrichment plants. There were other comments, 
however, from several electric utilities that operate 
nuclear plants and from one uranium supplier 
indicating that reactor fuel derived from surplus 
HEU (Russian and U.S.) would enter the market at

a time when worldwide production is expected to 
fall considerably short of demand and prices are 
expected to be rising substantially, which, in fact, 
has occurred over the course of completing the 
HEU Final EIS. These commentors felt that the 
likely impact of market sales of LEU fuel derived 
from surplus HEU would be to moderate sharp 
price escalation.  

Several commentors argued that DOE should have 
evaluated in the HEU Draft EIS blending some or 
all of the surplus HEU to either 19- or 4-percent 
LEU and storing it until some later, undefined time.  
They argued that blending surplus HEU to below 
20-percent enrichment and storing it indefinitely 
would have considerable nonproliferation 
advantages since it would not generate spent 
nuclear fuel, which contains Pu, while preserving 
its economic or beneficial use options.  

Many commentors also argued that DOE should 
have developed a formal economic analysis 
evaluating the cost of each alternative, as well as 
benefits anticipated from the sale of LEU fuel 
derived from surplus HEU in the commercial 
market. They indicated, in general, that without a 
comparative cost analysis between various 
alternatives and the Preferred Alternative, it would 
not be possible to fully weigh the environmental 
risks and socioeconomic impacts of the Preferred 
Alternative against the risks and benefits that could 
be achieved by implementing other alternatives.  

Many commentors expressed support for or 
opposition to the use of particular facilities for 
surplus I-EU disposition actions. Similarly, several 
commentors indicated either support or opposition 
to the Preferred Alternative and/or expressed their 
Preferred Alternative. A few commentors expressed 
concern regarding the projected worker latent 
cancer fatality consequences for facility accidents.
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Disposition of Surplus Highly 
Enriched Uranium Final EIS

In response to comments received on the HEU 
Draft EIS, as well as other changes in 
circumstances and knowledge, the HEU Final EIS 
has been modified in the following respects: 

The discussion of potential impacts to 
the uranium mining and nuclear fuel 
cycle industries (Section 4.8) has been 
revised to reflect enactment (in April 
1996) of the U.S. Enrichment 
Corporation (USEC) Privatization Act 
(Public Law [P.L] 104-134), and to 
better reflect cumulative impacts in 
light of the U.S.-Russian agreement to 
purchase Russian HEU blended down 
to LEU. The HEU Final EIS recognizes 
the possibility that the market may be 
able to support only one U.S.  
enrichment plant after the year 2000 (as 
projected in the Environmental 
Assessment for the Purchase of Russian 
Low Enriched Uranium Derived from 
the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons 
in the Countries of the Former Soviet 
Union [USEC EA]) when Russian 
shipments of LEU derived from HEU 
are scheduled to triple. However, 
decisions regarding the continued 
operation of the enrichment plants 
would be made by USEC or its 
successor and would be based on the 
prevailing market conditions.  

Revisions were made in Chapters 1 and 
2 of Volume I of the HEU Final EIS to 
modify the discussion of the rates of 
disposition actions that could result in 
commercial sales of LEU to better 
reflect the composition of the surplus 
inventory, the time required for DOE to 
make HEU available for disposition, 
and the new legislative requirement (in 
the USEC Privatization Act) to avoid 
adverse material impacts on the 
domestic uranium mining, conversion, 
or enrichment industries. As a result of 
the Secretary of Energy's Openness 
Initiative announcement of February 6, 
1996, Figure 1.3-1 was included in 
Volume I of the HEU Final EIS to

provide the forms, locations, and 
quantities of surplus HEU in the United 
States.  

In response to several comments, a 
qualitative discussion has been added in 
Section 2.1.3 of Volume I of the HEU 
Final EIS regarding the option of 
blending surplus HEU to 19-percent 
LEU and storing it. As explained in 
Section 2.1.3, DOE does not consider 
this option reasonable because it would 
delay beneficial re-use of the material; 
delay recovery of the economic value of 
the material; add storage costs; reduce 
net revenues in the near term; not meet 
all aspects of the purpose and need of 
the proposed action; and be practically 
applicable without additional 
construction to only a small portion (20 
metric tons (t] or approximately 40 t if a 
solidification facility is proposed and 
constructed at or near Savannah River 
Site [SRS]) of the current surplus 
inventory.  

The assessment of impacts to 
noninvolved workers and the public 
from accidental releases (radiological) 
was revised to improve realism in the 
calculation of doses and the results were 
incorporated into Chapters 2 and 4 of 
Volume I of the HEU Final EIS.  
Accidental radiological releases of 
uranium were remodeled using the 
MELCOR Accident Consequence Code 
System (MACCS) computer code with 
more detailed site-specific information 
to better estimate noninvolved worker 
(and public) cancer fatalities at each 
candidate site. The results revealed 
substantial reductions in projected 
cancer fatalities for all the blending 
alternatives at each site. DOE believes 
that these results reflect more realistic 
consequences since MACCS offers 
better capabilities in terms of modeling 
accident conditions and uses detailed 
site-specific information.
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Volume I of the HEU Final EIS has been 
modified to reflect the fact that SRS has 

effectively lost the ability to do metal 
blending and currently lacks the ability 
to solidify and crystalize material at the 
4-percent enrichment level. SRS is now 

assessed only for uranyl nitrate 
hexahydrate (UNH) blending, and the 
fact that other arrangements must be 

made for oxidation of commercial 
material is reflected.  

Several changes have been made to the 
cumulative impacts section (Section 4.6 

of Volume I) to reflect changes in the 
status of other projects and their 
associated National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) documents (for 
example, Oak Ridge Reservation [ORR] 
was not selected as part of the Preferred 
Alternative in the Tritium Supply and 

Recycling Programmatic Environ

mental Impact Statement and Record of 
Decision [ROD]).  

Based on comments received, Section 
4.4 of Volume I has been revised to 

include a discussion and comparison of 
risks associated with materials handling 
and transportation for all blending 
processes at the Y-12 Plant. Section 4.4 
has also been revised to include an 

assessment of impacts for potential 
transportation of surplus HEU currently 
located at SRS and Portsmouth directly 
to blending sites instead of sending it to 
the Y-12 Plant for interim storage.  

The geology and soils sections for 
all of the candidate blending sites 

have been augmented to address a 

comment requesting a discussion of

past earthquakes and potential 
impacts to facilities that could result 
from future seismic activity.  

A separate Floodplain Assessment (and 
Proposed Statement of Findings) has 

been added to the HEU Final EIS 
(Section 4.13 of Volume I) pursuant to 
10 CFR Part 1022. This assessment is 

based, in large part, on information that 

was presented in the water resources 
sections of the HEU Draft EIS. The 
discussion of potential flooding at the 

NFS site has been expanded in response 
to comments.  

Numerous other minor technical and 

editorial changes have been made to the 
document.  

Some DOE policy positions have remained 

unchanged between the HEU Draft and Final EISs 

notwithstanding comments that counseled a 

different approach. These comments were 

associated with keeping surplus HEU in its present 

form for possible future use, perceived 

nonproliferation concerns due to plutonium (Pu) in 

spent nuclear fuel generated as a result of using 

LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU in commercial 
reactors, and the request for economic cost/benefit 

analysis of alternatives in the HEU Draft EIS. (A 

cost analysis of the alternatives has been prepared 

and is available for public review.) The unchanged 

policy positions are explained in detail in Section 

1.5.4 of Volume I of the HEU Final EIS.
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and Responses 

Chapter 3 
Comment Documents and Responses 

This chapter presents all documents submitted to DOE on the HEU Draft EIS, comments recorded in public 

meetings and identified from documents, and DOE's response to each comment. Comments that were 
identical or similar in nature were grouped together to develop a single response. The responses developed 
for each group were then repeated in this section for each comment in that group.
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ALEXANDER, PETER, LYNCHBURG, VA 
PAGEI OF I 

32.001: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the HEU Draft EIS. !
DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and resources.  

DatheReceived: 1111M510 
cenntI. P0017 Because DOE is trying to reduce the costs of complying with NEPA, and due to the geo- , 
1,a4e: . Potor~Jeoander * 

ddres: Lynchburg,.VA graphical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU EIS, DOE 
determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA) would be appro

Transcro•npriate for this program.  
Im callng from Lynchburg, Virginia. and I don't see hem that there' going to be a 
pubic wor,•shop In Lynchburg. co.nsidtg thaer one orthe two places Is one of the two 
facittles among the candidtate saea torthils proposed dlsposition of surplus HEU. I 32.001 
would tlko to have something 1eat rather that have to take my time to go out to 
Knontle, Tennessee. to attend a wotkshop. I think that would be fair. and I think Ws 
tight and thata what I would lke to see. I like my phone can returned please My name 
is PeterAleeander. and my number1Is 804-8450145. Thank you.



AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMrIEE, DENVER, CO 

PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received& 
Comment ID, 
Name: 
Addrems:

01/16/96 
P0056 
Thomas . Rauch 
American Frie•ds Service Committee 
1664 Lafayette Street 
Deaver. Colorado 80218.

Tronsesiption: 

i'm calling on January 12th, 1996 to express our organization's concern about the Department of 
Energy's Environmental Impact Staterment on the disposition of surplus highly enuiched uraniun.  

A major problem with the current Draft lIEU EMS is that it selects the maximumn commerial use 
option as the favored option.. That is, the HEU EIS recommends that 85% of the umanlum be 
down blended to the level of nuclear reactor fuel. This would result In tens oftousands oftons 

of spent nuclear fuel containing plutonium aod highly enriched uranum, both usable for nuclear 
weapons after reprocessing, but the PresIdent's 1993 Nonprolifcration and Export Control Policy 
Statement requires that nonprolifcration bea higher priority in determining how to deal with 

surplus special materials. Thecreation ofwcapons-usable materials as an end result ofa procss 
notivatedoby commercial gain from the sale of reactor grade uranium relegates nonproliferation 
goals to a lower priority. Even without the President's 1993 policy statement, we think it foolish 
to cerate more weapons-usablc materials when thetr is another option, that is down blending 
HEU to less than 1% and disposing of It as low-level waste so that it can't be used in weapons 
Nonproliferation should be our major priority.  

Finally, we recommend that the HELU EIS at least begin to deal with the issue ofinternational 
controls on all nudcarm aterials in order to lessen weapons proliferation and to better assure 
environmental protection. The United States should take the lead in assuring that all materials 
usable for nuelear weapons be controlled by the international community securely and 
pesactly.  

Sincerely yours, 
Thomas M. Rauch.  
Director, Disarmament and Rocky Flats Program 
American Friends Service Committee.  
1664 Iafayette Stmet 
Denver, Colorado 80218.  
Our phone number Is area code (303) 832-4789. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

03.017 

103.020

03.017: The Department of Energy does not agree that commercial use of LEU fuel 
derived from surplus BEU increases the proliferation potential. DOE considers alterna

tives 2 through 5, which represent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to 

waste or fuel, as roughly equivalent in terms of proliferation potential and much more 
proliferation resistant than the HEU in its present form. That is, LEU at both 4- and 

0.9-percent enrichment and spent fuel are all considered to have low proliferation poten

tial because both enrichment of uranium and reprocessing of spent fuel to separate Pu are 

difficult and costly. Although fuel derived from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could 

conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-mili

tary) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply 

replace other fuel, so no incremental Pu will be created as a result of this program.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) controls. There 

is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Han
ford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's intent to make additional quantities of surplus 
material subject to international controls to the maximum extent possible.



ATOMIC TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL, OAK MIDGE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 2

ATOMIC TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL 
~* 1 mAMUMWOWWTI I MU tRAD 'A nPTM4ViJTAFL CIO 

liiiP.O.21Oa4068 
.3L 02_ Ok Ridge, Tentessee 37931-4M6 

U.S &Depant ow f Eneet 
Oeoff= olss Na hetialDispott6ioa 
dio SAICIBnU ES 
P.. Q B=23796 
Washiegoe DC 2002&-3796 

Rf. DNA E b~kmrete1 Tma eSitenit (EIS) f-e d'gsW-ofllnoSuorphs Wgh4Eratched 
Maura.iu *October 199S.  

Tim AmmeicTrades ed Labor CewcurA representin ftleE eletren vateelorn] iot at tbeOakPJdse 
Y-12 mAdX-1 lapmet.wouldMmib yoto pleasecoeslderthefollowing commemutohmncttinig 
Seal odeetuoce onthe dispsithien efeplue HiitlyEcdled Urumhm %WiU).  

Wesuzppoet the Delpartmentof Encrgy po x sal to blmrd~ovm rplusoflIEU toLow 
Eakihod Uranhum (.LMS)The Depasad oenfEnerp's preaered alletmsdw, (Altrative S.  
Vuartlonc) Is6n tamtWwe ould suppom .Howew. ~we would pyrtfir Alternative S. Varlatim 4 
- ur fit rmboteaM&ene seAltecuatim 5, Variations med eceetpeetvey. The bleniflatdownef 

.,rpluslIEU uftn anyva.;Eclon of Alernatdve5 would allow the Ueited States amcaee to 
reover scome invesbments ftos the Cold War effests.  

We do sctfavorVwsaneob of Ahemlvcs4 ar. We feel it would beatersibe dlssavcleto 
she workers attho Y-12 Plmntloa ced. this peacetime mieslca to the cosMMWstesrvre a n lr td dhtepa 
Y-llDelbstte~rogT oWri~ctm 

We W *4 **Y-12 MlatE and the Oak Ridge Reservation (OR should ibe corsidered at*th 
top ote is~t (or alproeseused to blendlEtU. Themutyadva~~Sthat theY-l2 PmaI 
the ORRi have to ome amc as follows: 

TWY-V12 PlanI aheedy has ds f diien catcn be etawiled for uany oriheblendint 

Sttt,.o~be estsysterms forftreatment and diWposwal fetemtem- generated during 

hf- V-ope ratife on s; e la.adcd xpdeetdepsichatest ut~ t~ o

10.003: Comment noted.

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as 
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with 
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and 
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide 
this information to the decisionmaker.

N t, 

A*

10.003 

10.008
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BITTNER, C. STEVEN, PH.D, SCAGGSVILLE, MD 
PAGE 1 OF 2

DousFri, l9IJ= 1996 10.58:33-05015 
To - docrl-dcmo@ftdix-fircom 
sedakno - 147 
maritle - COMMENT Form - Inooming 

numc-ClStemBnitter 
title 
company 
adde. - 10620 Hesperian Drive 
&ddr2 
city- sceagwsilte 
tn -MD 
zip - 20732 
phone- 3014987580 
tax
emtail - uttoosr4u.aolom 
su8~ect 

"The following JI3sIMcte of the Athot' Comnent.  

I find thae the analysmpes eeeted in the Public asnd Occupational Health 
sectons otfthedralt HEU MES sae alarming and queston the validity ofdala 
used and presented In previous DOENEPA do umts. lam worniedhat the 

atreofllF. y Istayig to bias the selection ofsiths by presentlin 
such a wide range In the numnberoffstaltiesdue to accidents In the lEU EIS.  

It appcs= torse that either the section was prepared by very julote sclendists, 

by personnel thuS at e aIenitive ltothe PUbli' safety, orwe ae victims of 

DOEpropaganda I sincerely hopothatthe latter IshnOtthe case., lnve 
aklways a tated i•i DOE sod hope to continue my onrtdence. I would like to see 

Sexplanation ofwat kind of modeling was used to calculate these hItgh death 

ateWhy., aLU of th sudden, do tenuners Ind&is documet inctra 
sigralfrrsaly compared to thow recently prepared by the DOE for the exact wri 
lste? Anre etb nurbas r come now and were previow u=smeurcd by the DOE 

lan•r•e t DOE NEPA docunenta forthcoErAtuetSaime %i and In Some case the• prviou 

documents murh moe radioactive material ARE THESE NUMBERS CORRECT NOW AND 
WERE PREVIOUS NUMBERS USED BY DOE INTENTIONALLY REDUCED IN ORDER 
TO FOOL THE PUBLIC INTO THINKING IMPACT S WOULD BE LOWER FOR PET 

PROJECTS OFTHE PAST? 

As a slentistI would certainly would hbeinteresed In the mdhdloM used 

to cret thee nunbers.  

Tham for your attention to this matter.  

C. S. Bittner. PhD

21.018

dzo

21.018: Accident consequences presented in the HEU Draft EIS were estimated using 
the GENII computer code. GENII is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts 

of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a large 

number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GENII was used 

with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50 

percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin

volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GENII.  

Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that 

they are located 1,000 meters (m) away (or at the site boundary if less than 1,000 m) from 

the accident due to lack of data on site-specific worker distribution. This was done to 

compensate for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly con

servative results. Also, this approach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-12 

and SRS because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.  

In response to public comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using 

the MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better esti

mate noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely 

used code and offers better capabilities than GENII in terms of modeling accident condi

tions. It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data 

recorded over a 1-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also col

lected and incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential 

worker accident consequences.  

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the 

IEU Final EMS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added as Section 

4.1.9. and Appendix E.5 of the HEU Final EIS.

I I

!



BrrTNER, C. STEVEN, PH.D, SCAGGSVILLE, MD 

PAGE 2 OF 2 

Date: Fri. 19 Ian 1996 1525:06 -0500 
To - dodnl -dimofixifi ecom 
serialtjo 121 
MATide - FORUM Form- Incoming 

name - C Steven Bittncr, PhD 
ttlde
company 
addrl -10620 IHespaiDr 
addr2 c~~ 
city- Sg. ville 
state - MD 
zlp - 20732 
phone- 30149875

8 0 

fax .  
ental - tattosr4u~aoltcom 
etypc - public 
subject - Part H ornmmrots 

** The following is the tw ofthe Authors ComnmenL 

BEOIN comment 
The numbers In the fIIlty atdklents cnviomentd c-oneu s ectlons 
concerning the latet ca faalides, and the dose to the noninvolved worker 

alarms me and my family that 1t1ll reside In both Georgia and South Carolina• 

think it Is Importon t for the DOE to prepare an appendix to the EIS that 

provides the methodology of analyses In this section, an I could bet= 

undertand how the number of 39 cancer fatal ites and dose of97,900 person--emt 

were calculated for at eardhqu•ke Induced ctitica lity at Y-12.  

As a proud native son ofAilkm, SC and the son of&a member of theP-epublIcan 

Senatorial Inner C•Ircle• I am deeply concerned and ashamed that the ropoed 21018 
pmjac t has lculate 76 fataltits and 188,000 prawn-rem dose for 

noninvolved workera at the Save armo River Site. Donr'tyouthlnk these nurbar cont.  
me extremely high? Whyare thesenurnbers so much lower at commercIal sites In 

th viclnity? rmcertain tduh the airunr ng gresidents of SRS ar VERY 

CONCERNED AND WORRIED ABOUT THE NUMBERS. Inam rte tIham Senator"Tthurnond 

would be concerned about this and I anasurprised that a public meeting regarding 

th•se high fatlity estimates has not been held. What would be the Impact of 

all those ltn.occatpeople killed and what would happen to their children? I 

am concernedm that such fatalit estlmates will hove aVERY negative effcut en 

propcy valucs o f land around Atken nmd AugusLa. If these numbes arecorrect, 

are we at risk today with the facilitics that were previously built using much 

lower fatality rum••hs than those In the liEU EIS? Thank you.  

C3t
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BLOMBACH, GERHARD, KNOXVILLE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 1

PAX 1-800-820-5156

Gentlemen; 

I'm troubled by reports that you plan to permit the making 
of nuclear reactor fuel from highly enriched uranium. This is a 
bad idea and I object because: 

" It will create spent fuel, a highly toxic and radioactive 
waste we have no solution for.  

"* It will create plutonium, a violation of our non
proliferation goals.  

"* other options have not been adequately explored, including 
storing dowablended uranium.  

On the other hand, I do support the following, 

"* Downblending all highly enriched uranium so it cannot be 
used in weapons.  

"* Developing the capacity to downblend all uranium declared 
surplus In ten years.  

"* Having international controls on all nuclear materials.  

I sincerely hope you will give careful thought to the well 
being of future generations before you take action.  

F 1 
ly yours 

, 

=1rd Blombach 
4520 Ball Camp Pike 
Knoxville, TN 37921 

FAX 1-aO0-522-2409

10.024 

[ 09.018 

10.023 

03.020

January 10, 1996

Doe / Fiesile Materials Disposition 
c/o SAIC/HEU EIS 
Washington. DC 20026

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce 
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small 
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed 
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.
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BNFL, INC., WASHINGTON, DC 
PAGE 2 OF 2

BNFL W 
I??6Fe.S ooi-a7to 
WX*,9tU.C2OCO*i?OD 
Te4ZuIM~S.26r, 
FjPQ12rAOl43

P.O. BO2I73 

Ua..&uqwwDOmomfrqim~ 

WIAgdcd Nudp.IWdcin.u 6-"2 T Mtdk.-Msu 

ft- Auxi-Ek

110.019

10.019: The HEU EIS analyzed environmental impacts of the proposed action at four 
candidate sites. These candidate sites currently have technically viable uranium blending 
capabilities and could blend surplus HBEU to LEU for commercial fuel or waste. Once 
environmental, cost, and scheduling studies are completed, DOE will make program
matic decisions as to whether surplus BEU should be blended for commercial use or for 
waste. Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to be 
based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities 
that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE.

*)NFL 
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BoNTsKN, KATE, NC 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Dak Receivcd: 
Coammnt TD: 
Namc: 
Addr&= 

Trhsiption:

01/16M96 
P0055 
Kate BonUWM 
Norlh Carolna

y, my name is Kate Booislo. I am calling from North Carolina. I am very eoncerntd about 

this apparent plao go ahead and tam highly enreied unmium into nuclear fuel. I thinkwe 

need tobe moving in the direetion of down blendinge adphasing out all nuclear mateials 
because we still don't know what to do with allths wastchlhat'saccumulati•g. Andd likevery 

much to add my voice to all the other voles that are not in favor of this plan to create mor 

waste and not really solve the problem. Thank you very" uch.

14.014

14.014: The Department of Energy's Preferred Alternative is to blend down the HEU 

but minimize the amount of waste generated. Commercial use of the material minimizes 

the waste generated, because BEU blended to fuel replaces fuel that would be used any

way; HIEU blended to waste is additional to the amount that would be otherwise gener

ated.

BOIKN'ATN
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BURKHART, GORDON, KNOXVILLE, TN 
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Dam Received: 
Commett ID 
N sim

1/11196 
P0030 
GoedouB.ardamt 
Knoxville, TTenn

Hello, this is ProfessorG ordon Bwicha± I woud like to make woneuntseacoenning the 
enridchd wansisteaosference ,eewom I do notesuppotmaking the higsdy hly bed uraniums 
isso nuelmer.tor fue ofmy aind for a varie yof easomwhich I Udnk are obvious to th•se 

cocnemod about the lum tomi city of the stul I do however surportmnstrfingIt into 
n.orw rade ium w d thi this shud Wpocd spae. My name is Gordon Bokham a& 
573-7409, %tha's Knoxville., rae•do 1423.

10.024

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 

created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 

would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 

level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  

Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 

policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

-I
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CASE, DIANE L., GAITHERSBURG, MID 
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aeL case Ph.D.  
427 Wcst Side Dva t301 
OsithrsbuM M 3D 20178 

US. Devpmft of Eeerw 
Office of Fituls ?AMatw Diioitioa 
P.O. Box 23796 
Washing . D.C. 20026-3786 

3anumy 1is 1996 

Deat Sir/Madaz, 

I am wraing to vomment of t•he nDqarteat of Ecerg's (DOE) D.sposition of Surplus HiFghly 

Eariched UrMaum Draft Eaviroammti Impa Sur- t .IS), dated Octber 1995.

14 psrtj iuarcemra regerds the anaVsos presented in the Public mad Occupatioal Health 
sctie•ns of the mS. In the Fad*l Accidenatu s Oama• -- Vl -aequ- Sc .  
sueeem ss ato mado coacemaioz the number of latet cmmocr f•alities and the dose to iho 
neinvoiv0d wo rerk . I would like to know the metiodolagy empl•o•d to create &M 
eamboas Spcciacly, how arusthe number of 39 cAu= fatalitigs sad dose of 
97.900 peron.eesms calculed for Ma earthquake aducod aiticality ,atY-12. Oak Ridge 
Reservation C(Table ... 61?Sirelzaly how we the number of 7d fetalitics and dose of 

1.o0o0 perso-renet calculated for noniavolved workers at the Savmesh Rivet Site 
Ctrabe 43.j.6.2)? Those numbers meo= extcraocdlntly high. Why am tho ewnbers so much 
lower at the two cam3ea=lsi sites? Is the DOE Uyin to bsi the selection of sizes by 
piesesting such a wiVd ramgo aIthe umber of futaltits? What modeling was used to 
cesloult these high death tee7 Whgsat at toncernintttltg workter locaton and dose 
went Into your clculalion? Why is the felilty aciadent methodology absent fma xheBES? 
Are t•Asc nIacts e = t? If they s reoas, theDOE mu surely went to reconsider tlh 
locad-n of thde blending activities *ad the, euey of Involved and rionlnvolved workers 

"7hank you for the opporamils to comment I would like to see a more through presentation 
of'theandsyasofaiks of r Vtllty Aecidents presented In the Final HEU EIS.  

Siacerely.  

Di* L Case, PhD.  
Health Phy'sihtis

21.018

21.018: Accident consequences presented in the HBEU Draft EIS were estimated using 
the GENII computer code. GENII is generally used and best suited for modeling impacts 
of radiological releases under normal operation of facilities because it handles a large 
number of radiological isotopes and accounts for the ingestion pathway. GENII was used 
with 50 percent meteorology (average meteorological conditions that would occur 50 
percent of the time in any given period) during the accident. It is assumed that the nonin
volved worker is placed in the sector that yields the maximum dose calculated by GENII.  
Latent cancer fatalities were calculated by applying this dose to all workers assuming that 
they are located 1,000 m away (or at the site boundary if less than 1,000 m) from the acci
dent due to lack of data on site-specific worker distribution. This was done to compensate 
for a lack of data regarding onsite worker distribution, but yields highly conservative 
results. Also, this approach yielded disproportionately higher impacts at Y-12 and SRS 
because of the larger workforce at those sites compared to commercial sites.  

In response to public comments, accidental releases of uranium were re-modeled using 
the MACCS computer code with more detailed site-specific information to better esti
mate noninvolved worker cancer fatalities at each candidate site. MACCS is a widely 
used code and offers better capabilities than GENII in terms of modeling accident condi
tions. It uses actual (recorded onsite) meteorological conditions and distributes data 
recorded over a 1-year period. The worker distribution data for each site were also col
lected and incorporated into MACCS runs to obtain a more realistic estimate of potential 
worker accident consequences.  

The results obtained from MACCS runs have been incorporated into Section 4.3 of the 
HEU Final ETS. The methodology for the accident analysis has been added in Section 
4.1.9 and Appendix E.5 of the HEU Final EIS.

c� *-.  
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CHUBB, WALSTON, MURRYSVILLE, PA 
PAGE 1 OF 1

U.S. Department o rnergy 
Office of plaloil tatorlale ODlopoltion 
Purrestal Building 
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.  
Waahlnrton, Dr 205a5 

Dear SMrs.

Octobor 28, 1935

Slnce Rz usually coots ore•to produce than weapona
arade plutonium-239 it appears that 20' aetrio tons of aUrpILe 
N•w were produced at a cost of veil over ,2 trillnon, about 
J10 billion per earetn ton. If it has a sorap value of Only 2% 
of Its cost.t It I otill worth much more than gold! 

The DOS has asked for advice from the teehnologioal 
community. The four alternativeo outlined on page 5 of the all 1995, newoletter do not represent good or even sound advice.  
The alternative of satoSgUrdcg 10A of the surplus. extremely 
valuable 51U as 1U is not mentionod. Thism aterial reproeents 
a national treasure which cannot be idghtly disposed of as waste.  
Conservation and safe storage of such a national treasure In not 
only mamdatory; It Is also excellent polioy, fiocoally and 
environmentally.  

Incidentally, the blending of EUU to produce a "low
level waste" for dieposal could oeaily reoult in an environmental 
disastor. Uranium is a heavy metal. It produoes heavy metal 
polioning In bussen. Wen concentrated as metal or oxide, all 
fully enriched or depleted uranium is seif-ahielding to Ito own 
radiatien. Its radioactivity Is mn low that it 1* already "low 
level". Concentrated form, of uranium are routinely handled without 
causing any slinificant exposure to radiation. Diluting IMU to 
produce an enormous volume of "low level" waste will merely 
contaninate that volume with thl eheavy metal poison. Dloposing 
of a large volume of poisoned material could be difficult. lo 
the WE dlsposain of Ito etore& of depleted uranium by diluting 
It In thin vay? 

Evidently, the DOE is not aware of the ondittiono which 
caused the breakup of the former Soviet Union. The bureaucraoy in 
the U.S.S.R. simply Ceased to funotion effi•iently. The oureaucrate 
dldn't have the field experience and teohnological expertise to 
understamd the functions they ware acked to perform. A centralized 
bureaucratic government Cal lawhen bureaucrato are navloos.  

Under theoec oirouoetanoes, the D0 Ehould soleot the 
"No Action" alternative. leave the dispoolstion of this national 
treasure to persons who are able to approolato Its valuo.  

Sincerely.  

Walte•n Chubb 
3450 MacArthur Drive 
Yurryovllie, PA 15668 

412-327-8592

10.007 

14.001 

10.007 
cont.

10.007: The No Action Alternative does not satisfy the purpose and need for the pro
posed action. It would leave the nuclear proliferation problem unaddressed, continue to 
incur storage costs, and not recover the economic value of the material. DOE agrees that 
the surplus HEU material represents a national treasure and therefore does not intend to 
dispose of it as waste if that can be avoided. DOE's goal is to maximize the economic 
value of this HEU by blending it to LEU and gradually selling it in the commercial mar
ket for use in commercial reactors. See discussion of the PreferredAlternative in Section 
1.4.2.  

14.001: The HEU disposition program does not propose to "dilute" HEU with non-ura
nium materials merely for purposes of disposal. Rather, the HEU that must be disposed 
as waste would be blended with depleted uranium down to LEU primarily to make it non
weapons-usable. The resultant product to be disposed of would be essentially pure ura
nium oxide, at an enrichment level (about 0.9 percent) that approaches a natural level. It 
is true that the volume would be greatly increased (by about a factor of 70), and that dis
posal is not a simple matter, which is one major reason DOE prefers to minimize the 
quantity that must be disposed of as waste by using as much as possible in commercial 
fuel.
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CITIZENS FOR NATIONAL SEcURrTY, OAK RIDGE, TN 
PAGE 2 OF 2

, ot r Nt1ion Secamsty 
Commaow ow o • itVpeodti*oof Sorpl HaHl" Earkleed Ur*Wln= 

Draft E nfrmaeo.I alImpdct stfte at 

lode doviotcbk • ., a t•k ,'bceuu't4 the Y-12 Pluk -= I n UrW'aokR 
teavatioe. o.f- the m e adveroA a the othee thsite si hn i the ls. p•t 
aeoaIawtnsges ieTkmore. tbeY-12W and the Oak 1idgoW sa . houiM be 
ecomid soo I ame top oft he So fed pc a•oeaom toMblood•hUigay Irldd•Tne . 1e 
modvoee.geoatVY-12saod t" Oak HPdgoflsoaokx h tohful",ode 

"The Osk W Laesuvabo thu =* wA od orv hute th esoewwsrarod fog 

Us oy-1S 2 aPtkeadyb ., Mda that = be W.hMod forwnuy ofthe to lw& 

it h as theee rouesoy bthsstcse reqatrcd fanmVy pew leeibos ($oreozople 
deawkity. Umpoettodoe, and oet heco1d-a 

* T ha. staoo~b-srt o-actayta for ucizowtsod dipoW ol fweooocso 

Musty oth log titons locextad Y.IX X.IO. Lod K-SO uo l wdo 
vrma-atovd0 ~ote wdbJ eWeeatoto.  tt To hs ,oeaepefc=bel. tc~ca3. ee eakd paac and sopatslo the mth 
IA got M yaciddw*duntla tio y otdýSiteloethawt& 

The doim paoass'oolglhe Y.12 Plao send the O aRidgesavaioa nI 
8carhl has aloteeghbeco e or cad amaIoh [Co fo' •a l todosooloesoad 
Pmeeus odatod to h blyastlcled oruthim 726 egto oupegsiiho a hitbghlekwlof 
DppO,1 e . sad tbun be fthteijeo nod espotle"s ouedtWvith Q
totTlo.Tidrou*ipp• ha eed now fo oro 5O) 

Them 01 skseoY42M eat or Soyoosli v lSea e) s Abe deeoswercd soa the 

esoddeosksforu rattlheohs ooflooddeblollooopestl Ioo., lostioaf the wOtk Rido¢•,ad 

Resavsdoe (efvhichY.12 heedyaona lpan )0taMhevoooderd acsteWlontor 
the oem~sotosawabmalksodbleouoftkudfy.Tseeooyhpeotd ofnm 

the entda orexleg sydstf 8 w eu reMumafsot sdapso 
tshecAImpp Mtp d'eydother add!% tsi ronodoo or Oha RIdeResote 
ih shemesht *vatibkl y isolp-ecctaproftnon4icl dodoAan.sd creoS work torso. jam the 
Oaew apaaroocso is setheyWoe tog t06dstype otaavopese 

- the haxftttoot sotosgAdaod seowfty s"ms 
- the baoctttoft heigh kIced etaspoe od tr&M umofthe Porinoditig publ 

Also. lac the bigovd alnm tdo wll e blded amuproposedd iotheP hISso S w eloeale 
Bt Y.IV2 lWcAdingitont)h Oh l Ridos c Reavstl vw l move vemoney tod• i spiwn retdce sos 
mod towieowasotal, itnpctsrassodded-Mshspo ft W" =khetoichod a m long 
dhe toeso uh.eslsrtt

10.008 

09.025 

20.006

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as 
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with 
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and 
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide 
this information to the decisionmakers.  

09.025: Uranium hexafluoride (UF6) blending would only be used to make fuel for the 
commercial reactor industry. In light of existing UNH and metal blending (at the Y-12 
Plant) capabilities of the DOE facilities, DOE believes that it would not be reasonable to 
add UF6 blending capability at DOE sites for commercial fuel feed due to the capital 
investment required and the limited use, if any, of such capability for other DOE misions.  

20.006: Assessment of impacts resulting from the proposed action were conducted at 
sites where facilities for UNH and metal blending processes currently exist and would not 
require new construction even for a new UF6 capability at commercial sites. This pro
vides the decisionmaker a reasonable range of site options to consider. However, because 
environmental and transportation related risks are low for all alternatives, it is anticipated 
that decisions on blending locations will be a function of other factors, such as material 
forms, availability of facilities when needed, and business decisions.  

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend
ing to low-level waste (LLW) at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crys
tals, ORR is not the lowest risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these 
conclusions: (1) onsite material handling represents the greater part of the total risk, and 
such handling would still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest trans
portation risk for these scenarios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the sig
nificantly larger volume of fuel feed material and LLW after blending.

Cb~
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CITY OF OAK RIDGE, ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ADVISORY BOARD, 

OAK RIDGE, TN 

PAGE 1 OF 1

CiTY OF ' 
OAK RIDGE (D - O .

u A W(Z E W 
.M

POST OFFCA MV I . DA, .. CC M9r4MSEEt 3OMI.h1?

January 10, 1996 

,S. 1Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Naterial Disposition 

/H0SACEEU CIS 
%O Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-2706 

Dear Office of iassile Naterials Disposition: 

The City of Oak Ridge Environmental Quality.Advisory Board (can) has 

reviewed the Department af Energy Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

DeEZS) on Dispositio•n of Surplus Highly Enriched uranium and has made 

the following observatioest 

1. Alternative 5, Maximum Ceo rial Use of surplus hihly enriched 
uranium, aeears to be the environmentally preferab a alternative.  

n the alternatives considered•in the •£•3 the maximum 

commercial use alternative would derive the greatest benefit from 

past efforts to obtain and enrich the uzarlum that is now 

considered IUD Th. tis alternative would avoid meam new 

enviroament~l impacts free mini no, milling, and enriching new 
sources of uranium for commercia reactor Kuelt and it would 

minimize the impacts frm disposal of material that could be a 
valuable resource.  

2. Environmental impacts from activities at the Y-12 Plant would not 
be significant under any alternative nhowever, socioeconomic 
impacts at Y-12 analyzed in this DEIS could be significan-t.  
Specificalty, 

3. subalternativee involving wee ofo.eearcial facilities only to 

blend surplus uranium (such as Alternatives 45a end55) give s• 

concern, as they would cause serious adverse socioeconomic Impacts 
in Oak Ridge due to the loss of employoment opportunities at the 
Y-2 2Plant.  

should you have questions regarding these coments, please contact Ms.  
Ellen Sm~ith, Vice-chair of tS, at (423) 574-7396. On behalf of the 
Board, we appreciate the opportunity to comment oan this DEIS.  

sincerely, 

Gerald Palau, #Chairan 

cc. Honorable Mayor and Mesbers of Oak Ridge City Council 
Amy ritzgerald, 0• •Local Oversight Committee

10.003 

24.007

10.003: Comment noted.  

24.007: The types of socioeconomic impacts assessed in an EIS include potential losses 

in income and employment arising from downsizing or phasing out of facilities. For pro

posed actions involving large construction projects, potential adverse impacts to public 

services and municipal finances are also assessed. However, to assess the potential loss in 

employment opportunities because a project might be located at a site other than ORR is 

beyond the scope of the HEU EIS. Furthermore, surplus HEU disposition would generate 

a maximum of 125 direct jobs, which would have an insignificant effect in the region 

where the work would take place.
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COBBLE, JAMES A., WHrTE ROCK, NM 
PAGE 1 OF 3

CominttwoatdmOpdamfspomgatSurplaE

Your• oliatomoa mccinme a wbat to do with 200 me"Ic ton sof 
wmInsEU oa twoedgd W.-D. On the owhmnd.yompgt good mrke 

fot eigwponviticly-cretadeulaa outel cet~ 
rorltln th )ohem.On the other bad.Itmust Se e. W Me tat 

most who ptilcpt latho , can ." om fficeatly rami t oft a 
ottatiL tha t •e onions tpresmrsaomarhlg leu" •a ble than a 

llctoffn ,o eatrs R t Is tenly true that! aLlthe cam rmnot 
on the tule. Tae mber otowmatRrU not dsdamd waplus Is aesiUmltw 
number thsti. not avadale to m=ooto awnyon Choin*e b•li domain 
NewrthICS4 baote ad waht I know. I w. oesd with opinlons, Whhis 
what you po!a to went 

The -etiscueoaIs Ia h to Safeguard th ma ta The ot=ns 
Consimdherdh ue noonly threa (1)lno aN, (2) oat enrihmcat to a lUMe 
app•uWite & for nn Wl use in a paw- pant. uW (3)) cut the E Into 
low level wut• for diMat at Yuca m untaa orW . Optche fur 
Inemontal cut* to wuLe a 1nd imeD Nsre mN dearly not optUm=, rnd 
will nootbeco• dered. The a view! that Cl)Io the trtr 
optioloaecautit corts the lbt aut pr= a trs tshecanlt two o pus.  

To r=and you at DOE of what you alseady kow, 200 metrc tons, 
whgloitasuods like alot aetZ Ia isol We am dalinc hena with lRtot 
inventory oS urplus EM I theUvolm f whisto srely 10 cubb moce 
Thats the mae af tmnium divided by the danaltr.  

200t on-* 1O050,QO p• / (10 Wo• o1,0L,000 =im_) - 10=8s.  

Th Is leas than the volume of a lMhoad ofreacylx concrete. Ourantd 
that It ot ha stor-ed i Such a mail volme because ofetlttlalty, but the 
Impotantpont Esthat theres nt a lot of 'afthat needs to be 
tegad Mateo mIteam ItletlmptantthatinotfAll Into the 

wrong hea•d, but with auh a ma volum:, the• •pblm'o is appa tly 
mtCh SaUUl*t than the avae ctIe might eSM SOPeC 

The euondv1att Is the coat• af UU. The value ts isropotlonal to the 
oet to meot It. The goenml public has nt Som the ra tracks atY Y12in 

Oak Itdga wher iealseftroasnatnedo emtlon began -0Ya- aOO. ThIM r

10.026 

15.007 

10.026 
cont.

10.026: The President, acting on the advice of the Nuclear Weapons Council, has deter
mined that sufficient quantities have been retained in the strategic stockpile and that the 
materials declared surplus are not needed to address any credible threat. More HEU 
could be declared surplus in the future if additional treaties are signed between the United 
States and other countries that possess nuclear weapons. As the commentor notes, the 
price paid to make HEU has been quite high. However, DOE believes that the value of 
surplus BEU is not proportional to the cost of making it. Value is what the surplus i-EU 
could be sold for in the commercial market. DOE had more HEU than it needs and since 
storing and safeguarding the material would continue to incur cost, DOE intends to sell 
LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU to recover monetary value and to set an example to 
other nations.  

15.007: Although the volume of surplus HEU is relatively small, it is nonetheless a suf
ficient quantity to potentially make thousands of nuclear explosives if it gets into the 
wrong hands. The United States is properly safeguarding the material in its current form, 
but to reduce'costs and set an example for other nations, the United States proposes to 
make the surplus material permanently non-weapons-usable.
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COBBLF JAMES A., WHITE ROCK, NM 

PAGE 2 OF 3

UeRWArdte nfle doolMnAdmgiutge dlfI~Sto LantStK-25.  
ThVdontklow thsta IO0-MWstnao mplab• adtobsbulttoepwate K-25.  
While ou€app/rdatat uvth 5r tWare. tyhove noIdea t det low 
mu.•te tund, to a resom tracdh n putapermillion for ffiI•ont 

•lawapc 1aM ot�o • u twtepait y ribaerboa ada of turines In 
a gsa PS f-e f ait at agt.indmag t du t o & o tnd rouns pe 
,niu Tqnut. I tymrtiniatthaohevumtal ofatloussazpce A4 bat an 
igpwrantf• a th so o pow--mi ed flrux mterial. required to aemuoulato a 
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appredationeofiho dlffirolty ofi InUsk oParsia IMOTUnited stahae 
womred hard andtlong end Paid dearly to earidch aiu unr tmold 
theuu ffind am ofu i ndh l lll••tes Iahfin o•etrn On0e 

mut aprot•ch a dacisin to oap thi nvestm t wIth itreligious 
uldcatty.  
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enotd~tituasfl~tW~lhAs anewnmple. Suwoseve 
seded to t•cito ra. 100-movaton davlm to deflectian astel etr. The 

ded.•d option .this es ath tatus quachdo. ofaTo . this 
armrt. tlh umbgtlans of'EU ne dodads urpw Is macode You 
gur apknow. I don'tJT hlesocand value afnEU,od this opionbe 
pollticafy unarcptabebChos. Isthe m ornmoedul use option. Reacto 
ftaois ganerally ousthd Oaove the UMv~ of naturally wecmig uranium 
By blendig Iauan uzoum duento reactur fWcI richmrnta, we redoa the 
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c•uihal ula the Arat pscu ti•sro udlas Its use for Or gee Soer• Gor 
later, t& [adlump fcoal nd the las banudr dwil wbeh ontumo Thea 
is when o bctdfloul materl &amU'23villstlashbe fully 
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botngtntelligem t pinS et nrsuc, rrr ~eefr.and 
doe.an o eta esh plorthe unstatedgelod making tba world a af"er pICO 
the apvaretpcdutof this whole azrds.. The loot trowire argumentihas 
alrudybeeowaddr.ssed. lbeu optiona(3) ahoa- ework fUor u&The 
make.wedc work Is the ffst to limuo and ocate tI "wu at Carlt"., 
for exampte. Though About n dmavros aas the e=Wnel oe, thre waste

10.026 
cont.  

10.027 

10.025

10.027: The No Action Alternative, which preserves the option of continued storage, 
does not serve the purpose and need for the proposed action because the material would 
remain in weapons-usable form. DOE agrees that maximum commercial use is the most 
intelligent option and acknowledges that political considerations (in an international 
rather than a domestic partisan sense) constitute an important aspect of the purpose and 
need for HEU disposition actions.  

10.025: The Department of Energy agrees that blending for disposal as waste should be 
minimized, although it will not be possible to avoid it altogether because some of the sur
plus material would not be economic to develop for commercial use. The blend of all 
surplus HEU to waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS to provide a comprehensive evalua
tion of a full range of alternatives. The waste from this program would be disposed of in 
a LLW repository, not a deep geologic repository for transuranic waste, such as the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant facility near Carlsbad, NM. DOE also agrees that fissile materials in 
Russia constitute the real proliferation threat, as opposed to U.S. fissile materials. How
ever, we disagree that domestic fissile material disposition actions are merely empty ges
tures, as the willingness of Russia and other nations to continue to work to address their 
proliferation problems would be limited in the absence of any reciprocal actions on our 
part.
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10.003: Comment noted.

Data Racdcvcd 
Comment ID: 
Nam= 
Addn•: 

Tmnscdpdonu

II113Y95 110315 
poohl 
Na.lkm Coggim 
NoAdd' s G•en

llds. My neNanhanCoggiaL. llivedowttrom ftE•n withe nn Pacility, down.the 
Nldchuky] im, mad l wosdlustW kI o ettbatwe appt4xt theJobs that It wald 

bring. What sboAwastethat's gonnabsta•d in the •a=or in Oak Ridge. If-th isgoingto 
be wottc I wouldJost asworksawelt ttWpd back to Rocky Flats oawsreVerthc're gointg to 
btingtho mauraninfmor. The pcople InColorado don't wont it. you•tnow. sitthat•amful 

that we seed tn ificcoor health fartthe dollars? I'mnot me. M y nmberyis7533-9509.

10.003 

14.015

14.015: Any utility purchaser of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU would be 
responsible for disposal of the resulting waste. Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, 
DOE manages the Nation's civilian radioactive waste program in return for fees assessed 
on nuclear electricity generation, so the waste would eventually be sent to a DOE perma
nent repository (or possibly an interim storage facility). A location where LLW derived 

from DOE's down-blending to LEU can be disposed of has not yet been designated.  
Additionally, Rocky Flats is neither evaluated as a waste disposal site nor considered for 
any aspect of the HEU EIS.

I
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Nathan Ceggint & uFaily 
255 Taylor Bridge hd 
.lonmaborough,rl 37659

Novomber 15, 1995

DOE Office of Floil.o Haterals Dispoaition 
c/o SAIC-I• EIS 
P.O. tBo 23786 
Waihington, DC 20026-3786

Dear Debt 
If you arc trbly seeking input fro mare residents who have no 

internst pro or con, with nothing to loone or gain financially.  
Here Is one familios comments, based on the Buomtry of and partial 
and continued oxamination of th fall study,(Dluposition of Surplus 
Highly Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental Impact Study).  

From these publications, persons I am familiar with at NFS and 
my own personal experlinces and beliefs. X have formad this following 
opinion of the matters Au I undoratand the least harmful method would be to blond all HBO down to LLW however this may not be the most 
cost effective. X from limited information, believe the lowest impact 
to all areas and residents, and the eost feaniblo if there in a 
market for LeU, would be to distributo the nEU evenly to all four 
sites to be blended. my reasoning S| alet theoe would be no tran
portation Cost or riaks at ORR. 2nd Even though the troesround NFi 
Is-the amot populated of the coaorcial sites, if the work is to be 
distributed to all avalible atomic workers in all four locations, 
this location should rocieva it's share one fourth of the work.  
3rd Since this ia a very hazaroun and potentially Isathal eubstance 
Alternative 5 seems tho meet sensible way to handle the process 
If it Is profitable. I have no figurpe as to the feasibility of 
blending UEU to LED vy blending HSU to LLW. Although LZD should 
have a much higher value than LLW. I have anon nom figurc to indicate 
thin, but I will assume thin in so. Disrsibuting the 200t of HIrU to 
all four sitoewould minimize impact on any one aite plus finitsh the 
job iva timely mannor. This would reduc •hb insk of accidents 
during transportation end during actual blending to any one site 
vs one or two siten doing 100t of tho'work. To one lees than all 
four sites would greatly increase the rinks to the other sites 
and surrounding areat. EUE it-a hazardous material that needs to 
be dealt with swiftly under cloea* Fd Govt acutiny to assure safty 
and rcduce long term effects of this project On the arseiasnvolved.  

This it not the typa of industry residents* rich or poore 
educated or uneducated, axe asqking for their asea, no matter 
what industrial recrutors, politicians, or the media may express.  

.his "is a opportunity to change negative for positive, lot's 
got it done as swiftly and safoly and with the lowest amount of 
negative Impacts as possible.  

sinceey 

&42i~rmly

10.011

10.011: The HEU EIS analyses showed that blending down the entire stockpile of sur
plus HEU to LLW would generate the highest environmental impact among other alterna
tives evaluated in the EIS (Table 2.4-2). Moreover, DOE agrees that the fastest and 
safest disposition course would be, as described in Section 1.4.2, the Preferred Alterna
tive, to blend down surplus HEU to LEU using a combination of four sites. The goal is to 
achieve DOE's objectives that would satisfy programmatic, economic, and environmen
tal needs, beginning as soon as possible after the ROD is issued and proceeding, as neces
sary, until all surplus material is blended down,

1.3
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To DOE for Inclusion In the comments on the IEU DEIS.  
I realize this is several days past the deadkne, but please Include the 
following in the comments an "the Dlraftnvr.roampntal Impaet Statement 

on the Dipotion of Kgy Enriched Uranium.  

THE DISPOSITION OF WEAPON-GRADE PLUTONIUM 
AND HIGHLY ENRICHED URANIUM: COSTS AND TRADEOFFS 

Wiliam J. Weida 
Economists Alied for Arns Redictiont/The Colorado College 

Colorado Springs, CO. 80903//719-389-6409 
January 16. 1996

Introduction 
This paper explores some of the economic issues surroundng a 

major area of expenditures now facing the US: the dispoWition of weapon
grade plutonium and highly enriched uranium (HEU) either through 'burning' 

in nuclear reactors for power generation or by other meesne Under the 

current budgeting plosaophy programs managed by the Department of 
Energy (DOE) tend to compete with one another for the total funds 
assigned to that agency. For example, In the FY199S DOE budget a tradeoff 
was made between Increased fundIng for nudcear weapons and reduced 
funding for site cleanup. Thus, no matter which disposition alternative Is 
chosen, if dsposition funds are controlled by the DOE, disposition Is likely 

to compete drectly or Indirectly with other alternatives for energy 
funding. And if subsidized by the US government, either research Into 
plutonium or HEU as reactor fuel or the operations associated with euch 
use are Ilkely to consume funds that might otherwise be available to 
support sustainable energy alternatives.  

Over the last three years, the uneconomncal aspects of burning 
plutonium have been made abundantly dear by a number of studies. In 

spite of this, of at the materials, systems, facilitles, and laboratories 

iporaxanif.tsea 
chow. Brban.and, KenehA. selamuon, Witirtg the Spread of Wespen-usabale sa 
tisidale2.N Research, ll lm nstt.uW, RAN. SantaW Nrk CA. 1993, and 
Ilb,•n'•t .artY l-n W hal COimiteoen f l antena•luul Secsitt 
and AlnsCaotis, Iotisnal Agda"oro fah e Ntina Acafdtey PMre WauMft t o C..  
1994.  

umerg" k •Isa tie edwo.aig wur*d far uft Pu or M In ilear reaetors by down--Wednng 
eenJlaty. ditin) HEUlto Mactor-tralh Wanitm or frnM Pi eth muraniumn tof trmua 

nrced oxide tuel (MOX) that can be buntS In light water rearcte (L (W).

06.018

06.018: The Department of Energy agrees that there is increasing competition for funds 
within a declining DOE budget. However, this program would require very little of 

DOE's diminishing budget for implementation, because it would use either existing DOE 
facilities or commercial facilities, may involve commercial financing of disposition 

actions, and would use revenues from sales of LEU to recover blending costs. By provid

ing for disposition of this material, DOE would save storage and safeguards costs.

eA, 

Cý
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Invlved In the design and operation of nudear weapons. the most readily 

available assets for reuse are Usually Identifed as being the Hl•U and 

plutonium from warheado. Over th last two years. quae-prrvate 

cnsaorl have put considerable effort Into convincing the US government 

to embark on such a program. These efforts have either 
(1) assumed that there was an economical way to burn plutonlum and HEU 

for power, 
(2) proposed the consavctiorr and operatIr.n of new reactors specifically 
built to burn plutonium as part of a regional converslon plan for old 

nuclear weapon sites, or 
(3) claimed that even If power generation Itself was uneconomical, it 

would still provide a way to depos of the large stocks of plutonium and 

HEU that was economically sound In the long run and was worthy of 

government support.  

At the same time, other *technical lfixe" for the plutonium problem 

have also been proposed. Many of these are transmutation technlques that 

would requIe large amounts of federal research and development money 

to construct faclilties to turn plutonium into shorter-lived allementsi.2 

Others. such as shooting plutonium Into the sun, are equally as expensive.  

WIth the exception of the integral Fost Reactor (FR), which has also been 

marketed under category (2) above, transmutation has gentraty been 

propoed ass pure government research project.  

In this ppa•r. comparisons between plutonium and down-blended HEU 

burning and other forms of nuclear power generation will be made using 

the general 'ndustry model." In these comparisons, the costs asociated 

with the wastes generated during the creation of nuclear power will not 

be explored becaume these costs am approximately Identical no matter 

what kind of nudear operations are undertaken. However, a full 

accounting of these costs would be necessary before any form of nuclear 

power generation is compared to coal, geas hydroelectrIc, or solar 
generation schemes.  

As a further Issue. it should also be remembered that moat nations 

ateocurrently strugcling Wth nuclear proliferation Issues, Recent 

problems with Noth Korea have clearly demonstrated that becoaue 

plutonium Is normally produced as a by-product of reactor operations, 

civilan ,nuclear power generatlon I. fundamentally at odds with 

proliferation goals In spite of International safeguards Inatalled at most 

2Elrata sl vthi, tl.lrVe of $0 to f 05as100 earn1ta or the 24.000 gaI pom asad by 
piwtOruk.  

M 

N) ____________________3
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plant& Further. actually burning plutonium for power legitIrizes the 
reprocessing of spent fuel and the possession of plutonium, both of which 

(Z 

vastly complicate the pro•iferation issue. When evaluating any o" dispositimonoption, one should keep firmly In mind that the major obstacle i.  

to buidng a bomb I getting plutonium. When that obstacle Is overcome, 
the rest Is much simpler.  

The Value of Plutonium and ltghly Enriched Uranium 
con 

A value for plutonium and HEU has usually been assigned by DOE 
based on the costs required to manufacture either material. This Is not a 
market-based approach, nor are such costs necess•rily rational given the 
manner In which DOE operations are conducted. DOE's theory appears to be 
that If something cost a great deal to produce, It must be worth a great 
deal of money. The fallacy in such an argument Is dear, but this remains 
the standard way of pricing both plutonium and NEU, 

Value I$ normally established througl• a market mechanism In which 
a buyer and seller negotiate a price viewed as fair by each. However, the 
only market for clivlan plutonium in recent years has been the one 
created by Japan's purchase of plutonium from France for future use In Its 
power reactors Pricing In this market Is not publi, but Japan's unique 
lack of alternative energy sources make its determination of the value of 
plutonium Inapplicable to other countries. Further. adverse publicity 
generated by the 1994 Japanese purchase will undoubtedly prohibit 
similar purchases by Japan in the future-thus terminating the market. It 
is probable that there is another, ilicit market for plutonium, but prices 
in this market are surely much higher than the actual value of plutonium 
because of the risk Involved. Hence, neither the Japanese experience nor 
the Illicit market provide much guidance aa to the actual worth of 
plutonium.  

Since there Is no open, operating market In either plutonium or HEU, 
and since existing prices for these commodEties have in the past been set 
by governments for political purposes, It is fair to say that no one has 
establshed the real market value of either material. This Is bound to 

cause problems in pridng that cascade through all operations that try to 
use plutonium or HEU because a material with no established market value 
Is being introduced Into a commercial power-generatuig regime where 
careful market analysis and csat eontrol govern which power soires are 
exploited.

IIII
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it1 an costs of plutonlum and HEU were considered, both materials 
would be some of the most expensive Items ever created by man. The true 
costs of generating plutonium and HEU through dismantlement of nudear 
weapons would have to Include the following past costs: 

The research costs accumulated In developing the materials.  
The initial costs to extract uranium, to purify the materials and to 

make elements such as plutonium in reactors or NEU through 
gaseous diffusion.  

The cost to fabricate the materials Into weapons.  
The cost to maintain the materials in weapons.  
The cost to dismantle the weapons and free the materials for other 

uses.  
And finally, the list of costs would have to include the future costs of 
disposition.  

Accounting for any past costs of plutonium and HEU would make 
either material too expensive for any alternative use and, whether legitimately or not, these costs are usually counted as the costs of doing 
business during the Cold War. As a result, alternative uses of these 
materials are usually considered under the assumption that all past costs 
are sunk costa end future dedsiones are based only on the future costs of 
dasposatlon.  

When the alternative of burning Is evaluated for disposition, certain 
physical rules apply; First, reactors using any acceptable materal
uranium, plutsrdum'based Max, or down-blended IEU-wIli generate 
approximately the same amount of power from those materials. And 
second, the total quantity of material put Into a reactor will become the 
total quantity of spent fuel generated by the reactor. Thus, only two cost 
comparisons are appropriate to show whether plutonium or HEU can be 
burned with any economic benefit: 

(1) The cost of processing and fabricating reactor fuel-and whether 
the cost would be higher or lower when plutonium or HEU Is used. Lower 
costs may apply in the case of burning HEU, but this has not been 
demonstrated.  

(2) Whether the cost of dsposing of these materials might be 
lowered by burning them In a reactor, or whether the overall costs of 
deposition can be reduced by simply cisposing of either material without 
first submitting It to a reactor. Here, there must be counted among the 
costs those of possible reuse In weapons if the materials are disposed of 
Improperly.  

n
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The Nature of the Industry 

Since its Inception, subsidies have been a way of life In the nuclear 

power industry. A 1199Z report found that over the period 19S0 to 1990.  
20% or $96 ballion of the $492 bilon (in 1990 dollars) spent to develop 
and obtain nudcer power was provided by the federal government.  
According to the DOO, of total subsides to the ener• sector provided by 

the federal government In 1992, nuclear energy received $899 milizon of 

$4.88 bMllon expended-or about 18%. However, while most other sources 

of energy (ci, coal, etc.) received either tax subsidies to lower prices or 

direct subsdies to encourage consumer use-both of which acted to 

stimulate demand for the product-nucloear energy received almost all of 

its subsidles ($890 out of $899 million) In Research and Development. In 

fact, nuclear energy received 44% of all energy R&D subside•s In 1992.4 

Over the last forty years, funding of nudear energy research has 

continued with ittle actual Implementation of the results of this 

research. As construction of new reactors has stopped, a few large 

companies have stayed In the reactor research and development business 

without having to sell economnically vable reactors. In such a situation, 
there has been no need for commercial products-,instead, the emphasis 

has been on selling and mnaintainng large research and development 

proams.' As reactor construction has ceased, each new.R&D project 

proposa has been further and further removed from the last project 

private industry and the public was willng to accept and fund. One result 

of this policy of R&D subsidizatlon has been to create an Industry 

Interested in the development of sources of power, not the economics of 

producing power.  

This helps explain the nuclear Industry's continuing research Into, 

and attempts to commerdcalze the use of, plutonium burning reactors In 

the face of overwhelmlng evidence that such reactors would be 

economically unfeasible. As time has passed, the economic viab'lity of 

even standard nuclear reactors has deteriorated. This is unlikely to 

Improve In the future when plans to generate power from plutonium or N EU 

burning are proposed to take place. Shearson Lehman repots that: 

hesa4 Ii u resi•ncamtly uSentato ite urrent estifmntese ofthe eoste sbusy euickor 

atsuesand deanfikslaflecttrs.  Kaaf~nlfftilu•rmAf•late, rtteI r$4enm Ti, Iennnn
4  

Celie. nf Ulle..,r Potv. 570 

Ia fay Sutete 400. N=wYork. NY, O eefter. 199t2.  

sivJ'U/31wZ-0. Enes e ow .on Miý-, Un. u.S. O% * ntnft sor y. WastgtoU 

D.., NCewmeer. 1992. p.I
7
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"Evidence suggests the average operaftgcost of nuclear power plants 
are now higher than those of conventional plants and other power supply 
alternatives."s And Moody's has stated that: 

"Given Increasing competition fonm other types of generating 
facilities and renewed efforts via conservation and demand side 
management programs to reduce the need for new capacity additions.  
nuclear powers economics must be comparable with alternative fuel 
sources and energy efficiency and conservation optlons. In a 
deregulating environment, the pressure to maintain competitively 
low rates will compel utifities to select the most economic option.  
And given the challenges outlined above, we do not think that nudear 
plants are likely to provide such economic benefits.'" 

Among other things, this casts doubt on the future feasibility of 

using IEU in nudet reactors-unless down-blenring and fuel fabrication 
can be accomplished at prices significantly lower than the already 
depressed prices now encountered for normal low enriched uranium (LEU) 
fuel fabrication.  

Burning Plutonium 

The use of mixed oyide fuel (MOX) containing plutonium m Ught 
Water Reactors (LWRs) Is technically proven. Reactor that use low 

ennched uranium can have 1/3 of their core in MOX. Three reactors of the 
System 80 type at the Palo Verde Hudear Generating Station are 

pressurized light water reactors (PWRs) that could hande a full core load 

of MOX. Using these reactors, It would take 30 reactor yearn-or 10 yearn 

for all three reactors-to convert S0 tons of plutonium Into spent fuel.? 

A National Academy of Sciences study estimated that a new MOX 
fabrcation facility would cost between $400 million and $1.2 billion and 
would take about a decade to complete.a Estimates are that the cost of 
MOX fuel fabrication is over $2000 per kilogram of heavy metal, about six 

SrF.•.•-1' iaatl n re.-n..la. "Ate are Noeiudr Plants OtiS Ocetont?,t 9hits from a 

LehmanUBerottes Resarch Confereace, vat2. no. 21. Nay 27, 1992. p.L 
5
lste•e•Lnean MaeS Sp~bl Cornment, 4YAWs bi ist S rvIe. New York.W e, ApeS, 

1993, p. 7.  
?Makhlan• Airjmt. and Annie ",Jkia, dF . Untnieted~ In £ A l- rathvE ER PFemne 
"Taken. Par.k ,Ilan.r 199. p. 29-27.  
8,tmn..nntnntrflkne•ltltttttr Ftm•* ttfW~fl~•knon cit. p. isa159-160.  
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times the fabrication cost of low-enirdied urariurn fuel
9 

At ilOX 
fabrcation costs of $1300-$2000 per kilogram, the cost of uranium would have to ris e to $123-$245 per klaog um just to equal M 0X fabrication 

costs even If the plutonium used was free.1
0 

Cost estimates for geologic repository dsposal of spent fuel fronm 7 

commercial power reactom are about $300,000 per ton of heavy metal (in 

1988 dollars). However, the cost of disposal of a ton of plutonium would 
be higher because it must be dluted to make re-extraction cifficuit.  
Assuming a cost on the order of several million dollars per metric ton of 
plutonium, totals diposal costs would range from $100 mlluon to $300 
million for 50 metric tons of plutonlurm)" 

As was prevously noted, the economics of plutonium burning have 
been investigated and rejected. Chow and Solomon looked at five options 
for the use of plutonium in reactors:12 

1.Use plutonium as fuel in existing fast reactors without 
reprocessing. Using weapon-gradO plutonium In this manner would 
cost $i 8,000/kg.  
2. Use LWR's with 1/3 or partial MOX fuel without reprocessing. The 
cost for this is $7,600/kg with weapon-grade plutonium, 
3. Use LWR's with full MOX fuel loads without reprocessing. The 
cost for this as $5,600/kg with weapon-grade plutonium.  
4. Store plutonium for 20 or more years. Cost. $3,800/kg.  
S. Mc plutonium with waste and dispose of it as waste. Cost: 
$1,000/kg m marginal costs over storing the waste alone-whIch 
would lead to costs of about $4,800/kg.  

None of these options has any commercial value. in the first three.  
the extra costs of handling plutonium because of Its radoasctity, 
toxldty, and potential weapon use outweigh any benefits. Further, 
storage stes wnil not be ready until 2010 at the earliest, and when 
storage costs are taken Into account, they raise the cost of burning 
plutonium in LWR9 by $4000 to $10,000/kg.  

Because of this, the use of plutonium In civilian reactors erestes no 
economic benefits and has a large proliferation risk. Chow and Solomon 

'ieatIEJEL JaIMMY26., 192.  1
0Fene:n5 .A.. fPlkoniumrueAnAswszstn. OECOD Pars,. 1959, p. 6.  

11,4ilwja~Iandii kfrikai rd OP. a. .66.  
t
1aMWasdSWMVnui.COp.Os.ppXAXAl.a
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estimated that thermal cyde plutonium Use-
1 

will not be feasle until 
the price of uranium-bering yeilowcake reaches $1001.8 and they 
estimated that thi will not o ", for SO yearM14 They further projected 
that fast reactors will not be profitable until yellowcake price reaches 
$220/.8 In about 100 years.

ts 

Note that the costs of burning plutonium are always compared with 
the costs of burning 14.U or LEU In reactors. Thus, the Inherent costs 
(waste disposal, worker health, contamination, etc.) Involved In any 

nuclear operations-Inclu ding plutonium burning-are never discussed.  

The full costs should always be considered when comparing alternative 
power sources 

Down.-blencring and Burning MILU 

The economics of down-blending NEU for use in reactors may be 

more favorable than those for plutonium. Weapon-Wade EU typically 
contains over 90% U-235 that must be diluted to levels of 3-5% to 

generate the low enriched uranium used In reactots.¶e DOE's October.  

1995, Draft Environmental Imnpact Statement on the Disposition of Highly 
Enriched Uranium (DES) defines NEU as anything etriched above 20% U.  

235, and assumes an average enrichment of 50% U-23S. As of Januaty, 

1996, DOE had declared 165 metric tons of NEU "surplus* to the stockpile.  

Of course, any strategy to down-blend NEU and sell it as reactor fuel will 

require eventual storage of the highly toxic and radoactIve spent fuel

which will still contain both plutonium and HEU.t7 

To down-blend NEU it Is sknply blended with natural uranium, 

depleted uranium (.2-.3 percent U-235). or dgh. tly enriched uranium (.8 to 2poenlt U-23S). Itispossiblethat thls cannberdonegsoiti• prlic

competitive with fuel made from uranium and thus, is as commnerdally 
viable as standard reactors.'s A quas-pivate corporation, US, 
Enrichment Corporation (USEC), has been established to purchase the 

Portsmouth, ON, and Paducah, KY, enrichment plants from the DOE for the 

13
vprxep lng PU and U from sps• tru and usng Pa-bsadng crixed-oxI& (MOX) fAst In 

tUlemal nF.LKS po•r iunts.  1
4C5,nW and Selurrnn.Op. DMW pp. 6 XVi.V1 
latd., p. xvg.  
1leidr.Jni and iMaI. Ja, Op. CL, p. 1-17.  
I7h~ts..,F...b~trtusnt~tI,.. .. ,nm u ha i .,I S1g*h. rkw.d MIA U.S.  
Depsrtment of tEerW, Officeof fae tMterials D•l•sltl Washington. D.C. Ot•.r. t1995.  
teatuahlain and sdaj-tnl. Op. ct. P. 17.

14.017 

06.021

0 0 

II 
�eb

14.017: Use of HEU blended to LEU as reactor fuel would indeed lead to spent fuel 
storage. However, spent fuel that results from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from 

surplus HEU would displace spent fuel that would be generated in any event in the 

absence of the HEU disposition program. In fact, overall, DOE believes that the environ

mental consequences of blending down HEU would be considerably less than the conse

quences of mining, milling, conversion, and enrichment for the displaced natural 

uranium. The spent fuel would be managed and eventually disposed of together with 

other domestic commercial spent fuel pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. Com

mercial spent fuel contains some Pu but does not contain HEU.  

06.021: The blending of surplus HEU to LEU would be done to recover the full eco

nomic value of the material at going market prices (it will be "price competitive").  

USEC was created by the Energy Policy Act of 1992 to take over DOE's uranium enrich

ment operations. Although USEC may be used to market LEU derived from DOE's sur

plus HEU, that is not the purpose of USEC; it is strictly an ancillary function. USEC 

only leases the enrichment plants from DOE. DOE does not agree that commercial use of 

LEU derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential. Although fuel 

derived from U.S. surplus HEU and sold abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in 

some countries to separate Pu for commercial (non-military) use in mixed oxide fuel, that 

LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental 

Pu would be created as a result of this program.

I
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purpose of pursuing down-blending as a commercial venture. DOE has 
acknowledged that US Enrichment Corp. (USEC) wi lmarket the reactor 

fuel internationally. The US would not control the spent fuel generated by 
foreign reactors and this spent fuel would be a candldate for reprocessing 
to extract the plutonlun. No protocols forbid reprocessing or require the 
return to the US of spent fuel generated from this matef1al..  

Four down-blending scenarios have been considered by DOE to meet 
its stated goals of nonproliferatlin and realizing the "peaceful beneficial 
use" of HIEU in a way that wit return money to the US Treasury.2

0 

1. Down-blend to les than 1% U-235 and cisqse of as low level 
waste. This would address all proliferation concerns.  

2. Umited commercial use- down-blend 35% of HEU Into reactor 
fuel, the rest to less than I% U-23S.  

3. Substantial commercial use- down-blend 65% Into reactor fuel, 
the rest to less than 1% 1-1235.  

4. Masmum commercial use - down-blend 85% Into reactor fuel, 
the rest to ess than 1% U-235.  

DOE's preferred option Is mnamum commercial use which, DOE 
claims, will return the most money to the US Treasury. However, the DEIS 
does not present a credible analysis demonstrating a positive economic 
return, and the masimurm commercial use option would create more than 5 
milton pounds of spent nuclear fuel (2,380 metric tons, assuming an 
assay of 50% enrichment for 170 metric tons of material). Further, under 
Its fastest down-blendng scenario-down-blend to 4% and sell an reactor 
fuel-OE•s plan would take 10 years to process 200 tons of liEU. Duing 
that 10 years, It Is likely that more HEU will be declared surplus. DOE 
argues this wil not Increase the amount of spent fuel, since reactors will 
bum something anyway. Further, It YAi reduce environmental Impacts 
since new uranium will not have to be mined for reactor fue.2

t 
For this 

dalm to be true. the use of dow-bended HEU will have to be so complete 
that It replaces the current US uranium mlinIng Industry, and if this 

occurs, it Is puestionable whether this Industry could ever be restarted.  

Another option. down-blending to 4% for storage until econonIC and 
reprocessing concerns are addessed, has been rejected by DOE who 

19onn, tM fr l I ,htnbnA ! b, r, ,' t Ok,•hf', sf I4a,,Eh FN.d.5 U,,,kh,. Op, 
CIL 
20MIR.

06.021 
cont.

04.013 

12.012 

09.021

I

t�3� 

F�.  
0

04.013: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to 
make decisions. The cost analysis, which is available in a separate document %ýith the 
HEU Final EIS, supports DOE's position that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from 
surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money. The 

spent fuel that would result from commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU 
would supplant spent fuel that would be created in any event in the absence of the pro
gram.  

12.012: The Department of Energy believes that it is not necessary for domestic ura

nium production to be completely displaced in order for the quantity of uranium mined to 
be affected by HEU disposition actions. Rather, the quantity of reactor-grade uranium 
that enters the market from HEU disposition actions at market prices will displace an 
equivalent quantity of material that would otherwise have to be mined, milled, converted 
to UF6, and enriched to make it suitable for use in reactor fuel. The amount of surplus 
HEU (103 t) that would eventually be blended over a 10- to 15-year period would provide 
about 4 percent of current annual domestic needs for LEU fuel.  

09.021: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending HEU for 
extended storage reasonable because it would delay recovery of the economic value of 
the material and incur unnecessary costs in a very tight budget environment as well as 
environmental impacts due to the need to build additional storage capacity to accommo
date the increased volume of the material. Spent commercial nuclear fuel contains some 
inaccessible Pu, but it does not contain any HEU.
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daimed it provides no proliferation advantage over downblending and i 09.021 
selling." However, blending to 4% and storing retain% the fuel option while 

maintaining security of the material In a relatively stable sate owhich cont.  
contains neither plutonium or HEU.

5
A 

Conversion as a Rationale for Plutonium Disposition 

The Triple Play Reactor, proposed for the Savannah River Ste (SRS), 
and Project Isalah. proposed for the old Washington Public Power System 
(WPPS) reactors around the Hanford site, have both been suggested as 
conversion programs where new or refurbished reactors would bum 
plutonium. Further, both programs claimed they would be privately 
financed and, by Implication, profit-maldng.  

As a general principle, economic conversion is both site and sector 
based. On a ste basis it preserves the local economic community by 
changing the base of economic support for the site. In an economic sector.  
it frees resources to be used in other ways for the benefit of the nation at 
large. Thus, the purpose of conversion is not to substitute one 
govemmentofunded program for another, it Is to change the economic base 
(the source of fundo) for the region or sector. This cannot be achieved 
unless conversion generates economic benefits, and the Isalah and Triple 
Play options demonstrate how the conversion approach to disposition has 
tried to adapt to the economic realities of plutonium burning.  

The Isaiah Project 

Proposed In 1993, this project Involved burning plutonium In mixed 
oxide fuel (10X) and producing electricity by completing the WPPS #1 
reactor at Hanford, WA and the 03 reactor at Satsop, WA. It has been 
dalmed this would create 9,000 drect construction jobs, Z,SOO 
permanent operations jobs and 13,500 secondary jobs In the region. Each 
plant would produce 1.300 MWe.2

5 

In 1993 dollars, Completion costs for WNP-I were $1.7 billion and 
for WNP.2 they were $1.6 billion. Operating costs were estimated at 
about $21 mrllion/year, and O&M costs at about $123 mflllon/year 
Includng the spent fuel dspo•asl fee. When financing costs were Included, 
the $1.7 billion completion cost for WNP1 ¢rose to $2.8 billion. However, 

22
1bld.  

23Letter from Robrt Wages, Pr4sid1a. OCAW, Is tomr chatak, Praslden nrst,5kl a Untlen 
epartment. Noenter 3, 193.  
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The government esupplies phutonium oxide, depleted uranium oxide, and 
the Site lease, all at no charge, and it further agrees to sole-source 
irradiation services from the plant.  

The 'annual fees" required from the government were estimated at $78 
millon for plutonium buming Wane-about a 10% subsidy.  

An annual fee would also be assessed for tritium prdckuctron based on 
revenue lscss and other factorL.

5 

The government shared lability for any Increased costs due to 
regulatory changes or any other factors over which the consortium 
had no controla

2 

Similar rbWsiles are likely to be required by project Isaiah because 
a majority of the proposed revenues from both projects are from 
electrical generation. An electricity-produclng, plutonium-burning light 
water reactor Is not economically feasible because of the additional 

facilities and security procedures required for plutonium handing. MOX 
fabrication will also add hundreds of millions of dollars to normal 
operating osts. Each of these factors Increases the flanandal risk 
ausociated with builing a new reactor.  

Disposition Requirements 

Total Quantities of Plutonium 

In 1991, the US had about 19,000 nuclear warheads and the Former 
Soviet Union (FSU) had about 32,000. Under START I and START 1I, the US 
and FSU agreed to reduce to 3,S00 US and 3.000 FSU Strategic warheads by 

2003. Numbers of remainlng tactical warheads may vary, but a good 
estimate would be about 1.500 US and 2,000 FSU tactical warheads. Thus, 
each side will have about 5000 nuclear warheads In 2003. About 2,500 
warheads could be ismantied each year In the US, but only about 1,170 
wilbe dismantled if parity Is maintained with the FRS's rate of 2,250 per 
year."3 

At present, 50 or more metric tons of excess weapon grade 

plutonium exist on each dde,a4 In aditlon, based on the assumption that 
there are less than 4 kg of plutonium In each warhead end there are 20 

3121td.. p.75 and p arlles citation otmen Brian Sian Csr and GoOrme Davis ofSAs 
Corir•Aton Engineering InI &y, I. 1$ 32

a1bld.  
3Chow and Slononop. Clt.. pp,9.1O, 

241jengg f--ldi,,Mt1-.nt r. W..nhn. r Mp.lvtM Op. CIL, p. I.  
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metric tons of plutonium in the mifitary inventories of other nudear 
weapons powerr, the global Inventory of plutonium Is:

Miltary plutonium 
pmramtd vdAn pnoam 

thnaparsted ioutonwm i nwln pet t 1t

248 metOc tam 
122 metric toe 532 metdc terns5 5

Total Quantities of HEU 

To further non-proliferation goals, the United States has also agreed 
to buy a total of S00 tons of Russian HEU for $11.9 Billon over the next 
twenty years If certain conctions are met. The US plans to resell this 
material to fulfill demand for nuclear fuel In domestic and world 
markets.

58 
Accorcing to current plans, HEU from the former Soviet Union 

Is to be dc-enriched by US Enrichment Corporation (USEC) at its plants in 
Paducah, Kentucky and Portsmouth, Ohio, USEC is supposed to be a for
profit company, and during these operations a price for HEU may actually 
be established. However, at this time the actual worth of HEU is unknown 
and there Is no market mechanism for generating its market value. This 
raises questions about how the $11.9 billion price was determined.  
whether It can be regarded as a real, market price of lIEU and, if not, what 
price will actually charged for this material.  

As opposed to plutonium, HEU Is neither used nor made In reactors.  
There are about 2300 metric tons of WIU worldwide, almost at1 of It in the 
former Soviet Union and the US.37 Total US I-EU production from 1945 to 
1992 was 994 metric tons. Of this, 483 metric tons were made at the K
2S facility at the Savannah River Site between 194S and 1964, and 511 
metric tons were made at the Portsmouth, Ohio plant between 1956 and 
1992,30 

35akwjrJ anl IdskJan. Op. Ot., p. II.  

SIuaWIJarJ and Wluijani. Op. O. p. 16-17.  
380Oatas. HaZat Ream ri Cenotcenda DOE te *act sn 8an. DOt. Waasheeton D.C., June 27, 
1994.

16.018 

12.013

16.018: Current plans for the Russian HEU are to have it blended down to LEU oxide 
in Russia prior to its shipment to the United States. Even if the Russian HEU were to be 
blended down in the United States, the work could not be done at the Portsmouth or Pad
ucah enrichment plants, because those facilities can only blend HEU in the form of UF6 
(a gas). There is no need to establish a market for HEU-indeed, it is the nonprolifera
tion policy of the United States to avoid the development of such a market. The value of 
HEU is realized after it is blended down to LEU. There is clearly a need for fuel-grade 
LEU, to fuel existing reactors, on a global scale.  

12.013: The HEU EIS is concerned only with the disposition of up to 200 t of current 
and expected future surplus HEU. The quantity of HEU that remains in the U.S. strategic 
stockpile (non-surplus) remains classified. At present, there are 113 to 138 t of domestic 
surplus HEU (the larger number includes an additional 25 t that may be declared surplus 
in the future) and 500 t of Russian HEU that are considered likely to become commercial
ized worldwide (an additional 62 t of surplus U.S. HEU is considered unlikely to be com
mercialized in the near term due to its forms). There appears to be little point in 
speculating about the impacts on the uranium market of blending 2,300 t of HEU, as such 
quantities are well beyond any reasonable expectation of what may be declared surplus.

all

It,"
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The US inventory of Hsu is located In the following Tocations
3 9 

0.6 Haftord.WA 26.2 4EL. ID 
0.2 .14.. CA 6.7 Roc" Rats, CO 
3.2 LAW-. 1N4 O.9 ., M4 
Cbli5fkd F ante. lTX 1.6 Kn4as. NY 
0.2 1 ,0olmna . I. 23.0 Po tam*ut. O0 
16.a Y-12. S. Sc.C 1.5 K-25, SRS, SC 
1.4 O t 3T1 24.4 vsS. C 

TOTAL - 2se.a metrie tows Caot tnckting Pastex) 

HEU consumed by the US since 1945 Is estimated to be about 10S 
metric tons Induing uranium burned In reactors for plutonium production 
at SRS (about 42 metric tons), uranium burned by the Navy (about 12 
metric tons), uranium consumed In research (about 25 metric tons), 
uranium exported to France and UK (abut 6 metric tons), and uranium 
consumed in weapons tests (about 20 metric tons). This leaves 630 
metric tons 1994 - (105 + 259)] unaccounted for In the revealed 12.013 
Inventories and this Is probably split between the Pantex stockpile and 
the remaining nuclear arsenal.4ocont.  

When the number of nuclear weapons peaked at 32,500, Independent 
experts estimated there were S00-SSO metric tons of HEU In warheads, 
Implying about 16 kg per weapon The amount of NEU per weapon Is thought 
to have declined sllightly since then due to greater use of plutonlum.

4
1 

New estimates suggest that about 50% more lIEU was devoted to weapons 
than prevIousy believed. Thus, either more was used In each bomb than 
had been estimated-which suggests that about 10 tons more would alSo 
have been consumed In tests-or there was considerable overproduction 
and atodeiing foi an arsenal buildup that never occurred.42 

The amount of blendstock reqired for final blending down of 500 
tons 93.5% NEU can be estimated as follows:

43 

DOepled i O.29 1U235}) SO 10,600 11,100 
WtUr U(.711% U35s) SO0 12.100 12,600 
Sightly rtxhed U(1.5% U235) D00 15,400 15,900 

40
me nsltcae from Peter ray, on. S30,1954.  

41Ibld.  

421b14.  
4SMek4Jand a•d Shniau., Op. CIt., p. 76, 

(T "
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If all 2300 metric tons of H u was dsposed of by dow.-blcndng, 2 3 

the resulting amounts of nuclesr fuel are significant enough to alter the 12.013 US uranium and fuel fabrication Industries. In fact, it is easy to Imagine a cont, 
scenario vwhere domestic uranium operations were put entirely out of , 
business If dawn-blending of HEU can be done In an economical manner.  

Costa of Transmutation and Other 
Non-BurnIng or Technical Fixes 

Complete elimination of plutonium Is only possible through two 
Mn0an first, wait until the natural radfoactlv6 decay destroys It-this 
would take thousands of years. Second, transmute plutonium by using 
some technique to bombard Its nuclei and split them Into fission products.  
option two can only occur through a nuclear reaction In a reactor or In a 
particle accelerator." Most elements created by transmutation would 
have much shorter half-ives than plutonium. Thus, the potential benefits 
of transmutation could be: 

1. A reduced volume of material 
2. Reduced radioactive life of materials.  
3. Less risk of human IntrusIon Into storage areas.4" 

Most transmutatlon technIques require reprocessing and, hence, are 
likely to be unacceptable on the basis of both proliferation and waste 
generation concemrs." In fact, the GAO has noted that Ve reprocessing 
and separating of the waste are more difficult technical problems than 
transmuting the long-lived elements from the waste."

4 7 

Waste transmutation would take many bllions to develop and Is not 
possible before 201 ".4 DOE managers believe It Is not economically 
Justifiable since a waste repository would still be needed. A complete 
transmutation system would Include a reactor or accelerator to transmute 
reprocessed fuel. a spent fuel reprocessing and waste separation facility, 
a fuel fabrication facility, and storage facilities for spent fuel and 
residual wastes.4 

GAMO/Rcc944.1 . Uried States General Aeotcasrilg afrlk, WAS11lnete, D.C.D oee.rrher, 
3993, p. 11.  
44l•P. 10.  
46MW4W W4 M*I~N~jLo.at. Or.p. 9S.100.o 

~~ Op. ct.
IL 13.  

4•M.1, p. 4.S.
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2. Deep Geologic Disposal/Seabed Disposal 
The cost is essentially that for vitrification and for burial in Yucca 

Mountain-Le. the cost of both operations. See the vitrification option 
below.  

3. Launching Plutonium Into the Sun 
A 1982 NASA study estimated the cost of this option at $200,000 

per kilogram of plutonium. Several hundred kg could be handed at a time.  
This Is probably not feasible due to public fears about the potential for a 
crash and resulting cdspersion of plutonium from one of the rocket&S3 

4. Underground Nuclear Detonation 
In one Russian proposal, S000 warheads would be destroyed In a 

siighe explosion of a 100-kiloton warhead. A US option proposed uing 
amial shafts to destroy S warheads at a time (about 3000 detonations 
would be recidired.) Even If one destroyed SO warheads at a time, 300 
detonations would be req.ired-almost half of the 730 US underground 
tests conducted to date.

5
4 

S. VitrlfIcatIon 

By 1994, the DOE had spent over $I billon trying to vitrify liquid 
wastes and had not yet succeeded. However, plutonium may not share 
these problems and it could be formed Into blocks weighing thousands of 
pounds to make theft more dlfficult.5 FHowever, while vitrification of 
plutonium alone is an option, It doesn•t present a sufficient barrier to 
reuses$ For this reason, prior to vitrification. plutonium will most likely 
be mixed with other materials that would make repurification more 
dIfficult.37 

There are three generalI trification options with potential for 
plutonium disposition: 

StietcnatkmsaS P riysrtit t he Preventiln of Nuclear War and Thekhitriute for tE.rro and 
E v•'IrefinnIMa ai R ek AifrOf 0,h, MI. i- AMad. tnmM a l ,I Gf .hMS1. . bten ma r Physiydat 
Prosm cuntord•e IA.1 %.9Z. M 130-138, 
s4MM p. M130-131L 

a For a ceousie at potental pmjaeN and tmieits asvolad Vuth e uiet•=tIo seae 
cinmrnm by Wolfang5 anftky, KeVIn Wr•ont at sad Ales DVoil$tIn LettvW. Me 
e,.,ift.. at .IA, alW• vot.et$ 2, $ 1 .Ibi air/Frebru-iy1996.  
5
4bjnlandl a khqaL op. ls., p. 4.  
STWaWK, Matthew. n'eaw Excess Pluele•iiI I OGass, US.,w Uged', 1h& •werk "Is.  
Honveater 17. 1924.
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1. Vitrification of plutonium mnxed with gamma-einltting fission 
products so the resulting glass logs mnet the spent fuel standard.sO 

"These fission products have much shorter half-lives than 

plutonium. For example, the half-life of Cast= 137 Is only 30 

years as opposed to 24,000 years for plutonIum. Thus, the mix 

would become less resistant to proliferatlon over time. This Is 

lrkely to take longer since vitrificatlon plants are not prepared for 
this tm as.s 

2. Vitrification of plutonlium with depleted uraniun or some other 
alpha-producing element.  

3. Vitrification of plutonium with a non-radioactlve lement, such as 

europIum, that would render the mixture unsuitable for weapons 

without reprocesslng.nr 

Accordng to one proposal, the US could Incorporate high level waste 

(HLW) hike plutonium Into ZS,000 tons of glass at a rate of about 1000 

tons of glass per year. This would allow the disposal of tOD tons of 

plutonium In five years It the glass contained only, 29plutonium. A recent 

anlyss by Padfic Nortwcst Laboratories estimates the total addtional 

cost at $100 million to convert 100 tons of plutonium metal to oxide and 

mix It with other HLW-ten times cheaper than storage, and ten to fifty 

times cheaper than MOX.¢t One could also place a barrier to misuse by 

subnational groups by maisng the canisters In which vitrified plutonium Is 

stored hghly radioactive,6t 

Conclusion 

Several studes on the altematives available for dsposition of 

plutonium and HEL have noted that due to potential proliferation problems 

and the danger these pose for all people. dsposition Issues should be 

dedded based an expedency and safety, and economic considerations 

should not play a major role In this process However, a student of the 

military budgeting process or the budget considerations surrounding a 

58hie "pnt fuel standard propoeseate nuts pluatedum as 1dficuit t ito iev aIt weuld beIff it 
was hInthe frmnsIn whichtd Isexiets In iudeuaatr rseseful 1%5haths been Isslted (wead) to the 
etent thatIt ca n nolwsw5rltCtlVyt sistln a cdin resctlbrLand thus, as been•renved tm 
the resewWd le dposal. lThis uadlated fuel Acontinss 1Irsn products, wanxt,. and 
uasnuianic ktotpee 
s1%khtwl sand MaMijlm.I Op. CI., p. 8& 
'Oidkir. p. 

4
.  

6ett'aer, Ste. Op. . pp. 144-14L.  
eswola•andl aklulji•i, Okp. Ct., P. 89.  

63or essewle, see MManld aiiand IthdJsad. Op. CItL

01.009

01.009: The Department of Energy agrees that nonproliferation objectives (particularly 
in terms of setting an example for other nations) are preeminent; however, cost consider

ations are also important in the current budgetary climate. DOE deems all of the action 

alternatives (Alternatives 2 through 5) to be roughly equivalent in terms of serving non

proliferation objectives of the program. On the other hand, the sale of LEU fuel derived 

from surplus lIEU would yield returns on prior investments to the Federal Treasury. off

set blending costs, and reduce Government waste disposal costs. Consequently, the non

proliferation and economic objectives are complementary in the surplus HEU disposition 

program, particularly for the Preferred Alternative since both favor commercial use of the 
resulting material.

.lJ
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iajor Infectious diease such as AJDS will realize that there Is no 

p=ecedent for realwold decisIons-even those that concern threats to 
large numbers of people-being made In an envirnment free of economic 
con~deration. In fact, In making such decisions it Is not unusual for 
economic costs and benefits to be considered first. not last. For this 
reason, it Is necessary to Identify those factors Involved In the 

dispostlon area that Wi create common coats ro all options, and to 

specify those areas 'where spedfil factors are likely to be major coat 
divers that could dcrlsminate between the various dspoaltion options.  

This paper has dsown that while MU can be down-blended and burned 

by nuclear reactors for power gentratlon. It will face the same economic 

forces as the nuclear Industry In general. As a result, all other Issues 

aside. It Is unlikely to be fmanclaly successful In the United States In 

the long run. Current NEU deposition programs appear to be predcated on 

a positive financial return to the US government. Since thin seems to be 

unreaistic, other goals may have to be developed For example, the US 

may have to apply the same atandards to NEU dispostion as it applies to 

plutonium. inskstenos on Judging the success of the HEU program based on 

economsic return Is likely to end up generating a large amount of weapon
grade or down-blended liEU for whIch there Is no economlcally able 

reuse program and there ae no other planned dispositlon options.  

It Is also dear that burning plutonium In power generating reactors 

is not economical and, further, It Is unlkely to become economical at any 

time In the near future. As the recent National Academy of Sciences study 

stated, 
"ExploIting the energy value of plutonium should not be a central 

criterion for ceedslon making, both because the cost of fabricating 

and safeguarding plutonium fuels makes them currently 

uncompetitive with cheap and widely available law-enriched 
uranium fuels, and because whatever economic value this plutonium 

might represent now or In the future Is small by comparison to the 

security stakes."0 However, even If burning plutonium Is not economical, Is it still cheaper 

than other methods of deling with or isposing of plutonium? This 

question Incorporates both proliferation risk and economics, and the 
following framework of 'g*ver& provides a way In whIch mt might be 
considered: 

e4~osamojjd~alnl~ssatuWe1I~cuinaOP. 01-n.. .M.4

04.012

04.012: The Department of Energy does not judge the success of the proposed surplus 
HBEU disposition program on economic return. The overall economics of HEU disposi

tion actions from the Government's perspective will be determined more on the basis of 

avoided waste disposal costs than on any conclusion of positive financial return. In other 

words, even if the costs of blending exceeded the proceeds from market-price sales of 

LEU fuel derived from surplus HBEU, the Government would still be economically ahead 

because it would not have to pay to dispose of the material. Any revenues from sales of 

LEU would help to offset blending costs and thus result in less Government outlays than 

noncommercial options-including storage over the long term with its attendant costs of 

storage, safeguards, maintenance, international inspections, etc. An analysis comparing 

the costs of HBU disposition alternatives has been prepared to aid the Secretary in reach

ing an ROD in this program. The cost analysis, which is available separately from the 

HEU EIS, supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel 

derived from surplus BEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable 
money.
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Fiust, it is obvious that Increased handing of a material Eke 
plutonium leads to increased costs and Increased proliferation 
risk.  

secondany proposal to bum plutonlum In reactors to reach 2 spent 
fuel standard might also be accomplished more simply and 
cheaply by mniing plutonium with waste to a spent fuel standard 
to start with.as As an Isotopleally olfferent element, plutonium 
can always be chemically separated from spent fuel whether It 
was generated Inside a reactor or simply mixed with existing 
spent fuel. although the dificulty assodated with this operation 
can be Increased by addng other elements to the iie.  

ThIrd, taste storage costs, Irrespective of the method of storage 
chosen, are based on volume and radloactivity and will be the 
same for all burning and non-burning options. In any process that 
requires putting material In a reactor, whether for power 
generation or simply to dispose of the material the volume of 
material will remain constant throughout the process and the 
radoactivlty of the spent fuel witl be approximately the same for 
storage considerations, The only exception to this rule occurs 
when reprocessing Is Involved. Then both waste volume and costs 
rise dramatically.  

And fourth, for transmutation, costs are altered because one Is 
handing hotter material for relatively shorter periods of time
but these time periods are still so extensive that discounted cost 
comparisons between alternatives cannot show significant 
dilferencesi In addctlon, transmutation technologies still require 
reprocessing and they still must absorb the cost of research and 
development. Other options do not have either of these negatives, 

Viewed In thia ight, final waste chsposal cost will be Incurred 
whatever disposal option Is taken. These coats could potentially be offset 
by doing something profitable with the plutonium and HEU prior to final 
storage, but this paper has shown that finding a profitable use for either 
material Is unlikely. Thus, the more probable case Is one where the costs 
of basic waste storage are Increased by whatever costs are associated 
with the dispositlon option chosen. The factors most likely to 
significantly Increase costs are the major cost drvirs that create 

GSFara dl en ofe putebi 1 problenmeand bearef1isassncelnstid thrnrii and rmlt a pprachas 
to pNtenkln dIspositilo^.mee enmmnneetby W =a•a sky, KAnil Wend et at, and Alx 
G.Vi, In L . at aZ "L no. 1. JanuryFlbrtuly, 
11sM.

16.019

16.019: The Department of Energy is confident that a profitable use for LEU fuel 
derived from surplus HEU will be available. The commercial use of liEU will shift the 
costs of waste disposal from the Government to the commercial user that derives benefit 
from the use of the fuel, and their costs would not increase beyond what they would have 
been anyway: (1) DOE does not agree that commercial use of HEU would need to be 
subsidized. (Revenues would offset blending costs for commercial material.) (2) Repro
cessing would not be necessary for BEU disposition actions, although reprocessing of 
some DOE irradiated fuel for other reasons, such as stabilization for storage or disposal, 
might result in more separated BEU requiring disposition. (3) Once HEU is blended 
down to LEU, security costs would be minimal, and once it is sold, they would be zero.  
(4) No research and development is necessary for HEU disposition actions. Some of the 
commentor's points may have some validity with respect to Pu, but they do not appear to 
be valid with respect to lEU.

II 
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dfferences amorn the various options for plutonium and HEU dsposition 

At this point, these maJr o appear to arise from four arew.s 

(1) The level X.of s1uldztlon in the 'profitable" parts of the 16.019 
disposition program.  

(2) Those Items (surnhas reprocessing) that increase the volume of 

(3) The cost of security and its drect relationship to the number of 

times a material Is handed or moved.  

(4) The coat of research and development of new methods of 

disposition.  
These four cam outweigh all other costs generated by hpoetmon by 
many orders of magnitude anod, as 2 result, they should be the major 

d ete r min ants w h en c h oo s in g a m o n g d sp o s it lo n o p t io n sI
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10.003: Comment noted.
SC-Ab .o.h.JnC-rnI 
1.11 AlrU". .  

rN - C-. ,. n. I t~ l.'

ComEd
-'mi 1.198 

DO-•. OfFu lc Mawi. Ilt'pW$idka 
P. 0. Bo0 .2786 
WMAOM D.C. 20026-3786 

6-Moo C4aw.= MDMoftEIS WBoDN OfSOW" HM~

ComW oiUhco tA6kmrOj~wS0 m ootlo Draf E lroaimneulmh*Oct $leaco tor 
D gsApIm c(Swoupuslilslty Eockd UIholoo 

1 cooU opipm osU A Saoh5: Mmdoem C~ommwiit Use (M%. FuelIS% Waste) 7%s 
asil•o:m s l arpa( on dk tc oa xpoycrdrawsodo n be 0cxm-sEU 

aoekdoi s,,t mostaeedi ouS not , prodomcothe s uolesl e t aloe and oilI., 
p•.a.iscsbc h we u• r.•c t ood 

2. Tho "ity offd fabualo m toaptUNH1Uqwldd eathd IoV FU, islIghmLc Only o 

domies• •r•d•raloroohi ce lhmuoWdqp.t•1llkyto doso DOE •sicnt it jo f thsl 

ote ssbW lt the rx ta sto u theasxpo) o 

2. Molcshe u belitercdmpwr lioluofo•t l at alllclet thol ol I nlicoont 
wiln• u ktooat io posclojm Qo("loelo ish l.y c•.we UtnpOlunS.  

Please¢ coth me at (1t8i61 865-572aol dyoo hosoaoy qloni oil tist mallei 

Shoooety.  

FatBw.N 

%1o-.

10.003 

04.015 

01.006

04.015: The HEU EIS contemplates the shipment of UNH crystals, not liquid, to fuel 
fabricators. DOE recognizes that the nuclear fuel industry would prefer to deal with UF6; 

however, most of the surplus material is in metal and oxide forms and no capability cur

rently exists to convert it to UF6 form. The analysis of UF6 blending was added to the 

alternatives to cover the possibility that some commercial entity may provide this capa

bility in the future. (Both of the commercial firms whose facilities are analyzed in the 

HEU EIS, Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) and Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS), have indicated 

that they may install UF6 blending capability.) 

01.006: It is correct that few companies have Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 

licenses that would permit them to be in possession of HEU today. However, title to 

HEU might nonetheless be transferred to commercial entities, who would need to con

tract with properly licensed facilities (such as the B&W and NFS facilities analyzed in 

the HIEU EIS) or DOE itself to blend the material on their behalf.

Ul
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CONATSER, RAY, NASHVILLE, TN 
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zeaS oe. 10.024 

•d4 4 09.018 

/ • 10.023 

4.7 4~'d 1 (03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 
material; delay recovery of economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce net 
revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the proposed 
action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small por
tion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed at 
or near SRS) of the current surplus in inventory.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.

U3
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CONDON, GARY, LYNCHBURG, VA 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Yes. MynaeIs GaryCondon. I Webn Lyditg.Vik.gil, and Ilam very much 
opposed of•the plan to btring uranium inLo yncw trmugh B&W whlh wil drop ae 
value of our property and also cause an extra added risbk hat we do not need. Tlw* 
you very muchL

1 10.006

10.006: Comment noted. However, it should be noted that the B&W Naval Nuclear 
Fuel Division is one of two licensed commercial facilities in the United States capable of 
processing HEU. B&W has been processing and fabricating HEU material at the Naval 

Nuclear Fuel Division and has maintained its NRC license for 37 years by adhering to 
radiological and health physics procedures and NRC license provisions to protect its 
employees and the environment surrounding the facility. The proposed action in the 
HEU EIS is well within the skills and experience, and could be implemented consistent 
with existing NRC license requirements for the B&W facility.



CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, WASHINGTON, DC 
PAGE 1 OF 1 

Congwpth fde Vitl~uib htftt 
-'C- pmk d A1q*Uidgiti 

peceuhet 21. 1995 
Hl~llotahI. 1lK 501 0- esoy 

Sacretory Of Energy 
U.O. Oeps~ir-tltnti of Ifnergy 

1000 I•dependenre Avenue. 8.W.  
vanhingtoc. D.C. 20585

near lAdlA fScretayl 

loesn casing to ongem., I have been carefully reviewing the 

Adminigtcatiofle actions that might Impact the Operations oV the 
,.a= diffusion Ipnt in paduab, Kentucky. filesgat.e uch I.  

inm cnresonlDstrict. Is oneplant.le largesL 

amployam ein western geatuchy.  

There are many issues which conreara M, inoladlngt the ten 

of the United tatas4- 8 11W TI O hltSl h uspensin 

Igesent p.,urnsesrelating to 5e R ~ ussiWingactivities, the 
ASiadest' lic.oat legislaiaon thatnvoul•dgive h authority 

to saive our fnation's trado.lawseanovIctw9sntto Ignmr 
anti-dumpiO8 rntricticusl theuWeO f byass a -9 ewta bythe 
Russians to seltheirurani in• tl U 1.•. a tplacea -the 

legislation , crrently pening before grevs to to sell 
a ul and 1 enrichedt ualinin he uturt an. inally, the 

flPact=ntsaDraft RvIromsne~tal %meect oteteet 0 h 
Disoition of Surplus Highly EnrlChod uraniu• .  

Taken Individually. theme actions may only have minimal 
effects an the enrichment industry and the plant In Paducoil 
Hlovever. their Cw lread Impact would be devastating. 'Therefore.  
urge your Department to proceed very carefullyw han decisions are 

made to dispwo e o the surplus natural and highly enriched uranium 
stocki~ple.  

At a very minimmI. I belhieve hi 1. Department should abide by 

the provieionlcontained in S.M. legislation pending in Congress 

to privative the U.S. Incicbeent Corpration.. That bill states 
that ~the gecroary dotcrsi~asthat tesle, ofthmaeiljl 

leer oneril avere ioon onthe domestic urani_ .nqmnn.  

converslion o enticOeso 2industry. taking into accmuat the Sales 

of uranium under the Ression 1103 Agreemnt and thle SuOpes 
Agr t end that the primo paid to the Secretary uil* nOt be 
loe tMha fair mariket vwalue.  

--.- c ._--..  

December 27. lItS 
Vage 2 

1 respectfully request that ay, concerns be registered 
ocficiallthinethecor mmn n eptent ruct 
Draft Env Impact SrLtemat ,the DispositiO onasurplus 

li9ghly arickied UrsLium.  

Thihk you for your COnsIratic 01ofgm. views. and I look 

forward to earuing from you at your convenience.  

PHafet of Cogress,

12.008

12.008: The HEU Final EIS has been revised (Section 4.8) to reflect the enactment of 
the USEC Privatization Act (P.L. 104-134), and to address the prospects for the future 

operation of the U.S. enrichment plants in greater detail. DOE must adhere to the provi

sions of P.L. 104-134 that require the Secretary of Energy to avoid adverse material 

impacts on the domestic uranium industry, taking into account uranium transactions 

under the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement and the suspension agreement, when making 

decisions about domestic surplus HEU disposition.

I



CONVERDYN, DENVER, CO 
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Oanuary 0, 1996 

Hr. . David Nulton, Director 
Office of NEPA Compliance and Outreach 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20585 

Deer Mr. Nulton:

Re: Disposition of Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium Draft 
environmental Impact Statement (DOE/EIS-0240-D) 

On behalf of ConverDyn, I am pleased to have the opportunity to 

submit the following comments regarding the referenced draft 
environmental impact statement (1EIS-). ConverDyn is a joint 
venture between affiliates of AlliedSiqnal Inc. (Morristown, 
New Jersey) and General Atomics (San Diego, California) which 
markets uranium conversion services worldwide. ConverDyn has 

exclusive marketing rights for the output of AlliedSiqnal Inc.'s 

Metropolis Works, located at Metropolis, Illinois, which represents 
the sole remaining domestic facility for the conversion of natural 
uranium concentrates (U3Og I to natural uranium hexafluoride (UFe).  
More than 380 people are currently employed at the Metropolis 
Works. ConverDyn's current sales agreement portfolio includes 
nuclear utilities in the United States, Asia and Europe.

ConverDyn has reviewed the referenced EIS and finds the document, 
in its draft form,, to be significantly deficient in the area of 

potential market Impacts of the proposed actions/alternatives 
regarding the disposition of surplus highly enriched uranium 
('-MU-) from the U.S. inventory.  

As you may be aware, the nuclear fuel market (natural uranium 
concentrates, conversion services and enrichment services) has been 
chronically depressed for sore than 10 years. Although the factors 
contributing to this period of severe price depression are complex, 
the nuclear fuel supply industry has only recently begun to 

recover. In fact, due to depressed conversion market conditions, 
the uranium conversion facility owned by Sequoysh Fuels 
Corporation, an affiliate of General Atomics, located at Gore, 
Oklahoma, was placed on extended standby which will lead to final 
decommissioning with the attendant loss of hundreds of jobs.  

5SWISOAhOdeS..4Sdm60% mmOWD?.74M 1dqh-t33)T775S7 F.IMI13017j1625

112.010

12.010: The Department of Energy has received conflicting comments from different 
segments of the industry regarding their expectations for the uranium market in general 
and the conversion industry in particular The HEU Final EIS notes that the industry has 
been oversupplied in recent years, but the conversion market has tightened recently with 
the departure from the business of one of the domestic suppliers. The USEC Privatization 

Act, enacted in April 1996, requires the Secretary of Energy to determine that any DOE 
sales of uranium would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium min
ing, conversion, or enrichment industries. In light of these developments, DOE has modi
fied the HEU Final EIS (Section 4.8) with respect to impacts on the conversion industry, 
and now concludes that those impacts are unlikely to be significant in the long term.

I



CONVERDYN, DENVER, CO 
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Mr. J. David Nulton 
Page 2 
January 8, 1995 

Although the draft EUS explicitly acknowledges the uranium 

conversion segment of the overall nuclear fuel cycle, there does 

not appear to have been any rigorous analysis of the potential 

impact on conversion of the proposed alternatives. Under 

Section 4.8, "Impacts on Uranium Mining and Nuclear Fuel Cycle 

industries,' the draft EIS recognizes that "the current price 

(constant dollars) of the uranium conversion process is less than 

it was 10 years ago, and competitien is strong. Prices are apt to 

remain depressed until production capacity Is reduced. Presently, 

there is an oversupply of conversion capacity and little growth in 

demand." (Page 4-182).  

Under 'Economic Consequences of the Proposed Action,' the EIS 

recognizes the potential market impact of blending down Russian NEU 

into commercial grade fuel and then concludes that "blending DOE 

NEU to LEV for commercial use also would have some effects on the 

conversion industry. The already oversupplied sector of the 

nuclear fuel cycle would remain depressed for a slightly longer 

period of time than if this alternative were not Implemented." 

(Page 4-185). Considering the fragile nature of the current.market 

recovery. ConverDyn feels strongly that such an oversimplification 
is not appropriate for an issue *as crucial as disposition of 
surplus U.S. NEU.  

The domestic nuclear fuel cycle suppliers have been engaged in a 

protracted struggle to ensure that dieposal of both Russian and 

U.S. origin H-W is conducted in ,a responsible manner by the 

governments involved. The proposead 'USEC Privatization Act' 

contains specific criteria for the market introduction of 

NEU-derived L from both sources. ConverDyn supports the 

processes and procedures incorporated in that legislation and 

believes that the ZI$ addressing disposition of surplus U.S. NE 

should fully recognize those provisions.  

Regards, 

/ e'7; \ Grah aun 
'Pre~dn 

JJG/sav 

cc: Cheryl HossesNEI

12.010 cont.  

12.021

12.021: The future uranium market is uncertain-different industry groups have prof
fered conflicting projections. Congress has indicated through provisions of the Energy 

Policy Act of 1992 and the USEC Privatization Act that DOE's HEU disposition actions 

should avoid adverse material impacts on the uranium industry. The latter act includes a 

schedule that limits introduction of LEU into the U.S. market. DOE expects to abide by 

this requirement to avoid adverse material impacts on the industry, but also intends to sat

isfy the objectives of the fissile materials disposition program and the President's nonpro

liferation policy, as reflected in the lEU Final EIS.

N .-.
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December A MSI

Mr. Greo, P. Rudy, ]M -1 
Depairment ojlnergy 
Office of leslle Materials Disposition' 
P.O. B=erTM 
We. qgtoenllO20t207t 

Dan r•. Mhxy.  

I wish to offer the Uo•ling cmments anrarlng the l lisposiaoao fSurplus Highly
Enriched Urenlm raft Envir mntal Impact StatemenC to be I Lead by DOEMUD-.  

nTh quantity or fsuplush lghly-e•o•• ced m•-• tat will bectme l van f tom 
dismantlmuent ora stricgaul t itoustm ofrL t UB. t menvder-wespoea stockpile wi 
be quite lrge. In the order a tundrod ofdtons. i material represents a huge 
investment ande 15'U.. taxpayers over the Ine.•tour decades.a ndo hould be sed te a 
mamz um effeAt tar bolnati"onad defense and public ene _mgneratla usPpoes. "The 
unanim that has been serichad to asnrocostuly 93% (orllay )shouild, without 
questionbe =a& avail" o lthet1A&lwy unclear Wl rgAM for 
cossumption in beth thepresml operationalo (sad futuo)t ) n= r a.Airrc, t 
carders, end adoes typese at rnrdes 

I beleve the US.& operates10ulomaidnes of some five diforcot types.6 icrisors of 
e typest , end 7 a• th .carriers. illo r which anr powered byM ditnring tpes of 

nuclear reators.Since n mo or thesse se o.te-tllewb•ilu lea liemes oil50 years or 
mae, we should pravide the Navy with all eces m rpples•t9"O2% fo5. r presentsand 
future see, the CNa tof staring thioseparated =urvaimbl',Iotp s. is fmm eqttg . .  
its usefer nmeteor pyqpd= a pplications is aslimited. Therefore, efl suppliescof orafloy 
of US.& 0 eloult hr! usne as eA"i prolsian focdi , reardless of the manl 
present stockpile dofrplacement navel reactor cores. Failur, to Implement euch action 
wil be detrientaelsto thes atloesl ccultitInteresto oftihis country. Uslng aeilable date, 
I calculats a requirement atvaseter than6 toneperyearfo r msauch purposes, so thatmer 
the 50year lifeopen of thsecurrent ships that would total some 200 tons ot erelley.  
reasionably lose to the estimates ofmteriatls that will becomeavailableover the noAt 
decade.  

Th. lesser enrchaddied ernbm. r lgtramW 20% to % U ceauld, and should, be uased 
to develop advanc•d feotreactor systems thateetelvly will boxieedod within the next My 
yeas. Although theour.nlum supply for LWP. m looks very adequate In theshort.r 
evey etudy, meids byleaduatoy or goevrement indicates that the esicaly recovered net=ra 
areunudiaram will be dgelcd by world-wIdsexpansicin of LWIR use byWOMilSiO, and the 
pdca of uraniuem orw escalate raplidly after 2M35.n this dreamartance, it will becoame 
an economic nemasity t movema to fast retactes for world electricity production. Our 
oppor•unity to develop end demonstrate I•is needed techno.lo without the development

09.011

09.011: A classified quantity of HEU is being retained in the strategic stockpile for use 
in the Naval Nuclear Propulsion program. The quantities of iEU declared surplus do not 
include material that is being retained for naval nuclear propulsion.  

Retaining surplus HEU in its current weapons-usable form would not be consistent with 
the purpose and need for the proposed action. While the National Academy of Sciences 
has expressed support for the demonstration of advanced fast reactor systems, the 
National Academy of Sciences also considers it essential to our long-term national secu
rity to reduce global stockpiles of weapons-usable fissile materials. It is the current pol
icy of the United States (Presidential Decision Directive 13) to discourage the civilian use 
of fast reactors due to concerns about their potential for breeding Pu in large quantities.

U'
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CORCORAN, MARGERY, MINNEAPOLIS, MN 

PAGE 1 OF 1

Daic RcivWd: 
Comment ID: 
Nam.c 
Addw=s:

01I496 
P0066 
May cotvoran 
Mineapol Miannsot

Transcription: 

This is Mugery Corcoran from Minneapolis, Misota. and I amc alling to say do not support 

rnaknig highly enriched tranium into nuclear fuel. We don't know what to do with what we I 10.024 
have now. Were fighting over that in Minnesota Please, please. Bye bye I

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 

created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.
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Cox, LUCY, OAK RIDGE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Receid: 
Coamxnt 1D: 
Nazoe 

dmpss: 

Thnscriplios:

01116196 
P0072 
Lucy Cox 
Oak Rdgc.Tencasm

My mam is Lucy Cox., andI n on the cnvinmrentol list of Oak Ridge. I have beenwaiting 
and being concerned and just sort of watehing. and I'm still concerned about our young People, 
wat we're going to do about this highly uranium. I approve ofthe down blending, blending 
down ofit, andl do hope that It will eb blended down enough tatthl Iwill not both the life of 
our young people, the Ulfa ofour m"iddle-aged people the life of oa" older poople. so that it won't 
b used for weaponx In this situation- I don't know too mus about it- btthe wayl see It 
and the way I understand the scripture that lfw dout ts o kill. nobody win-s. We ai lose.  
Th•nk you.

10.023

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not 

anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.  

Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus 

HEU inventory.

t�1�
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10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as 
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with 

NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and 
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide 
this information to the decisionmakers.

Cox, TERRY, JOHNSON CITY, TN 
PAGE 1 OF I

e4� 10.008
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DALY, SUSAN, NASHVILLE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received: 
commen ]D: 
Nddae: 
Addres:

01116/96 
P0057 
Susmn Daly 
211 37th Avenue North 
N&shville, Tennessee 37201

Transcription: 

This is Susan Daly from Nashville. Tenomcsc. I wanted to put comments into the record that I 
do not support making highly enriched uranium Into the nuclear reactor fuel. My objections am 
that it's going to create spent fuel which is just too toxic and too radioactive and we don't really 
know how to treat it orstore it. The other objection is that It creates plutonium which would be a 
violation orthe noniprolliferadon treaty, and that's something that I've been working on for 
several years. Another objection is that I don't feel that All options have been explored, which 
would include storing down blended uranlusm. The other objection is that there hasn't been a 
cost analysis that the public's been able to wce anyway that shows the true cost to taxpayers If this 
lEU is down blended into fuel and then sold to utilities. I'm not sure that the Department of 

Energy would get back all the money that would be needed to transport, store, do the actual 

down blending. and then selling it at true coa. I'm afraid the taxpayers would get stuck with that 

deficit and as we know, three's already too big a deficit right now In the government.  

The things that I would support Is down blending alL the highly cariched uranium down to 0.71A 

so that it c•anot be used in weapons. I also support developing the capacity to down blend all 
uranium declared surplus in the past ten years and also having good controls internationally on 

all nuclear materials. Thank you very much. Just in case you need my address, It's 211 37%h 

Avenue North, Apartment B-9, Nashville, Tennenee 37201. Thank you.

10.024 

09.018 

16.015

10.023 
03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pa, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce 
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small 
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed 
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.  

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to 
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all 
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document 
with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use 
of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the 
alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus lIEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.  
Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus 
HEU inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.

I I



DAVIS, STANLEY B., LONGWOoD, FL 

PAGE 1 OF 1 
10.003: Comment noted.  

5-ui-re' '157 f.o.s.A 7,zzl 

Laýl 6 -000, r-L' 3 7-191- 77 7-1 
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DUKE POWER COMPANY, CHARLOTTF, NC 
PAGE 1 OF 2

Date: Mr,,9 Ian 1996 % hiS: 11-0500 
To - doesd l-dmol fcdixfe€ot 
scrialknoltZ8 
MAIlTM e- FORUM Fom - incoming 

name- Robert Van Namen 
title - Manager, fuel•Managemnct 
company -Duke Power"Company 
addl - S22S. church St 
addr2 - PO Box 1006 EC0BF 
city - Chalotte 
swe-NC 
zip-282

2 6 
phone - 704-382-4524 
fax - 704-382-7852 
email - wvnS37•@stpdukepower.nmn 

tyepublic 
subject - HEU DLspositlon 

** The followigIsth atftheAuthor's CommcL 

Rapid disposition ofthe mateilal through its use as fuel forUS commnerall 
esactors Is cleary the bestcourse. Final dec•sions most codlwdc the long 
aerm impact ofartificially keeping th mateial offthe masket LPIC 
conderthe following points lyo- iealation of alb=,asivr.  

1) UdtltiesWill b reluctant to nnmit to long tern contracts with auppllers 
u tong aslt smateial Is lingering with the potential ofentsing theomarket.  
"The mo•t o•btllrig treatment ofthe msteoal would be an orderly, preditole 

entryItothe femnarstttemaert Pce assoon astheweral IsiL 
avallable. ova T=oovegatonoftt pnewill ead to Intevedon 
by special lamw groups deiung to proteet ovtcpleed supply sources for 
Short leo profit.  

2) Entry into the market should be as blended down materialmeeting all ASUM 
speifications.-Thia wll allow for the most number ofcompedtive bidders and 
therefrte theh ilgbea price to the gove•nmentL It will also prevenM 
madipuiatlort by parties who can control the: blendiag process and thtus the 
price and entry of the mateeial. Blending should be donte by a commoercial 
arangemsent and the caots subteseted from t icproceeds of lth sale.  

3) Equ2l aeess to the materil should bo granted to all marketparticipants 
ducough sonse seat oftegularrauctioning process. This mexthod will lead to a 
marktcep e being paid for the t•aterial and cen provide forthe predlifibility 
needd to m.Aklong term •pocurement and production decislons.

12.009 

04.011

12.009: The Department of Energy agrees that avoiding adverse material impacts on 
the uranium market will depend in part on DOE being predictable in its uranium transac
tions. The USEC Privatization Act requires DOE: 1) to determine that its uranium sales 
would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium mining, conversion, 
and enrichment industries; and 2) to sell its uranium at not less than market prices.  

04.011: The Department of Energy would seek to meet American Society of Testing 
Materials fuel specifications for commercial material to the maximum extent possible.  
However, some of the surplus HEU inventory has isotopic compositions that would pre
vent the blended down product from meeting current American Society of Testing Mate
rials specs, particularly with regard to the U-234 and U-236 isotopes. Such off-spec 
material may nonetheless be commercially usable in reactors at slightly higher enrich
ment levels (to compensate for the fission-poisoning effects of U-236) with NRC license 
modifications. Recommendations concerning the appropriate commercial arrangements 
for blended down material are not relevant to environmental (NEPA) issues, but will be 
considered to the extent appropriate in the ROD(s) for this program.
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EDLOW INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, WASHINGTON, DC 
PAGE 1 OF 2 

07.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to eliminate the cited text.  

16WCýWA-07.011:0 

PT, (Mz') 4KI-4rAD 

January 5, 1996 

U.S. Department of Energy 
office of Fiveile Materials DisponitiOn 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

REF: DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS HIGHLY EHRXICED URAUM DRAFT 
EHVZRO WTAL IMPACT S7ATE1175T 

Dear Office of lissile Materials Disposition: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Diaposition of 
Surplus Highly Enriched Uranium Draft Environmental • .aDct 

staemenmt, we would liko-tvt qommend your of fice for providing 
information on the draft EIS via.severaJ venues; the internet;sit 

bar been particularly useful in quickly t~anamitting information on 
the fissile materials disposltion program.  

Thank you alse for the opportunity to participate in the November 
14, 1995 public meeting In Knoxville. Tennessee. As discussed with 
repreasentativea of your office at that time, I would like to 
reiterate my concern with a statement contained in the Summary 
document for the draft ES. In the section on -Highly Enriched 
Uranium Disposition Alternatives*, footnote 8 (p. B-10) atates, 

PForeign fuel fabricators and foreign commercial 
electrical power nuclear reactors are not as reasonable 

or an likely as domestic fabricatora and reactors for a 
number of reasons inoluding tr.ng rt~ation and n og1 iated 07. 01 1 envir"onment nl concerns that would need to b 
•eo~odt• (Emphasis added.) 

This statement given the erroneous impression that there are undue 
concerns associated with the international transport of low 
enriched uranium. As you are aware from the Department's lengthy 
experience in the sale of LED to foreigp customere. the•t ransport 
of LEU is a routine procpduro; nonethelesalsubject to strict 
requirements regarding packaging and handling.



EDLOW INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, WASHINGTON, DC 
PAGE 2 OF 2 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Diaponit.ion 

REF: DZSPO09TIOH OF SURPLUS HIGHLY MMUCEDE URAMZN DRAFr 
EVM'ROM4E=TAL IMPACT SrATEWEJ 
Page 2 

The commercial nuclear power industry has a tremendous safety 

record with regard to transporta of all radioactive materials.  

Edlow International Company, which has providede xpert 

transportation management services to the nuclear power industry 

for over 38 years, can attest to thie excellent safety record. 07.011 
Deopite this record, many opponents of commercial nuclear power•e•e cont.  fit to attack the lawful transport of LEU and other radioactive 
materials. It would be unfortunate if the above statement could be 

taken to reflect DOE's own concern in this regard. Accordingly, we 

requeot that the Department clarify the etatement to avoid possible 
confusion or misconceptions.  

Thank you for your attention in this regard. Please do not 

hesitate to contact me at (202) 483-4959 should you require 
additional information in connection with these comments.  

Best regards, 

Melinaer ne 
manager, International Af faire 

m
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EWALD, LINDA, KNOXVILLE, TN 

PAGE 1 OF 2
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14.002

14.002: It is correct that the use in reactors of nuclear fuel derived from surplus HEU 
would result in the production of spent fuel. However, this fuel simply supplants nuclear 
fuel that would be produced from natural uranium anyway, so no additional spent fuel 
would be generated as a result of this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, it is 
extremely hazardous to process and separate the Pu. It is a tenet of U.S. nonproliferation 
policy, consistent with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, that 
weapons-usable fissile materials be made at least as proliferation resistant as spent fuel.
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EWALD, LINDA, KNOXVILLE, TN 
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10.009

p cace,

10.009: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to less than 1 percent and 
disposing of it as waste was evaluated in the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The 

analyses showed that this alternative would generate the highest environmental impact 

among other alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). DOE has developed 

cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and has made 

them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis indi

cates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes economic sense 

and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending HEU for dis

posal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) evaluated in 

the lIEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive message to 
other nations.
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EWALD, LINDA, KNOXVILLE, TN 
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10.024 

09.018 

10.023

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HIEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 

created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 

would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 

level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  

Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 

policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera

tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 

-BEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 

material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce 

net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro

posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small 

portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed 

at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 

down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic

ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.  

Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus 

lIEU inventory.
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EWALD, LINDA, KNOXVILLE, TN 
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10.023 
cont.  

03.020

V-- -10.1

~'S t(e Ci

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.
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FEAREY, KENT, KNOXVILLE, TN 

PAGE 1 OF 1 
26.003: Comment noted.  
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FERNALD AREA OFFICE, CINCINNATI, OH 

PAGE 1 OF 1 
11.014: The observation that LEU blendstock could originate from the Fernald facility 

is correct. The HEU Final EIS has been revised to reflect this in Section 2.2.1 and Sec

o,*: Ofce f Fl tajafa p otion 4.4, Intersite Transportation.  
To: Office of FielssieMateriasb Dispositon" 

FAX: 1.800-820-158 

Sutiect-. Commnenta on the pinopohlion of Surolium Highly Enrfehed Uranium 
Draft nvlronmentae timpac Statement IEIS) 

From: Mary Sath Carlae 
Fernald Area Office 

zs

7400 Wilay Road 

CIncinnati, Ohio 45030 
phone: 513-64843181 
Fax: 513.648.3076 

The poseibility exists that some of the low enriched uranium (LEU) blendstock for 

the proposed blending action will come from the Famaild Environmental 

Management Project In Fernald, Ohio (360 MTU). However, the Draft EIS 

document does not cleerly Indceats this potential Fernaid source of LEU blendstock 

In Its discussion. It only notes Femald as being a source of depleted materiel.  

Recommendations: 
1. Add 'LEU In metal or oxide form would be shipped from Fernald, Ohio", In fifth 

bullet paragraph of Section 2,2.1 &#Ia fiAnel'sia.  

2. Add text to the paragraphs under the Trnuperttalon o! Blendatock Materials 11.014 
heading In Section 4.4.3.2 Surp&As Highly Edndche UrArdrm DIs.ooItllon 

Alrmarlves that dsscribee the possible transportation of LEU in metal or oxide 

form from Femald. Poeeibly add "ic ltemsthre to the traneportation RADTRAN 

analysis, although the Hanford anelysis may be sufficient since Hanford Is bWing 
usad as a roprseantated site.  

3. Add Information where approprfite on the potential Fernald LEU blendetock 

oewes to any other sectlonesdlgrame that diacues th blendatock materials to 

enaure that the environmental impacts of this poslbility have been fully assessed.  

Thanks for the opportunity to comment. Hope the program he successful.



FOGELM, DAN, LAKEWOOD, CO 
PAGE 1 OF 1
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06.005

06.005: The Government has formally agreed that there should be no world nuclear 
testing and is pursuing a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty to that end. The objective of the 

fissile materials disposition program is to convert surplus weapons-usable fissile materi

als to forms that are non-weapons-usable; that is, to make nuclear disarmament perma
nent. It is not to generate additional radioactive materials.
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GARDNER, JAcK A., ERWIN, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 1 

10.003: Comment noted.  
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GENETTA, SUSAN, NASHVILLE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received: 
Comment ID: 
Name: 
Address: 

Transcription:

1/11196 
P0044 
Susan Gent.  
Nashville, Tennessee

Hi, my name is Susan Gecnetta, and I'm a resident of Nashville. Tennessee, and today is 

Wed•nesday, January the tenth, and I'd like to leavejust one or two short remnars regarding the 

enriched uraniumo being sold in the world market as plutonium. It is my opinion that this is not a 
good idea. I would like to see no nuclear materials bought and sold in the international market.  

and I would prefer the United States did not get Involved In changing the enriched uraniam into 

plutonium to be used in the market. Ifyou would please take into considcration my comments.  
That's how I feel. Thank you very much, Bye-bye.

10.034

10.034: The Department of Energy's proposal to blend down surplus HEU to LEU 
as reactor fuel for commercial use is aimed to eliminate proliferation potential of the 

weapons-usable HEU. Although LEU used in power reactors would generate spent 

fuel, since this fuel (derived from surplus HEU) would replace nuclear fuel (created 

from newly mined uranium without this action), there would be no additional spent 

fuel generated. Spent nuclear fuel (generated as a result of the use of this fuel in 

power reactors) contains Pu; however, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate 

the Pu. In accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it 

is the policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as 
proliferation resistant as spent fuel.



GEORGIA (AUGUSTA), AFTERNOON WORKSHOP 

PLENARY SESSION 

PAGE 1 OF 2 

HEU EIS PUBLIC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS 
AFTERNOON WORKSHOP

AuguNov eeor19 November 16, 1995

SESSION: Plenary 

Is DOE weilgingth •comeeta that uaerecelved ot this HIS? 

WhatI being done wiltthe 20% of the lHEU categorized as oEff-welfeaflon? 

Is the Savannah RIverSite prcennty operating the vitrificatlon fall/tyto vltlfyglasn? 

Why did the United States dcideo to taoe back foreinI Wfe? Sincoth UnitedStalasl~inking 
bmck the fud, why insDOEandorthegovertnent afrd oa d someo• e maling ;ab tab? 

Would somee peas• tall us about potential watercontamrination concetes to the areas 

srrtoudlag the Savannah Rivet Shte activities and this project.  

DOE should latanotherstato take the Savannah RiverSie over. I would not mind letting 

nteaelseb have ourprobleans fora whib.  

i live I toa to he Savannah RiverSIta andI am not onerned about the drinking water being 

contaminated.  

T•its i the aecond t me in the lastrmouth that DOE has scheduled public meetings at the sa• time 

and in locations far enough apart that Interested members offth publiccan not attend both 
meetings.  

I commend DOE for identifying the preferred alternative in the document. he fieal dB E hould 

momt eosely relate to the sqalre me of NEIPA. oreitaple, !tllling the reqnlreneels of 

fatae generautons and Impac ts onr eour 

Do •h uttycopad have anW omst in d HEU being bended down to mýeasl• tf 

1uodoct, Do any eommercia lsi= have metal Wleading caades? 

We (the public) eam worred about the futre, however, in 1000 yearn the only thig srviving at 

the Savannah River Site will be owls and bzrds 

Howmuchrmoney was budgetd faorthis draftEIS7 

tREVISED December 13.1995 

for presentation In this document.  
total comments received In public meelings concerning similar Issues were combined (graped)

[ 32.009 
1 02.003 

125.001 

I 01.005 

I 22.006 

32.010 

30.010 

13.005 

16.007

32.009: As part of the HEU Final EIS, all comments, along with DOE's responses, 
will be provided to the decisionmakers for their review and consideration prior to issu

ance of the ROD. All comments, both written and oral, regardless of the method in which 

they are submitted, have been given equal attention and consideration by DOE during 

preparation of the HEU Final EIS.  

02.003: Surplus HEU that is off-spec is being stored until all options to utilize it have 

been exhausted. It appears that a considerable portion of it may be useful as commercial 

fuel. If no use is found for the material, it will be blended and disposed of as LLW.  

25.001: The vitrification facility of the Defense Waste Processing Facility is currently 

undergoing an operational readiness review. It is expected to become fully operational in 

the first quarter of 1996.  

01.005: The Department of Energy and the Department of State jointly proposed (in 

the Final EIS for the Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning 

Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, February 1996) to adopt a policy to man

age spent nuclear fuel from foreign research reactors to promote U.S. nuclear weapons 

nonproliferation policy objectives. The purpose is to remove as much U.S.-origin HEU as 

possible from international commerce while giving the foreign research reactor operators 

and their host countries time to convert to operation with LEU fuel and to make their own 

arrangements for disposition of subsequently generated LEU spent nuclear fuel. The 

Government does not seek to indefinitely accept or otherwise manage spent nuclear fuel 

from foreign research reactors. The foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel program is 

outside the scope of the HEU EIS. With regard to the fear of nuclear proliferation, the 

United States and others have determined that growing world stockpiles of excess weap

ons-usable fissile materials present a significant threat to U.S. and global security. Reduc

ing those stockpiles is the primary objective of the HEU disposition program.  

22.006: The potential for water and aquifer contamination from the proposed action 

around SRS and other candidate sites under normal operations is highly unlikely because, 

as discussed in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS, there would be no direct discharge to ground

water. Any wastewater (nonhazardous) released to surface water would be treated prior to 

being discharged and would comply with its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 

System (NPDES) permit.

0 0 
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"GEORGIA (AUGUSTA), AFTERNOON WORKSHOP 

PLENARY SESSION 
2.  

PAGE 2OF 2 
C2 

32.010: The Department of Energy supports the public's involvement and is fully corn

mitted to giving the public access to information about its activities and opportunities for C.  

involvement in DOE's decisionmaking process. DOE makes efforts to coordinate meet

ings with other offices and agencies to the extent possible consistent with programmatic " 

requirements. Unfortunately, some schedule conflicts are unavoidable.  

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods for • 1:• 

submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free 1z 

fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also 

be used to request additional information or to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materials 

Disposition's mailing list.  

30.010: Comment noted.  

13.005: Public utilities deal in uranium oxide and UF6 but not metal. Conversion con

tractors will need to make oxide or hexafluoride products for sale to the utilities. No com

mercial contractors have the capability to blend uranium metal.  

16.007: Four million dollars are budgeted for both Draft and Final versions of the HEU 

EIS.



GEORGIA (AUGUSTA), AFTERNOON WORKSHOP 

DIScusSIoN]SUMMARY SESSION 
PAGE 1 OF 8

HEU MIS PUBLXC MEETING ORAL COMMENTS 
AFTERNOON WORKSHOP 

Augssta, Georgia 
November 16,1995 

SESSION: DkassionSummary 

OPEN DIESCUSSION 

Wh•at pottal for cooanmuloatn ofthe aufr aumd the Sevarns SRiver Sita oh 
candgidateSimes fromethPis n ?c 

WhyIs the scope of thisELS limited to 200 tons of BEU; why doemIot dispeition ofa l 
the HEWi 

DO9shoutd carfythe sopdtf the tznspoatnn Impact analysis. Itshoitd includelsimixactof 
moving the matedal both olom Its cu'attlocadon to the bkdi siteE and fre the blending site 
to its nmw lontion forher fudfalf cadon or wat disposal.  

whyt doe' the EIS provide us with lafeoScetio -tlong-tens socioeconomic affc 
olifersilone and other a•syses requited of NEPA docu•e•ts? 

What streage contingencies ame bing considered? 

WhVr ae the dollar•ensounts associated witheacho fthe altenadves, bth costgand uvaene 
potential? 

What ae the criteria fortmoiaet decisions and what value Is being placed on the REM 

NEPA 

Slls N3lA document doe not tse to cowverdepleti and conswation of resou.,es; eotg-tam 
coilderation of the reeouoe value forfetare genatlous; ways o to o rtcte quat of 
dapktabseeourr: eorcnnddraon of the valw ccpemdtocner ¢ value offossllfeeb. DOE 
has not gone with the• pirit and letter of confonanc related to N•A. they rneed to do that.  
CMe following teterances were cied tegaudg thescommea•t•) 

Naonal FnalvrnmntdlPoe.7yAaRlmdbook, United States Departm•nt of the Intdesr.  
October1990 Section 4-10

22.006 

02.006 

20.007 

30.006 

06.032 

16.009 

04.009 

30.007

REVISED December 13,1995 
tREVISED December 13.1995

22.006: The potential for water and aquifer contamination from the proposed action 
around SRS and other candidate sites under normal operations is highly unlikely because, 
as discussed in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS, there would be no direct discharge to ground
water. Any wastewater (nonhazardous) released to surface water would be treated prior to 
being discharged and would comply with its NPDES permit.  

02.006: The HiEU EIS covers the disposition of all HEU that has been or may be 
declared surplus in the future. To date, 175 t have been declared surplus, and the EIS ana
lyzes also an additional quantity (assumed to be 25 t for purposes of analysis, although no 
such additional quantity has been identified or proposed) that may be declared surplus in 
the future. A classified quantity of H-U that remains in the national security reserve is 
not part of the surplus HEU disposition program.  

20.007: The HEU EIS identified all potential transportation routes required for each 
alternative and evaluated the impacts associated with each. The impact assessments 
included transporting surplus HEU and the blendstock material from their storage loca
tions to the blending sites and the LEU product from blending sites to either fuel fabrica
tors or a representative LLW disposal site. The scope of the transportation assessment, 
details of the analysis, and the potential health impacts from transporting materials 
between sites can be found in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the BEU Final EIS.  

30.006: Socioeconomic impacts for each site are assessed in Section 4.3 of the HIEU 
EIS, and socioeconomic impacts on the uranium and nuclear fuel cycle industries are dis
cussed in Section 4.8. As discussed in Section 1.4.2 of the HEU EIS, DOE considers the 
nonproliferation implications of all the action alternatives (2 through 5) to be essentially 
equivalent, that is, LEU is non-weapons-usable whether it is at 4-percent enrichment for 
commercial use or at 0.9-percent enrichment for disposal. DOE believes the HEU EIS 
contains all the elements required of NEPA documents.  

06.032: It is expected that HEU will continue to be stored as liEU until it can be either 
blended down for commercial use or blended down and promptly moved to a LLW repos
itory for disposal. Thus, extended storage of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU is not 
expected to be necessary. Until the HEU is blended down, it would be stored as BEU at 
the Y-12 Plant pursuant to the Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Interim Stor
age of Enriched Uranium Above the Maximum Historical Storage L-evel at the Y-12-,3
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80.007

30.007 
cont.  

17.008

sVISIlDcoratbe 13.1995

Plant, Oak Ridge (DOE/EA-0920, September 1994), and, as appropriate, at the storage 
site(s) identified for HEU storage in the ROD for the upcoming Storage and Disposition 
of Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Final Programmatic Environmental Impact State
ment.  

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the BEU EIS have been devel
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the 

HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared 
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.  

04.009: The Government would be unable to sell uranium at above market prices and 

has no intention of doing so at below market prices, with the possible exception of off
spec material, which will probably be sold at some discount to compensate for the addi
tional costs attending its use. The ultimate value of surplus HEU will be determined by 
the market at the time of particular sales.  

30.007: The Preferred Alternative in the HEU EIS is to maximize conservation of the 
resource value of surplus HEU, and to conserve depletable natural uranium resources, by 

blending surplus HEU down to LEU and making it available for commercial use. The 
Preferred Alternative would also conserve the depletable resources required to mine, mill, 
convert, and enrich the virgin uranium that would be displaced by LEU fuel derived from 
surplus HEU. DOE disagrees that the document disregards these issues-indeed, they 
constitute a primary basis for the Preferred Alternative.  

17.008: The Department of Energy's Preferred Alternative is to maximize commercial 
use of surplus HEU, and to minimize the portion that must be disposed of as waste. This 
preferred alternative is thus fully consistent with the spirit and letter of the Resource Con
servation and Recovery Act.
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17.008 
cont.  

06.033 

06.034

-.

06.033: Because reactor fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply supplant reactor 
fuel that would be used anyway, the use of the fuel in reactors would not constitute an 

incremental impact from this program and is not assessed in the HEU EIS. Thus, alterna
tive fuels are also not assessed.  

06.034: The future of nuclear power use in this country is not affected by the HEU dis
position program, since LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply supplant fuel 

derived from natural uranium. The HEU EIS assumes that nuclear power generation will 
continue in this country and abroad and be able to use the LEU fuel derived from surplus 
HEU.  

31.001: The United States has agreed to purchase LEU derived from Russian HEU 
(blending is done in Russia) from its weapons stockpile in order to make that material 

non-weapons-usable and keep it out of general commerce, as well as to provide Russia 
with hard currency to aid in its economic rebuilding efforts. The U.S.-Russian HEU 

agreement is covered by an environmental assessment that was prepared by USEC (Envi

ronmental Assessment for the Purchase of Russian Low-Enriched Uranium Derived from 

the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons in the Countries of the Former Soviet Union, 

USEC/EA-94001, DOE/EA-0837, January 1994). This EA evaluates potential impacts of 

transporting Russian HEU which would already be blended to LEU to USEC facilities in 

the United States. The HEU EIS is concerned only with activities in the United States 
with regard to the disposition of HEU that has been declared surplus to the U.S. nuclear 

weapons and energy programs and any additional quantity of HEU that may be declared 

surplus in the future. Storage of non-surplus weapons-usable HEU is addressed in the 
Storage and Disposition Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS). The 

transportation and blending of the Project Sapphire material, which is currently being 

processed at the Babcock & Wilcox site in Lynchburg, VA was evaluated in the Environ

mental Assessment for the Disposition of Highly Enriched Uranium Obtained from the 

Republic of Kazakhstan (DOEIEA-1063, May 1995). DOE does not currently anticipate 

receiving additional quantities of HEU from foreign sources except in the form of 
research reactor spent fuel, which is not weapons-usable material unless it is reprocessed 
for other reasons. The foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel program, which is out

side the scope of the HEU EIS, is addressed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement 

for the Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning Foreign 
Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel (DOE/EIS-0218F, February 1996). The HBU EIS 

considers cumulative impacts associated with all these actions in Section 4.6. These 

related actions are not connected because they have different justifications for implemen
tation, origins, alternatives, transportation scenarios, and impacts.
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06.034 cont.  

31.001 

20.008
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20.008: The transportation analysis considered factors such as routes traveled, type of 
packaging, and quantity of material. Radiological impacts were calculated using the 

RADTRAN computer code (designed for this purpose). The total health effect from 

transportation is presented for each transportation scenario. The methodology for the 

transportation analysis is described in Section 4.4 and Appendix G of the H.EU Final EIS.  

For security, HEU is transported by safe secure trailers and receives continual surveil

lance and accountability by DOE's Transportation Safeguards System. Shipments by safe 

secure trailers are accompanied by armed guards and are monitored by a tracking system.  

All other materials are shipped commercially and protection is in accordance with 

Department of Transportation regulations.  

The HEU material and spent nuclear fuel have different material characteristics and 

therefore risks are evaluated separately. HEU would be shipped in safe secure trailers 

under a high level of security. Foreign research reactor spent nuclear fuel contains signif

icantly more radioactivity and is transported commercially in large shielded casks, 

employing different safety and security measures than required for HEU. Blendstock 

material would also be transported for which impacts were addressed and included in the 

HEU Final EIS.  

06.035: There is very little commercial sector for HEU. The overwhelming majority of 

the world's HEU has been used in nuclear weapons programs, with small quantities also 

used in research or experimental reactors. It is not clear what processes the question 
refers to.  

11.012: The Department of Energy has made no representation that blending at DOE 

facilities would be safer than blending at commercial facilities.  

30.008: Proliferation is not treated as an environmental value and in that sense is not 

part of the comparison of alternatives in the HEU EIS. However, the nonproliferation 

objective of making surplus HEU non-weapons-usable is a fundamental part of the pur

pose and need for the proposed action and was a key criterion used in the screening of 

alternatives for the HEU EIS.
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20.008 cont.  

06.035 

11.012 

30.008 

03.014 

11.013 

08.005 

07.008 

16.009 
cont.

03.014: The Department of Energy works to prevent proliferation in other countries by 
setting an example for them in terms of making surplus HEU non-weapons-usable. Rus
sia has already agreed to sell 500 t of weapons HEU for commercial use, and this action 
is proposed to be reciprocal to that one. Much of the surplus HEU that remains in storage 
may eventually be made subject to IAEA inspection. The NRC currently has no role in 
monitoring of the DOE facilities involved in this program, but it licenses and regulates 
the two commercial facilities that may be used for surplus HEU disposition actions. The 
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board monitors the safety of DOE defense nuclear 
facilities and makes recommendations for improvements to safety.  

11.013: Present storage of HEU at SRS (about 20 t of surplus HEU is located there) 
should be considered temporary; that is, until material is either moved to the Y-12 Plant 
for storage or disposition actions can be taken. As the primary DOE site for HEU pro
cessing and storage, the Y-12 Plant currently has much greater HEU storage capabilities 
than SRS. However, SRS is a candidate site (along with Y-12 and four other DOE sites) 
for a possible consolidated Pu/HEU storage facility in the Storage and Disposition of 
Weapons-Usable Fissile Materials Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
(DOE/EIS-0229-D, February 1996). The Storage and Disposition Draft PEIS does not 
identify a preferred alternative for storage, but the Final PEIS (expected late in 1996) will 
do so.  

08.005: Under the Preferred Alternative, DOE considers it likely that more than one 
facility will participate in the HEU blending program. It is anticipated that competitive 
bidding procedures will play an integral role in the selection of blending facilities, and 
decisions could be made by USEC or other entities, in addition to DOE.  

07.008: The sites that are considered in the HEU EIS are the two commercial and two 
DOE sites that can process significant quantities of HEU today. The Preferred Alternative 
contemplates the use of all four sites, although some alternatives or processes cannot be 
performed at all sites, as explained in the EIS. DOE does not expect to select the exact 
timing or use of the commercial and DOE sites in its ROD. It will make programmatic 
decisions whether surplus HEU should be blended for commercial use or for waste, and 
may also include decisions to proceed with disposition of one or more initial discrete 
batches of HEU. Decisions about where blending will occur will be based on business 
considerations, facilities being available when needed, transportation considerations, and
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1 08.008

16.013 

110.016 

14.010

24.003 22.006 
cont.  
22.007 

22.008 

22.009

1 06.031

competitive bidding processes. The commentor is correct that the forms and locations of 
some batches of HEU may militate strongly in favor of particular sites for blending.  

08.008: The Department of Energy anticipates that the facilities for blending of spe

cific batches of surplus HEU are likely to be selected on the basis of a competitive bid

ding process. However, policy and timeliness considerations are expected to favor 

distributing the blending work among multiple facilities (the preferred site variation in 

the HEU EIS is to make use of all four analyzed facilities). If the proposal to transfer 50 t 

of HEU to USEC is carried out pursuant to the ROD following this EIS, that is the pro

cess that USEC tentatively plans to use to select blenders. DOE facilities can participate 

in that bidding process through DOE's "work for others" program. Although, as the com

ment suggests, the Government facilities may enjoy certain tax advantages over the com

mercial facilities, it is not correct to assume that the Government can always perform 

work at lower cost than the private sector.  

16.013: The Department of Energy is unable to confirm or deny the commentor's 

assertion at this time. Another commentor suggested that DOE facilities would have an 

unfair cost advantage due to their untaxed status. The relative costs of blending at DOE 

versus commercial facilities would not be known until competitive bidding for blending 

work takes place. In any event, selecting sites for HEU disposition actions is not expected 

to be part of the ROD stemming from this action.  

10.016: Storage of HEU will leave the nuclear proliferation problem unaddressed and 

continue to incur costs in the order of $150,000 per t annually for HEU safeguards. How

ever, blending and selling as much of the LEU derived from surplus HEU or surplus HEU 

for blending to LEU would save the Government additional costs required for storage as 

either HEU or LEU and disposal as waste. Blending and selling the surplus material 

would generate income to the Government. An analysis comparing the costs of HEU dis

position alternatives has been prepared and made available separately from the EIS. The 

cost analysis indicates that commercial use of LEU derived from surplus HEU makes 

economic sense and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blend

ing HEU for disposal as waste.
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cont.  

24.004

14.010: The proposed Yucca Mountain repository for spent fuel and high-level waste is 
not intended to be used for disposal of LLW. DOE has long operated a LLW repository at 
the adjacent NTS, however, and that facility may be used for disposal of LLW from non
commercial HEU. Yucca Mountain is mentioned in the HEU EIS as a possible repository 
for the spent fuel that would ultimately result from the use of LEU fuel derived from sur
plus HEU.  

24.003: The HEU EIS analyzes environmental impacts of the proposed activities under 

normal operations and releases to the environment resulting from accidents to determine 
potential human health effects. In addition, the HEU EIS analyzes environmental justice 
impacts, taking into account impacts from normal operations and accidents. The HEU 
EIS also analyzes other socioeconomic impacts, although "contamination" (and any eco
nomic issues associated with "contamination") is not anticipated from normal operations.  

22.007: The potential for contamination of the deep aquifers at SRS is very low 

because the deep aquifers (such as Tuscaloosa aquifer) are separated from the shallow 
and intermediate aquifers by a Paleocene aquitard. The downward flow from the shallow 
and intermediate aquifers to the deep aquifers (Tuscaloosa) is restricted by the clay-rich 
sediments of the Paleocene aquitard thus preventing downward contamination.  

The Cretaceous (Tuscaloosa) aquifer is the deepest aquifer found on the site. As dis
cussed in Section 3.4.4. of the HEU EIS, the shallow aquifers at SRS have been contami
nated by industrial solvents, metals, tritium, and other constituents used or generated on 
the site. These aquifer are not used for SRS operations or drinking water; however, they 
do discharge to site streams and eventually the Savannah River. However, most of this 
contamination is below just a few buildings and reflects past use 'or is from isolated acci
dents that occurred in the past.  

22.008: Contamination that has occurred at Hanford is the result of past practices 
which have since been discontinued (direct discharges to the ground and no treatment for 
hazardous waste streams prior to their being released to the Columbia River). As dis
cussed in Chapter 4, water resource sections of the HEU EIS and in the waste manage
ment sections, no hazardous waste will be directly released to the ground which could 
percolate down to the water table or aquifer. Any liquid hazardous waste stream will be 
treated down to a nonhazardous level prior to being released to surface water All dis
charges will be within the NPDES permit requirements before being released.

00 I
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determined that there would be no hazardous liquid waste released to the surface or 

groundwater. All hazardous waste would be treated prior to being released to the environ

ment. Similarly, nonhazardous sanitary waste would also be treated prior to being 

released.  

06.031: Low-enriched uranium fuel derived from surplus HEU is expected to be mar

keted on the global uranium market and to be fungible with any other nuclear fuel. It 

could conceivably be purchased by virtually any nuclear utility in the world. Off-spec 

material may need special marketing efforts and NRC license amendments for U.S. utili

ties to use it.  

17.009: The Department of Energy has no factual basis for responding to this question.  

Jobs may well predominate the concerns of DOE host communities, but DOE's experi

ence indicates they are also quite concerned about effects on their environment.  

10.003: Comment noted.  

24.004: The proposed alternatives would require up to 125 operation workers to imple

ment. These workers would come from the available workforce in the SRS region. If 

downsizing continues, some of these labor requirements may be filled by the existing 

workforce. For some labor needs, however, it may be necessary to hire new workers with 

specialized skills.

(b�.  
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SESSION: Plezlaa 

.Te matrialh tat bld•d to waste, cwerowold It be disposed? 

lUthe blending factors 14%•wbt s Site percentag that DOE planing to bland to waft? 

Why Is DOE not uig thu HEU asMlEt? DOE gcn getthoi eUy v.-al ueout otie HEU if thy 
use It as HELU.  

How mudc of the taxpayet's money was used to erich sh• H•u Now that DOHisctassffying it 
as.r, plus, she ntltt• entiu mnat wasawas oefmy moeey. How mch waik los anwd job 

pnm swlrwl resuit Am this blendbg down projct? questions wer asked doing tht 
scoy eed• s and an•wuhanestillntbe•raecedM& 

I am p=set tha ushe Savannh REVrSilo hen bcotm eapolitical footMal The United States 
provided fobrel researchactorfoelto fotinpcounttmes and now the United States Is having to 
taieitback VW isDOEgfo to do with all oftliswaste? DOEoneds tolookat.ll of• •e 
political lmplU&.%dc Rnd how this can botolved. Howean the United St•a stop peoM adton 
-broh foeig n counta•s eepig the HaEUIni the Urnted States isnlavely safe,. but1 3costly.  

Why doe•n•tth iS ad thberep ssing Is= Tir mind aet o• "f he Ualt:d Smtrs doe 
not teprocA no one eI.Le wil" i foot•ih. ust becau the Utiled States doe not reprocess.  
does not n•cessarily mcan thatoter. ontl will not repocess. Othe counntspresently have 
the Capability to repro= 

Why doesas the EIS consider bkadng down the lEU to 20% and using It in resear , acthaa2 

In refaenc to the r st the United States presently has, how long will they bo 
opeandonal? 

Why doaatE EISconsider using sh nmateala to support the naval nuclear fda prograza? How 
long would she 16. tons of lIU identdfled suppfrt the naval seaico? tss't the actlhnet of the 
HIEU 93%?• Ens•din•Ubeenburned loam-actor Is thearmount ofHEU thatas been burned 
nanal? If DOB Ignores this amount of RUH , bow long wold the presmet ntoklln ofHlu 
amilable to support die naval atvce last Does the EIS contain a section on prolIferatlon party

I 14.007 
I 02.004 

S09.007 
I 16.008 

17.010 

14.008 

09.008 

09.009 

06.026 

09.010

3REVISED December 13,1995

14.007: The site for the disposal of LLW from the HEU disposition program has not 
been selected. Programmatic decisions about DOE management of waste materials, 
including LLW generated by all programs in DOE, are being made in DOE's PEIS for 

Waste Management. The HEU EIS analyzes disposal in the LLW facility at the Nevada 

Test Site (NTS) as a representative site for purposes of transportation analysis.  

02.004: Of the current surplus material (175 t), it is estimated that approximately 72 t 
could not be commercially recovered over the next 10 to 15 years because 10 t is cur

rently under IAEA safeguards and 62 t consists of irradiated fuel and other difficult to 
retrieve forms from which it may not be economical to recover the HEU. Depending on 

how much of that material ends up commercially usable and how much ends up being 

disposed of in its current form without the HEU being separated from it (that is, the irra

diated fuel might be directly disposed of in a high-level waste repository), DOE estimates 
that 15 to 30 percent of the surplus HEU inventory may ultimately need to be blended 
down for disposal as waste.  

09.007: Because of its high proliferation potential, it is part of the nonproliferation pol

icy of the United States to discourage the civil use of lIEU, such as in research reactors.  
There are no commercial reactors that use HEU. Alternative uses for HEU in weapons

usable form would not achieve the purpose and need for this program. The long-term 

HEU needs of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion program are being supplied from non-sur
plus stocks of HEU.  

16.008: The cost of making nuclear weapons over the past 50 years has been very high 

but cannot be specified with any degree of precision. We are now reducing our nuclear 

stockpile, and most of that cost cannot be recovered. However, one of the objectives of 

the Preferred Alternative in the HEU disposition program is to maximize recovery of the 
value of the surplus material.  

17.010: No job loss is anticipated. The socioeconomic impacts analysis in the HEU 
EIS suggests that modest job increases (on the order of 125 jobs) could result from the 
proposed actions at each involved site. At DOE sites, which are already experiencing sig

nificant job losses, these impacts are more likely to be counted in terms of 'Jobs not lost" 
rather than as new positions.
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I love the Idea of woribng for nonproliferation by setting a good example, but It usseless. If 

othercountnri are reprocessing then It is okay In a psitysense. Are the Russians behind our 

schedule in blending down theirHEU? Is the Russian HU under Iteenallonal Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA) Insp•ction? Does the United States have to pay to move the Russian A .EU? It 

may not be a good decision to declare the Russian liEU to be under IAEA Inspection. Why does 

the United States have to pay for the IAEA inspections, whereas Russa d oesr't? 

Why arm the 50 tons of Russian HEU being transferred to USEC? Why doesn't the EIS discuss 

the rote being played by USEC, Including the fact that they provide a market for LEU obtained 
foro RUSSIa? 

Why doesn't Russia sell their HEU to Russian corporations and fusther disperse theHEl 
throughout Rssl,7 

TheMe Is an srteaIn the BiS that ties together blending down and stoUing the HEU In the fume. Is 

there somewhere In theMiS that ties together cost analysis and storage? DOE needs to provide 

coat data on continued W tragof l-EU for various time frames.  

DOE needs to laulry that no additional Spent fWel Is ereated asaresult of thin project 

Will DOE sell the blended down materisl atmtektetvalue? The government has had some Strange 

practicesin the pa&st o Ijust wanted tomec larification on the thisa Issue. Wll DOE getat faIrfll 

marketprime on the blended down fuel? DOS needs to ftntth clarify whether all the material that 

is blended to fuel will be sold at fair market vale.  

Why isnthere no discussion on- fture Shipments of IIEU that are coaming backeto the UnitedStates 

froo the foreign research reacto•s? Why Is this project proceeding so rapldly when tht foreign 

research reactornmate.ia lhas been around for yeats and still nothlnginbeing done about it? 

0 otalcomments received in publi meetings concerning similar Issues were combined (grouped) 

for presentation In this doeumenl.

03.013 

06.027 

06.028 

16.009 

I 14.009 

04.008 

06.029

14.008: Your comment about foreign research reactor spent fuel is being forwarded to 

the DOE Office of Environmental Management, which recently published a final EIS on a 

Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning Foreign Research Reac

tor Spent Nuclear Fuel (DOEEIS-0218F, February 1996). The HEU disposition program 

is part of U.S. efforts to curtail global nuclear proliferation. By making surplus stockpiles 

of HEU non-weapons-usable, the program seeks to ensure that these materials will never 
be returned to weapons use.  

09.008: Except to the extent that reprocessing of spent fuel from the weapons program 

or research programs for other reasons might result in the creation of additional separated 

HEU, it is unnecessary to consider spent fuel reprocessing in the context of disposition of 

surplus HEU. The prospect for commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing, such as occurs in 

some other countries, is not related to HEU disposition, since HEU is not used in com

mercial reactor fuel.  

09.009: There is a large market for LEU in the 4- to 5-percent enrichment range, but 

little or none for 19-percent LEU.  

06.026: The length of operation of U.S. reactors is not expected to be affected by the 

surplus HEU disposition program. Reactors are licensed in the United States for a period 

of 40 years, with the possibility of license renewal for additional 20-year terms. It is 

expected that some plants will get their licenses renewed, some will close before their 

40-year license expires, and some will close at the end of their 40-year license period.  

Even without any license renewals, there is expected to be more than sufficient reactor 

operation to make use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU.  

09.010: Very little of the inventory of surplus HEU would be suitable for naval nuclear 

propulsion purposes. The average enrichment of the surplus HEU considered for disposi

tion in the document is 50 percent and very little is in the 93-percent range used for naval 

fuel. Some of the surplus HEU is contained in irradiated fuel (the total quantity remains 

classified, although the Secretary's February 1996 Openness Initiative announcement 

revealed that at least 18 t is in this form). Irradiated fuel would not follow the disposition 

paths described in this EIS unless it were processed to separate the HEU for other reasons 

outside the HEU disposition program (such as for stabilization for storage or disposal).  

Information about stockpiles and fuel use rates for naval nuclear propulsion is classified.  

Proliferation parity is not within the scope of a NEPA EIS.

00
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03.013: The U.S.-Russian HEU agreement is not part of the domestic HEU disposition 
program that is the subject of this EIS, although it is related in terms of cumulative 

impacts on the uranium industry and in terms of reciprocity--the proposed U.S. program 
is reciprocal to the Russian program to sell 500 t of its weapons-usable HEU. The Rus

sian HEU is being managed by USEC acting as executive agent for the United States. The 
Russian HEU is being blended to LEU in Russia and is under IAEA inspection to ensure 
that it is not reconverted to weapons use.  

06.027: Under the current proposal, if the ROD is published consistent with the Pre

ferred Alternative presented in the HEU Final EIS (to maximize commercial use), it may 
include a decision to transfer title to the 50 t of surplus (U.S., not Russian) HEU to 

USEC. This is planned to increase the value of USEC and thus the proceeds to the Fed
eral Treasury from the sale of USEC. As explained in the HEU Final EIS, until recently, 
USEC was the only marketing agent for the sale of DOE enriched uranium, including that 
derived from surplus HEU, pursuant to the Energy Policy Act of 1992. USEC also acts as 

the executive agent of the United States with respect to the U.S.-Russian HEU agree
ment. The USEC Privatization Act, signed by the President on April 26, 1996, eliminates 
the restriction on direct DOE marketing of uranium and authorizes the proposed transfer 
of 50 t of HEU to USEC (Section 3112(c) of P.L. 104-134).  

06.028: The purpose of the U.S.-Russian I-EU agreement is to prevent Russian surplus 
HEU from entering world commerce in weapons-usable form by providing for it to be 

blended down to non-weapons-usable LEU and then sold in the United States (or other 
allied nations) for commercial use.  

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the 

HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer

cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared 
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.  

14.009: The HEU EIS notes in Section 1.4.2 that no additional spent fuel would be f 
generated as a result of this program.
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04.008: The Department of Energy fully expects that commercial grade LEU fuel Q." 

derived from surplus HEU will be sold at full market value. Off-spec material, to the 4 

extent that it can be sold for commercial use, will probably have to be discounted. Z 

06.029: The foreign research reactor spent fuel program is not connected with the 

domestic HEU disposition program and has its own EIS (Final Environmental Impact .  

Statement for Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation Policy Concerning Foreign N _ 

Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, DOE/EIS-0218F, February 1996).
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SESSION: Dlsoss;/Stmnsry 

OPEN DScUSSION 

i uWPPtrox•t I eomnsuet ose ef the blnded down fel. The United Saes will reduce 

waste and b Able to reap the beeft&s. The avantages to blending down are: 

removes weapons-grade material 
.providcs econam lbcadts to the United States 
.all by •-rodcts 

The•IEJ can be blended down sfely and DOb hasthe te•.hnology avagabla to perform ft 
opedami. I want to express m Y m•ppt toblot down tha HEU to LiU.  

Whit otheraltm • niveusar theme forEU. besides weaponsandrd eactorWfel? Can HIE tbe 

used t the tiplo phy eacto, In amy of tl•oadvanced light wate reactor or by the A 
reactors? h e advanue of usIng U rathoithan LEU asna zetor fae h•s not bee addresrs 
in the HIS. Am the only cs for HEU in the naval fleet orreattos? 

Since the materis hein asrely sated now, why amr we Donidering moving It around and 
putting itin the batds of coterialopser tottwh'ti tsseciy could beDopardioed? 

What is the ost of etting dt material blended down? Has DOE performed any cos•analysisifor 
thls proj What arethesecuitaly costs fur the mawrial being atorad? Whast hecostof 
writing with our iMU and thaecostfstorafe? I thinkaDOB Ehould worktwith the Weintisoas• 
HElU fiat to get it outof their contrte• 

lbs Untie Staen needtto keep tIntoted the problem with ifflernatlondl terroristo and beesho 
How doesthe United States plan tokeep the Russian frm selling the iesanded down feel to 

others count•ies Ihateould use ft against as? How acel s ournatlon against possible& ao of 
this nature? I•understand the lUttedStatr= Is ty•ingto adtaneexample. My concern lathe 

example that Congress tets. Theaeettln that were formerly the SovietUnion are putting the 

nHEouttathe.rprviaocatexelso. Withths bcg thecase, howwilltbhUnitedStatesbe 
scco€? DOBneedstotlokat the potential mismsoftheW feInternationally. IfRussiahastght 
control,t dh United Statesneeds to have t control tssi could get mre money fee the 
bknded down feoe by pltag Ito deIntesnWttottal market. How does the United State des i with 

the fuel nthe forign t 7skts? I do not see how the example the United States 3intrying to set

10.003 

06.030 

15.002 

16.010 

15.003

IREVISED December 13.1995

10.003: Comment noted.  

06.030: Because of its high proliferation potential, it is part of the nonproliferation pol

icy of the United States to discourage the civil use of HEU such as in research reactors.  

The Office of Fissile Materials Disposition has been given the job of making weapons

usable fissile materials non-weapons-usable, so the office has not been seeking alternative 

uses for those materials in their weapons-usable forms. A considerable portion of the 

high-quality HEU being removed from nuclear weapons is, in fact, being retained in the 

strategic stockpile for use as a long-term fuel supply for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion 
program.  

15.002: The Department of Energy does not contemplate putting material into the 

hands of anybody in a manner that would constitute a security threat. The same commer

cial entities that might take part in the HEU disposition program have securely stored and 

processed HEU on the Government's behalf to make fuel for the Naval Nuclear Propul
sion program for decades.  

16.010: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel

oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the 

HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer

cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared 

to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste. The cost of safeguarding HEU is 
about $150,000 per t per year.  

15.003: Because LEU blended down from HEU is not weapons-usable, it could not be 

"used against us" militarily. This comment relates to nonproliferation foreign policy 

issues beyond the scope of the HEU Final EIS. It is being referred to DOE's Office of 

Nonproliferation and National Security.
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will help ci htfuue. A good examrple may not be veay good because Russia does not have 

the cnotrols to safeguard dthe matr al as the United Staes hs. ThI President Is treatog the HEU 
Iss very light heartedly with the strokeeoftapen. The United Stites needs to realite. that usis 

could make the HEU a national asset to make more money. The Uni•ed Stales needs to place the 

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) In Russia to watch fte mat land tee whereltis going. The 

United States nteds to get their head out of the clouds and quit thinking thsc the United States 
can set an example.  

DOE should have planned for the foreign resetarch reactor HMEU nd the HEU returning to the 
United States.  

The International Atomlc EuM gy Amy (IAEA Is noteCncerned with the sterage of 
comnme•ial fue because It isnlow enriched uranium.  

is thecost of fteeng the HEU high? Doting the ditcussion tonight, wa keep coming back to the 
costIssue. Can the public geta commitment fromt DOE to geth cost analysts sefore preparing 
the final EIS Could the comrtentpedod for the HIS be prolonged In cidlr to receive this 
information before the comoment period endo? How can eltizenaget a copy of the cost 

documentation forthis project before the close ofthecommentnperlodl What would DOE los If 

the EIS Is delayed? Is the 50 mebic tons going to USEC equate to real money? 

The compartmentalization of DOB documents places lmits on the scope of public comments.  

eMi Is no evoluation of the Impacts of the higher level decsions inr the BEISuch, as policy 
declslons nsetting a good exsample and nonproliferation. Everything we (dth public) have taled 
about tonight Is out of the scope of th•s IS.  

There ishan advantage to having an l-EU reactor that does not prodace plutonium.  

The cost of gtoring dte HBU froo now untll the end of time does not even approach the blend 
down costs. Why shooldn'etwe aorethe IU forevae e When (taeframonwise) would the cost 

of storing equal the cost of blending down? It would be cheaperto store the HEM. DOE can not 

see into the future to make sure that the United Stateswill not need the HEU later. Also, It is 
epensive to make nEU.  

Why shouldn'• the United States make someumoney for the ureasury by blending down to fuel and 

thnenuefling? 

The people that made the decisionaon whiat should be sueplus••d ate they metbers of this 
MmitiLsratioa?

15.003 
cont.  

28.001 

03.015 

16.011 

16.009 

16.011 
cont.  
32.011 

17.005

16.011 
cont.  

02.005

00
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28.001: The Department of Energy and Department of State jointly proposed (in the 
Final Environmental Impact Statement on a Proposed Nuclear Weapons Nonproliferation 
Policy Concerning Foreign Research Reactor Spent Nuclear Fuel, DOE/EIS-0218F, 
February 1996) to adopt a policy to manage spent nuclear fuel from foreign research 
reactors to promote U.S. nuclear weapons nonproliferation policy objectives. The pur
pose is to remove as much U.S.-origin HEU as possible from international commerce 

while giving the foreign research reactor operators and their host countries time to con
vert to operation with LEU fuel and to make their own arrangements for disposition of 
subsequently generated LEU spent nuclear fuel. Because the foreign research reactor 
spent nuclear fuel program is outside the scope of the HEU EIS, this comment is being 
forwarded to DOE's Office of Environmental Management, which manages that pro
gram.  

03.015: The commentor is correct that the IAEA is generally not concerned with non
weapons-usable materials such as LEU.  

16.011: The Department of Energy estimates that the cost of safeguards alone is about 
$150,000 per t of HEU per year. Storing HEU indefinitely is represented by Alternative 1, 
the No Action Alternative, in the HEU EIS. Pursuing that course of action would not 
serve the purpose and need for this action, which is to reduce proliferation potential by 
making surplus HEU non-weapons-usable and to recover the value of the material to the 
maximum extent.  

16.009: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped for inclusion into the ROD(s) and are available in a separate document with the 
BEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commer
cial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared 
to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.  

32.011: The Department of Energy recognizes the programmatic relationship of sur
plus highly enriched uranium disposition to other DOE actions and decisions. The HEU 
EIS identifies the other NEPA actions that are related to its scope in Section 1.5.3.  

In order to adequately assess the potential impacts that could result from proposed DOE 
actions, it is necessary to narrow the scope of the document to address the specific activi-
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Why wasiespeleOtitflo of 0.9% uasno~lum-235for waft cosest? U DOE pieed controls on 

the blended down fuel, could ah•gb•rpeatebsgoused? What are tfhe e . .nd proposoe33.002 

blend down peet&e of the wavsceoed at the NevadedTest Site? Why didn't DOE usc O.9.  

HEU as a btatfor blend down? 

Does the value ofUSEC. when ptivizr•d=p=ta- money forhe tcsoty? 1 06.023

How canwe (th public) clhn te dlreton the nulear pogr-I ts going? 

How Is theiRussian REU going to be d. used,n or goventrent purchases It? 

Can fssion reactors ms HEU? 

How could the United States beeoning a past o f th ttbe a problem? It seems that the 

govanmentwwi hob competing with the cormm&cilsector. Is tis aspect covered Int f-EIS? Is 

thi blended down fueolgoing to ho dumrped on fht marketslowly7 

Will ths process (blend down) use the cascdes as opposed to the cenruifuge? 

t1ota comments rteeved In public meetiugs concerniag esotlar issues were combined (grouped) 

for presentatton in this document 

iREvISED December 13,1995

17.006 06.030 
cont.  
17.007 

07.007

ties being proposed. However, in Section 4.6 of the HEU EIS the cumulative relationship 
of impacts resulting from this specific action is assessed considering the wide-ranging 

view of DOE's programs, environmental management, and other outside interactions.  

17.005: The HEU EIS discusses these programmatic issues in Chapter 1, particularly 

in Section 1.4.2, which describes the Preferred Alternative and the policy reasons it is 

preferred. Among the alternatives considered, only Alternative I does not satisfy the pur

pose and need for this action, because it leaves the HEU in weapons-usable form and sets 

a bad example for other nations. DOE considers Alternatives 2 through 5, which repre

sent blending different portions of the surplus HEU to waste or fuel, as roughly equiva

lent in terms of proliferation potential, and much more proliferation resistant than the 
HEU in its present form.  

02.005: The President of the United States determines what material is reserved for 

national defense and what is surplus, based on the recommendations of the Nuclear 

Weapons Council, which includes representatives of the Department of Defense, the 

Department of Energy, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  

33.002: The representative enrichment level of 0.9 percent (used for analytical pur

poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both 

the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than 

I-percent U-235. This enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not 

occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the 

LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1.25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the 

lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the HEU EIS analysis. Blending 

to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount of 

waste product and cost of blending (for example, blending to a natural uranium state of 

0.7 percent would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit

icality protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be determined by the waste 

acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposal site.  

06.023: The proceeds from the sale of USEC to the private sector will be real.

00 \0
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17.006: The Russian HEU is not part of the domestic BEU disposition program ana
lyzed in the HEU EIS, although the impacts on the uranium industry from that action are 
considered as cumulative impacts in Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS. The LEU derived from ,C.  
Russian HEU is gradually going to be sold (by USEC) in the global uranium market for Z 
use in nuclear reactors.  

17.007: The Department of Energy expects to be required to ensure that its sales of NOQ 

uranium will have no adverse material impact on the domestic uranium industry, taking ý 

into account the purchases of Russian LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU. This restric
tion, and the physical ability of DOE to make the material available for blending, will 
cause the material to be introduced into the market on a gradual basis.  

07.007: While the enrichment cascades at the Portsmouth and Paducah Gaseous Diffu
sion Plants could be used to blend HEU in the form of UF6, the overwhelming majority 

of the surplus HEU stockpile is in the form of metal or oxides rather than UF6. The cas

cades at Portsmouth are currently being used to blend 13 t of HBU that is in the form of 
UF6 and that was transferred to the USEC pursuant to the Energy Policy Act of 1992.  

The cascades are unlikely to be used for other blending activities. None of the analyzed 
blending facilities (nor any other current U.S. facilities) use centrifuge technology.
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRQINIA 
DEPARTHENT OFENVJRONMENTAL QUALITY 

Swsovo PC BP 1000 
D•dw January 11, 1906 R~&Wq- =4U 

U.8. Department of EnerMy 

Office of Fisslo Matoerials Disposition 
P.o. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

To Whom It May Concernt 

This in in response•to your request for comments on the 
fleos~~ition of srfle Hiohl, E inriched Uragnuma Dran 
EnvirornSntall Isni Statement. The Department of Environmental 
Quality is reaponsible for coordinating Virginia&= review of 

federal environmental documonta end responding to appropriate 
foderal officials on behalf of the Commonwoalth. The following 
locality and agencies participated in this review: 

Department of Environmental Quality; 
Department of Healtht 
Departmont of Historic Resources; 
Department of Transportation; Virginia state Police; 
Campbell County; and 
city of Lynchburg.  

In addition,tho Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, 
Department of mesrgency Services and the central Virginia Planning District commission were invited to coment through the Department of Environmontal Quality.  

The document assesses the environmental impacts at four 

sites that may result from alternatives for the disposition of 

United Statec-origin weapons-usable highly enriched uranium (HEU) 

that han boon or may be declared surplus to national defense or 

defense related program needs. in addition to the no action 
alternative, it asnesses four alternatives that would eliminato 
the weapons usability of RED by blending it with depleted 
uranium, natural uranium, or low-onriched uranium (LEU) to create 
LED, either as commercial reactor feedstck or as low level 
radioactive waste. The potential blending clteo are the V-12 

I2 s dvpog-.84 I~C 59'T~~
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20.011: Under Federal hazardous material transportation law, prior motification to '% .  
states is required for shipments of spent nuclear and high-level waste, but not for ship- (: 

Pae, TwS ments of LLW (P.L. 101-615).  
Page TVo 

Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee; the savannah River site in Aiken, 
South Carolina; the Babcock a wilcox Naval Nuclear Fuel Division 
Facility in Lynchburg, Virginia; and the ael services Fuel 
Fabrication Plant in rwin, Tennessee. The preferred alternative 
Is to blend down surplus HEu to LEU for maximum commercial use as 
reactor fuelwread ich would likely be done at a combination of 
sites.  

The Commonwealth offers the following comsentsi 

Any transportation of wastes through Virginia should be 
preceded with advance notification to the Department of Emergency 20.011 
Services and the affected localities so that adequate safety 
precautions may be taken. As previously requested, the 
localities should be notified direotly in advance of any 
notification to the news media.  

The City of Lynchburg and Campbell County have no objections 
to the proposed project.  

The Department of Environmental Quality will coordinate the 
Commonwealths areview end response on the final environmental impact statement for this proposal. correspondence should be 
addressed to: Director, Office of Environmental Impact Review, 
Department of Environmental Quality, P. 0. Box 10009, 629 east 
Main Street, Richmond, Virginia 23240-0009.  

Thank you for this opportunity to comment an the draft 
document. The comments of the reviewers are attached for your 
review and consideration. If you need further Information, 
please contact Tom FeLvey, (804) 698-4315, of my staff.  

sincerely, 

Michael P. Ku~hy 
Director,-Graets anagement 
and Intergovernmental Afairs 

cc: e-ry M. Martin, city of Lynchburg 
R. David Laurrell, Campbell County 
Leslie Foldsi, VDH-BSli 
Perry C. Cogburn, VDOT 
it. Herbert Bridges, VSP 
David H. Dutton, WR 
Robert Wickline, DEQ-Waste 
Brian Iversen, VDES

II
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S•y •ucannot t the d Line. pleaoe notifry R THMS 
8Oi&1762-4325. r2W K. l1SLVZT at S04/762°4315. or" 5l. T~ 

osxiM= AT 04/762-4337 prio Atedaegvn rrangementsl 
will be adeaf to eutend tphe dta fcr ydo'utr soeria if tpossible. An 

agency will not he conidered to have reviewed a i no 

censi aae received (or ucotact is made) wrtin the period 

specifted.  

RSVIZEW ISTUCrIOZNS: 

A. Please review the document carefully. If the proposal. han 

been reviewed earlier (i.e. if the document is a federal 

Final 518 or a state supplement), please consider whether 

your earlier comments have been adequately addressed.  

B. Prepare your agency's comments in a form which would be 

acceptable for responding directly to a project proponent 

agency.  

C. Use Your agency Stationery or the space below for your 

commentsa. IF TMOU 05=aSPAMS Z=~.ORTat 125Tom XW 

BlIQN -"DAMi.  

Please rturn your comnnt to: 

D22AWVNWTOF1 mWX5ROU1IA1.QURLI'f 
OlIC 0F ==Man= MACT SINVEW 
629 XAS 30M STUNT,513 = 8 FLOOR 

T1AX ##4MJ64k~pM 

XEC * 5 osmeiilil-ilndi 

ivreontaT OeeC• 

Puvrie&rnefl - Services Administrator 

I have no conents to offer repArding this pro.ject.  

(signed) L Z4
•- / . .. (date)________________ 

LM .Feldest. H.S., *9 

(agency) 

PRYICTOaIc fnL .F-8/955;
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If you cmnnot =eat the deadline, pleace notify ELLIE IRONS at 

604/762-4325. THHAS H. FELVEY at 804/762-4315, or R. T* aS 

GRIFFIN AT 814/762-4337 prior to the date given. Ar-afeeneeLtS 
will be made to extend the date for your review if poasible. An 

agency wail not be emoeidered to have reviewed a doeuomt If no 

esuta are received (Or econtact La Iadeo ) ithln the period 
specified.  

REVIEW INSTRUCTIONSs 

A. Please review the document carefully. it the proposal has 

been reviewed earlier (i.e. if the document is a federal 
Final EIS or a state supplement), please consider whether 
your earlier comments have been adequately addressed.  

B. Prepare your agency's cocments in a form which would be 

acceptable for responding directly to a project proponent 
agency.  

C. Use your agency stationery or the space below for your 

comments. IF YOU USE TIM SPAME 814HW, THE FORM MUST 3R 
SZNED AND DATED.  

Please return your co••ents toe 

DEPARTmENT Of EoVRONM TAL QUALITY 
OFFICE OF ENVIRON)EDTAM D6PACT REVIEW 
629 EAST MAIN1 STREET, SIXTH FLOOR 

ReOd by v•,KI. Z fOD VA 23219 
EA*sbtnWes Jtla % #804/762-4319 

OW 2719M5 

p,•ft & Iriff- Environmentai Teehn~ca.  
giaom~ef dabl AflaServices Administrator 

COMENIS23.001 
1cont.  

(signed) (date) ,/. ZOd- J 
(title) •'4-r/ 

(agencyJ *AA 

PROJ'ECT95+ •153•F8 /95 

\0 
,..
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If you cannot Noet. the deadline. pleasea otify ELLIE IRONS at 
B041762-4325, THOMAS M. FELVEY at 804/762-4315. or R. TEOMAS 
GRI7XfN AT 804/762-4337 prior to the date gives. Arranaements 
will be mode to exeoand the date for your review if possible.An 
agency will.not be considered to have revie•ed a document if no 

acents are received (or contact is made) within the period 
specified.  

REVIEW INSTRUCTIONSS: 

A. Please review the document carefully. If Cho proposal has 
been reviewed earlier (i.e. if the document is a federal 
Final EIS or a state supplement), please consider whether 
your earlier cormento have been adequately addressed.  

B. Prepare your agency's co.ments in a forn which would be 
acceptable for responding directly to a project proponent 
agency.  

C. Use your agency stationery or the space below for your 
comments. IF YOU USE THE SPACE BELOW, THE FORM MOST 13 
SGNED AMD DATED.  

Please rotu=rn your comments to% 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVRONMENTAL QUALITY 
OPPFFICE OPr Z RON TALIM PACT REVIEW 
629 EAST MAI STREET, S TE PLOOR 
RXCEEOHD, VA 23219 

SPAZ #804/762-4312 
Radd.byDCPof Erx~rmmentl AR Yt 

Enveroaental Technical 

Services Administrator 

COMNT gemrmar Nal• 

There s so apparent objection to the proposed project.  

(signed) (date. Wovemer 20, 2995 

(titlel ~e 5.  

(agency) Caspbell County 

PROJECT I 49S-13 695
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10.003: Comment noted.  

Date Received: 11115195 
Comment It0 P0012 
Name: ToreseaHars 
Addres: No Address Given 

Transcrption: 

ThisIsTeresaHards. rm an employ who was laid offat NFS twoyears ago. My 

husband Robert also was laid off at the same'te. We have three small children and 

hadjust built a new home when we were laid off. yV'c hoping the government will 10,3 
lookclose and hard attheproject forNIFS. We know thatt hey can do the waor He1.  

had fourten years In and I had thirteen years In operations. The economy of UnIcol 
County suffered a whole lot when NFS l off. Thank you. Teresa Harris.
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10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 

D •,•" 0116 created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 

omn .IW P0067 would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high SX=JaCHAwkoa 
AdEI•nCS level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  

Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 

policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
mmThn [aseagt f.Tslm Havwklnmoaaling from MlinnazaPlam.hopolzs. I Mnno•a Vipou malgaumu .calling regarding miring 1.04tersitnaspntflfomc mrilnuerratr.  
Thi rimzaomea C aldnc f= MLOChopondttbL% :do 084I' m ldnjg-ingeu-kiwngIto 1.0tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  
reactor fad.! 
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T70 Department of Energy 
FROMs David Hcdgapath 
DATEM January 16, 1996 
Re& NEU EIS 

I do not support making highly enriched uranium into nuclear 
rractor fuel for the 4.1laing reagone, 

* It wil create spent nuclear fuel for which we have no 

solution.  
* as part of that waste product, plutonium will be created, a 
mater ial . b t Jha pa raizm .. o 'c ooop oeIL4 t L-a qLa-It . . .  

a all options have not boteis cxploerd, [iincluding storing down 

blended uranium.  
* the financial analysis in incomplete or nonelontont, despite 

the fact that citizens have requested on for almost two years.  

I do supports 

a down blending all HEU.  
a internati onal controlson HEU.  
* safe storage of HEU prior to its down blending.  

Thank you for your considmration.  

ll UT F. r 
Lddt. Ur f93.•l

10.024 

I 09.018 

I 16.015

10.023 
03.020 
10.032

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 

would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 

level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  

Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 

policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 

HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 

material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce 
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro

posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small 

portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed 
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to 
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all 

others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available in a separate document 

with the HEU Final EIS. It supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use 

of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the 
alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic

ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There

fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
inventory.

... t
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03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons

usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 

the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky sites. It is DOE's intent to 

make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to the 

maximum extent possible.  

10.032: The Department of Energy is committed to safely storing surplus HEU pending 

its ultimate disposition.  

0.
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10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
inventory.  

02.008: At this time, DOE is authorized only to determine the ultimate disposition of 
HEU that has been declared surplus to national security needs by the President. To date, 
175 t of HEU have been so declared. The HBEU Final EIS considers the disposition of that 
quantity plus an additional 25 t (not yet identified) that may be declared surplus in the 
future.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.
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133.001 

33.004 

09.016

Zb.  

C,

33.001: Forms of surplus HEU are mainly metal, compounds, solutions, oxides, irradi
ated fuel, reactor fuel, UF6, scrap, and material in weapons that have been retired but 

have not been transferred to Pantex for disassembly. Surplus HEU is currently located at 

10 DOE sites around the country and is shown in Figure 1.3-1 of the HEU Final EIS.  

33.004: As described in Chapter 1 of the HEU Final EIS, approximately 62 t of the cur

rently declared surplus HEU (165 t) may not be available for commercial use because it 

consists of spent fuel and material with very high ratios of undesirable isotopes (U-232, 

U-234, and U-236) relative to the U-235 isotope. Therefore, this material would need to 

be disposed of as waste. U-234, which is one of the two main undesirable isotopes, is the 

major contributor to radiation exposure and the other, U-236, inhibits the nuclear reaction 

in reactor cores.  

The LEU specifications for commercial reactor fuel are currently set by American Soci

ety for Testing Materials to meet commercial reactor fuel feed requirements. A portion of 

the currently declared surplus HEU inventory (about 20 t) is being considered as off-spec 

material because it would not meet the American Society for Testing Materials standards 

when blended down. If buyers are found that would accept some portion of the non-com

mercial HEU inventory despite its isotopic composition then more of the surplus HEU 

inventory may be used as commercial fuel material or off-spec material. Some of this 

HEU could be used later for mixed oxide fuel fabrication, but DOE believes that there is 

no reason to reserve it for that purpose. Once surplus HEU is blended down to commer

cial-grade LEU, it is fungible with any other commercial-grade LEU. The use of off-spec 

material for mixed oxide fuel fabrication is unknown at this time.  

Evaluation of new technologies and processes were not included within the scope of this 

EIS. Similarly, conversion and blending down of the non-commercial material for fur

ther potential use in the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation program was also 

excluded from the scope because the Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation program is 

not currently funded and, therefore, DOE cannot plan and make decisions on programs or 

technologies that may never be developed.  

Details on the specific location of the surplus non-commercial HEU is partially classified 

and could not be included in this EIS due to national security reasons. However, DOE 

evaluated transportation of surplus HEU between existing sites for blending and fuel fab

rication, and a representative site for waste disposal (NTS is only a representative site for 

waste disposal since no LLWV disposal site has currently been identified for the material).
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Results of these analyses did not reveal any major risk of transportation. Therefore, it is 

_________________anticipated 
that decisions on blending locations will be a function of material forms, 

te•C1Zi&a availability of facilities when needed, and business decisions.  

The possibility of diluting the non-commercial material to less than 20-percent enrich

- -arqi1 1EI0Jft*huatre ment and trading it to another country is not precluded by this EIS but would be unlikely 

• ]Qdrla, dir• since DOE is not aware of any interest in this regard. If, in the future, a decision is made 
09.016 to sell LEU derived from surplus HEU to other countries, supplementary NEPA docu
cont. mentation would be needed to evaluate potential impacts associated with that action.  

09.016: The HEU Final EIS analyzes as potential blending sites two commercial facili

ties and two DOE facilities (the Y-12 Plant and SRS) that have existing capability and 

experience blending HEU to LEU. Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and 

Hanford do not currently have operations or the facilities that might be used to process 
F*1.e O/r LHEU (such as the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant) because they are permanently closed 

S 33.005 and are being decommissioned.  tendeb~o y a it,'eloh E I llbs~t~ld.t 

33.005: Conversion of aqueous LEU to triuranic-octaoxide (U308 ) using the Idaho 

P*e1 IeA ee 01aMf'lms) ara iheldt bst01 Chemical Processing Plant was not analyzed since this plant has been shut down and will 

S•13 hMmd l W0RM typM a• be decommissioned. There are adequate uranium blending facilities other than the Idaho 

V;0t~d~fMWA=kr omen Chemical Processing Plant and, therefore, there is no programmatic or economic basis to 
j=t uso kl 25.003 re-start this plant.  

25.003: As described in the HEU EIS, there are currently four candidate blending sites, 

two DOE and two commercial, that are capable of conducting HEU blending operations.  

Based on currently available information, DOE estimates that blending the commercially 

p • -'l Iusable surplus HEU (103 t) is likely to take 10 to 15 years to complete. DOE considers 

PAW •2~1L~I t07.010 this a reasonable timeframe and, therefore, anticipates facilities at the four analyzed 
blending sites are adequate to accommodate required blending operations in compliance 

with DOE safety orders and/or NRC regulatory requirements. Cost analyses such as cost

P-if; •c UardVt se frldjt• rj) benefit analyses or cost effectiveness studies are not required as part of the NEPA envi

t4 [' • ronmental impact analysis and thus need not be provided in the EIS (40 CFR 1502.23).  

- etrU10Jl~dtiS*flmI 33.006 However, cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the EIS were developed to pro- • 

*[ww*a. vide the decisionmaker comprehensive information upon which to make decisions and 

are available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS.
0•
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28.002 

33.002 

a3008 

I33.002 
cont.  

16.014 

21.017 

2-1.009

07.010: The HEU Final EIS analyzes as potential blending sites the two commercial 
facilities and two DOE facilities (the Y-12 Plant and SRS) that have extensive facilities 
for and experience with the processing of HBEU. The DOE facilities meet all DOE envi
ronment, safety, and health requirements, and the commercial facilities meet all require
ments contained in their NRC licenses.  

33.006: The Department of Energy will meet whatever the waste acceptance criteria are 
prior to shipment of the waste material and fully comply with applicable laws and regula
tions during transfer of the material to its destination.  

28.002: Although criticality safety requirements for HEU and Pu are comparable in 
terms of their objectives, that does not establish a connection between disposition actions 
for the two materials. DOE does not agree that decisions in the surplus HEU disposition 
program in any way constrain decisions in the plutonium disposition program.  

33.002: The representative enrichment level of 0.9 percent (used for analytical pur
poses) was selected for material destined for waste disposal based on experience in both 
the United States and Europe where waste has been disposed of at slightly greater than 
1-percent U-235. This enrichment level assures that an inadvertent criticality would not 
occur. It is possible that uranium at higher enrichment levels could be disposed of (the 
LLW facility at NTS has accepted 1.25-percent enriched uranium in the past), but the 
lower level was selected for purposes of conservatism in the HEU EIS analysis. Blend
ing to an enrichment level less than 0.9 percent would substantially increase the amount 
of waste product and cost of blending (for example, blending to a natural uranium state of 
0.7 percent would increase the waste volume by 40 percent) without any incremental crit
icality protection. The actual percentage of blend down will be determined by the waste 
acceptance criteria of the selected waste disposal site.  

33.008: The potentially non-commercial portion of surplus HEU consists of spent fuel 
and material containing very high ratios of U-232, U-234, and U-236 relative to the 
U-235 content. The spent fuel could be reprocessed to separate out the HEU. If this is 
done, it would be made commercially available for blend down to LEU for reactor fuel.

0•
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22.016 

21.010 

21.011 

21.012 

21.013

Similarly, if any of the non-commercial material could be processed to make it off-spec, 
that material will be offered for sale to the commercial industry. However, some of the 
off-spec material has such high quantities of U-234 and/or U-236, DOE believes that it 
would be of little interest to the industry. DOE also believes that blending this material 
with high ratios of U-234 and U-236 to "near off-spec" levels would not be attractive 
because as U-235 is blended down to 4- to 5-percent range, the high quantity of U-234 
and U-236 remain the same at those dilution levels and, in some cases, it may simply be 
too high for any commercial use.  

16.014: It is not necessary to incur the expense of the construction of new facilities, 
because the existing facilities that are analyzed in the HEU EIS are available, capable of 
performing the proposed mission in a reasonable timeframe, and meet applicable envi
ronmental, safety, and health requirements.  

21.017: Existing facilities, at both DOE sites and commercial sites, are available for 
blending and possess operating expertise and have been in compliance with all environ
mental release requirements that a new facility would have to meet. Therefore, construc
tion of new facilities, which would likely have some degree of environmental 
consequences due to land disturbance and construction activities, could not be justified.  

21.009: The information in Table 2.4-1 pertaining to facility accidents has been revised 
to reflect updated results obtained using the MACCS computer code which were pre
sented in Section 4.3 of the HEU Final EIS.  

22.016: As discussed in the geology and soils section, the Charleston earthquake of 

1886 had an estimated Richter magnitude of 7.5. It has been estimated that at the time of 
the earthquake, the SRS area experienced an estimated peak horizontal acceleration of 10 
percent of gravity (0.10 g) (SR DOE 1995e:3-7). All facilities at SRS are designed to 
withstand an earthquake of 0.20 g or 20 percent of gravity at the structure base which is 
estimated to occur once every 5,000 years. Discussions of large earthquakes at other can
didate sites have been added to the HEU Final EIS.  

21.010: The material at risk was not determined for each facility and site. It is true that 
each facility is uniquely different and have process design variations as well as different

I _________I_________I ____---I_______________
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I mommimmi
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throughput capacities. However, because details on some site-specific processes were 

proprietary, one set of representative data were used in the HEU EIS for each blending ; 

1;ftprocess with nominal throughput rates that assumed a full-scale operation with bounding .  

NPM.2values 

for operational requirements, emissions, waste streams, and other parameters. The "? 

set. a te • • . a ndi 21.014 data used in the HEU EIS to characterize each blending process, including generic (nor- _ 

4 4136 m_____ ,___. _ _ 
realized) accident releases, are considered reasonably representative of the releases that S " 

_ __4_ 
_w 

ouldoccur at each site.  

,• ;~ns~ ,21.015 
4316 

21.011: Public and occupational health assessments revealed that the maximum incre

2e4. r mbe {A316 4, at . 21.016 mental cancer fatalities would not occur at ORR when all four sites were involved in 

4336 blending. However, estimates showed that ORR would have higher incremental cancer 
fatalities when blending occurs at two DOE sites.  

For a uniform irradiation of the body, the incidence of cancer varies among organs and 

tissues; the thyroid and skin demonstrate a greater sensitivity than other organs. How

ever, such cancers also produce relatively low mortality rates because they are relatively 

amenable to medical treatment. Because of the readily available data for cancer mortality 

rates and the relative scarcity of prospective epidemiologic studies, somatic effects lead

ing to cancer fatalities rather than cancer incidence (nonfatal) are presented in this ETS.  

Transportation risk assessments showed that risks would be only slightly lower for blend

ing to LLW at ORR. For blending to fuel feed material as UNH crystals, ORR is not the 

lowest risk alternative. Two significant factors contributed to these conclusions: (1) 

onsite material handling represents the greater part of the total risk and such handling 

would still be necessary even to blend at ORR, and (2) the highest transportation risk for 

these scenarios is not in transporting HEU, but in transporting the significantly larger vol

ume of fuel feed material and LLW after blending.  

21.012: The criticality event discussed in Section 4.3.3.6 is an initial burst of Wxl011 

fissions followed by repeated bursts of Wxl017 fissions within an 8-hour period after the 

initial burst. This accident has been approximated (due to model limitations) by a single 

event of 1x10 19 fissions with the radioactive releases occurring over a 2-hour period after 

the event.  

21.013: The criticality event was assumed to be initiated in the HEU EIS by an evalua

tion basis earthquake. The energy source of the evaluation basis earthquake is much 

greater than a criticality, and therefore the energy from the criticality is not included in
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the impact analysis except to the release of fission products (krypton, xenon, and iodine).  
These isotopes are consistent with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulation Guide 
3.34 where they are identified as the dominant isotopes for exposure. For the conse
quences of a combined criticality and evaluation basis earthquake, the results are 
summed for the release of halogen materials (46,000 curies of krypton isotopes, 65,000 
curies of xenon isotopes, and 1,600 curies of iodine isotopes) from the criticality and for 
uranium (0.076 curies of which 67 percent is U-234 for UNH blending to 4 percent) 
released during the earthquake.  

21.014: As stated in Section 4.3.3.6, it was assumed that all of the accident scenarios 
considered in the HEU EIS can be initiated by the evaluation basis earthquake with the 
exception of the filter fire and fluidized bed release. The evaluation basis earthquake is 
also assumed to initiate the nuclear criticality. The evaluation basis earthquake accident 
scenario assumes that the building collapses, resulting in ruptured containers, piping, and 
tanks releasing uranium solutions, water, toxic gases, flammable gases, and toxic and 
reactive liquids. The nuclear criticality mitigating safety features of the storage racks and 
facilities are assumed not to be compromised. Therefore, only the consequences from the 
release of radioactivity and hazardous chemicals into the environment are presented for 
the evaluation basis earthquake. For the earthquake induced criticality, the incremental 
consequences of this criticality are presented. To be conservative, both the consequences 
from the evaluation basis earthquake and earthquake induced criticality were assumed to 
occur together added to yield the total consequences from both the release of radioactiv
ity and hazardous chemicals into the environment and a criticality.  

21.015: For normal operations, the meteorological data used for all four of the sites was 
site-specific joint frequency data files. A joint frequency data file is a table that lists the 
following: 

-the fraction of time the wind blows in a certain direction 

-the fraction of time the wind blows at a certain speed 

-the fraction of time the wind blows within a certain stability class 

The joint frequency data files for each of the four sites are based on site-specific measure
ments over a I-year period to account for seasonal variations. At the two DOE sites (ORR S 
and SRS), the measurements are at seeral locations and at several heights. At the two .• 
commercial sites (B&W and NFS), the measurements are at a single location and several IM 
heights. For exposures due to normal operations, average meteorological conditions 4 
(averaged over the 1-year period) were used.

For accident condiltions, one year of sequentia hourly meteorologicadatear was used.11 is
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is actual data recorded at each site except B&W for which the best available complete 

data set was that of the Roanoke, VA airport.  

21.016: The doses in Section 4.3.3.6 do agree with the data presented in Tables • 

4.3.3.6-1 through 4 because the doses in the text are a combination of doses in the tables. , 

For example, the latent cancer fatalities in the population within 80 km (50 mi) is 0.069 at 

Y-12. Table 4.3.3.6-3 states that at Y-12 the earthquake induced criticality yields • 

(0.0015) latent cancer fatalities and the evaluation basis earthquake scenario yields 

(0.067) latent cancer fatalities. As the text in Section 4.3.3.6 states, "the combined evalu

ation basis earthquake and earthquake induced criticality accident release results in the 

highest consequences." Therefore, for Y-12, the maximum latent cancer fatalities in the 

population within 80 km (50 mi) is 0.069 (0.0015 + 0.067 = 0.069).
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Comment ID: 
Nil=

I/11196 
P0038 

Johns Hepter 
H,•eburg Road 
'Wlvdyv!ilciTags 3B588

Hello, My am=e is John Heple. I livea H Raden ,urgo Whiddyvilleý, TenAesse 38588. I 

ancolling because I ssrongly bellevc tlat this lghly enriched uanlum needs to be 
decommissioned out of tatatin which it can be possibly made Into weapons. T $ would also, 

ifit is down blendedpr operly. turn it Into low-level waste, which a• least can• e disposed of 

underacun•nt law. In addition, this wouid help us to lead the way in showing byh eampl16 

int•rAonal control onall nuclear materals. I thank any other use ofthis rtuff a very had 

idea. Thankyou verynels.

10.031

10.031: The Department of Energy agrees that blending down surplus HEU to either 
commercial fuel or waste would move the weapons-usable material out of its current stor

age and will make the material non-weapons-usable. With this action, the United States 

will set an example to other nations and encourage international controls on all weapons
usable nuclear materials.

UsO
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Date Received 
Comment ID 
Name 
Address-

01/22196 
P0075 
Fayllirs•h 
Boca Raton, Florid%

Transeaiption 

I'm very much against you making highly enriched ursarfas into nuclear reactor fuel. and I hope 
you won't doit My name is Fay Hisch. and I live in Boca Raton Florida, and my number is 407 
402-3905 Thank you

110.024

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

cn "

L.J I
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Author,lSharesn pistryk - 3DIM.X piettykOfediX.fie.coc a t INTO= 

Votes 1221/9S 11.34 NA 
priotitys NOorma 
TOj Dave golister at SAIC 11113T 

Subject, FORUM Yorm _Lrooisn (Eud) 
-................... n.................m Content --..........................  

Forwarded meoasege 
yroc httpd TUe Rov 14 14.31306 1990 
Date, eTUG, 14 Nov 12995 1s30sS .-os0 

r. rTo r2 W DaseD- uhttpyd 

o Heanage*1dl v1995112930..•A9O72CE*diX.fis..ecO 
, Reply-To. dooedI 
s Subjects rcRnm Foe_ - incoming 
Spa7rently-fol doerdil.daCmo ed-. fie.com 

o - To be properly posted to the correctfroumos are. the 

reply to this essage HUST be sailed to >. do disfcdix.fie.co•m to I 

a..  

SThis seasege was gener.ated by theo ubeileL .o1 0 nP- Comment 

a * on the Finile material Sl lectronic 93. Reply to thismeanage 

a .4th the texta " this seracge included in the reply. All -Repliad

ore publicly available on the Electronic 0Do 

o * This is information generated at the time o fsubmission and is 

u e seed to irsck individ"us coemensi. It shouLd not he changedl 
.ITO - doecdl deom••f-dix.eie.cout 

Noor iail-no - 11I 
I 4MallTiLle - 000 PO-Mr-.incoming 

r The folloving infor•ation in DATA fron tho conment form. The 

I or ectyp iso h is the Author-'a Request for a Public or Private comeont.  

If II•you do not wan this ces•age to be publicly posted to thea BU 

> do nothing or reply to the Uuthor dir•emly.  fle ece J.eanle Honicker 
M httle 

o V~orrany 

U *addrl - 342 ginklay Dr.  
o Caddr22 
o Ecity• - Nahville 

Ostate - To 
M 4sip - 37211 

• iphone ,fl; •S S 15-333-2079 
• Nesail 
o Ictyp. - public 

s Cubject - HSU 819 

T The following is the text o fthe Author's Cocment.  
• 103OIN 0 comscnt 

o Pleae Isnclude a ceeplete e conf icenulynine Ofthe alternatives.  

S ipecifically.=o doan the cost of the blended down reactor fuel compare 

o with reactor fuel from virgin uranium. who would pay the price, and who 

> would cake the profit iris the asle of the reactor fuel? 
o Please send m the raw data that has been generated on the anowere to these 
* queotions.  

I .. tDcomment 

T the folloing is the space reer.-vd for en Offical Reply. If you 

• do not wish to reply to this coeeent then do not change it.

04.010: A cost analysis for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped for consideration as part of the ROD(s) and has been made available for comment 

separately from the HEU Final EIS. (The cost report has been disseminated to this corn

mentor and all others who expressed an interest in this subject.) The cost analysis sup

ports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from 

surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would save considerable money. It is 

anticipated that the Government will realize most of the profit from the sale of LEU fuel 

derived from surplus HEU commercial fuel. Any commercial entities involved in the dis

position actions will also expect to realize some profits in compensation for their contri
butions.

0 

(03 

0 
e3 
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I-

04.010
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Date Received: 
Commern 1: 
Name: 
Addresw:

1112019S 

Jcamnlneflonicker 
362 B!lly Drive 
NashvilleTN 37211

Transcription: 

tlL This is-cannlneHonicklr-36d
2 

-inkley Dtive, Nashville. Tennewssee 37211." 1weatlthe 
public meeting that was held on November 14 in Knoxville, Tennessee. and duzing the meetng I 
asked about the ast of the blend down and was told that there was no cost avsilable. bat 
however, there were working pspers. So, I was told that I would be sent a copy of thes• owking 

papes, but i was not told when and bywhomn Sol -atedto riterate that lam exportng them 

shortly, and that it should be all of the costs asciated with the proposed blend dowv, including 

how muehit will totally eont to do the program, and how much the expected revenue will be 
from whom, and I would like very much to have a response telling me how soon this material 
will be avaliable. Youc=an fax that toareac.ode 615-333-2879. Thank you. Good-bye.

04.010

04.010: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped for inclusion in the ROD(s) and have been made available as a separate document 
with the HEU Final EIS. The cost analysis supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that 
commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense 
and would save considerable money. It is anticipated that the Government will realize 
most of the profit from the sale of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU commercial fuel.  
Any commercial entities involved in the disposition actions will also expect to realize 
some profits in compensation for their contributions.

U.) 

00
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Hello. My nameis Unda Horton I live InUnlcol County, and Iam very ditrssed to 
think that thereomaybe hazadous nudcearwaste In my county. I do notwantitInthis 
county, andthemre arealMt fpeople that agreewith me. I plan to hopefully come to the 
wodcshop In Knoxvllle, and I will talk to you them. Thank you. Bye. 110.002

10.002: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant is one of two licensed com
mercial facilities in the United States capable of providing HEU processing services.  
NFS has been processing and fabricating special nuclear materials since 1958 while fully 
complying with the stringent safety and environmental requirements established by 
NRC, the State of Tennessee, and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), as well as 
its own internal requirements. The proposed action of the HEU EIS is well within the 
skills and experience of NFS and would neither increase hazardous nuclear waste beyond 
the permitted limits nor would it alter NFS's waste management operations.

(c)

Is
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07.004: As explained in Section 1.4.2 of the 14EU Final EIS, DOE prefers the maxi- Q'.  
mum commercial use alternative because it would best serve the purpose and need for the c 

proposed action, which is to make the surplus HEU non-weapons-usable and, where fea
sible, recover its economic value. It is self-evident that the economic recovery objective 
is best served by an alternative that seeks to maximize commercial use of the material, 
because the alternative of blending the material to waste recovers no value and greatly •.  

I! ._increases the required blending and disposal costs. DOE believes that the nonprolifera

___ ___ ___ __tion objective is equally satisfied by all the action alternatives (2 through 5)._N 

-A 907.004

U.S I~nto F.fE..y 
1- 0. B.V 2156. W: I'Mto...C. 20026.3756 n-- .•- M-E (60) 622-154
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ASSOCOA7IONDTITMATIONALE DES AS~CCACION WTERNAOONAI. DE 
EDUCA&rwURSPOUR LAPrAIX DUMONDE]EDUCADOO5S PAMALAIPAZMUNDIAL 

ONC. NAIOI•SUNLES & hUNESC ONGNACIONESUNIVAS &UNESCO 

3a mxp no am W" 
10.OprommiOOOOI O6opnisonloipi Ha KOH am 

NRNATIONALASSOCIATION OF EDUCATORS FORWORLDPEACB 
NGO. United kodm (Eoýso, UNDI UNICE. FUNCD & UNESO0 

P.O. Doa 22, )t • 3lte@A5Mbga-o35 823 U.S.A.  
l O, COLI.,PW,•lrD. PAhL •,5)554-55!834

Eocwohv j Plaw.1ereP=(2051 Si6.IJIar,2,

Offlersa-In-thrge 
Department fEnergy 
Washngton,. D.. U.SA.  

Dear Gentlemen: 

Members of our Secretarlat s Exeutiue Council and oMcals croue organization who are 
spread In 9 5 •unties are becoming very hjg• concerned In seeing members oftour amelt 
esp•cially tauor makin highl ,enriched uranium Into nuclear reactor 11M.  

This action It bound to create spent Aid which Is a hlghlytask and radioactivewaste that Is 
disstrous in dte long range.• eides. It will creat, plutonium which Is a vtolation aoner 
nonprofle raton objctives. Howuver. In ease ofrnecealt ue do support downblending all 
highly enrched uranium so Itc annot beused•I weapons. We alot sup rtl' n g the 
capachty to downblendall uranium declared surplus over the next decade. In additin we Itrmly 
belleve In International rontrols ooal nuclear manerktl 

For Onr nation and,.0asa maer offlisco. for every nation on earth, the health of the people It 
more important than the fnarcial prolisof dangerousIndustries which Include. aboteall.the 
weapons indut. The American people want their government to protect theirlves not 1am 
some ImagInary Don Qu~xotc comingr•ftvi the sky. but Dam the dangerous toxi wastes that 
are being produced to s.a• lk j ih nae lot greed otbig corporations which nowadays seem to 
have taktn fUll control ourrour gouernmntt.  

Thank you very muc htor your attention.  

Sin•erely yours.  

Dr. Charl•s Merceco 
ExJctive Vice 'President. IAEWP

10.024 

10.023 
I 03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IABA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.

�tb
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10.003: Comment noted.  

Intenutional Chenrkal Workers Union 
Local2S2 

OCT41 4-0 F4GX.NITU.41S4 

DOE-OCLM atrivl e mt~erials Disposition V0., SATC-HEV ETs 
I a D]OX 23786, 11"hinTgton, 0.C. 20026-3186S 

To •hlen t Hey Concern' 

Please conaLdor the following comments in making final decisions on the 

Dispositiosn of surplus Highly Znriched Uranium.  

We of Local 252, of the Intaerntional chemical Workers Union, at Oak Ridgae, I, 

fully support the Department of Inergy's proposal to bland-dlov surplus Highly 

Znricbed Uranium (URI;) to tOW-Enriched Uranium (L.Ot).  

Althogh. the Department of Enerqyfs preferred, lternative. (Alt.enatLva 5.  
o) i. one we could support, we prefert•(A(ernative 5, Variation d) so 

our fir:st choce and then tAlternative S. Variationsa andc •aespectively.  

We do not favor variation (b), of Alternatives 4 or S. • rwould be a terribla 

diLservice to the workers at the Y-2 Plant to send this nev peacetime mission 

to the commercial sites and send Y-12 Defens eprogram workers looking far a job.  

The bl•nding-down of the surplus liEU, usi•g any variation of Alternative S.  

would allow the United States a chance to recover spat of ts• investment In the 

colds tar eftorts, by convrting ausrplus Enuto conmercial fuel.  

hiso. the blanding-do'rn of surplus IEUV using arty of the alternative., rather 10.003 
then te no-action alternative, would demonstrate to the.o v d that the. Unitsd 

States is seriously pursuing our nonproliferation objectives. That we walk •hat 

I.e talk.  

Our preferred alternative (hlternative S. variation d), Is thesisngle-sito alternative and, of course. ve think theY -12 plant should be that single site.  

The dvdantages of Y-32 as the €one-alte variation) ,ould inclUde: 

- IED mwould not have to ba chipped off sits to be processed, since cost 
of it •s already at the Y-12 plant.  

- EU could be blended-down using tweo procsses, lEU to LED as eUranyl 

Noitr•teaM .emhydrate and lEU to •LEO asmetal, at the same ,tie.  

- Y-12 la lnayeral largo buildings that mould be suitable to house a 

new uran iu hexafluarlde blending facility, should ouch a facility 
ha needed as a third process later on.

II
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- -12 tb.n emitting system for vast. treateant aend disposal.  

- .-12 b the .sp.ort of the surrounding comeunityw hich believes in 
the prrassionailo m of the Work force.  

- y-12 has already in place a Security For•e that i.s coneida-d seco•l tO no 
other in the country.  

- Depart .•ent oft rv ould utilize the o spo.lrnced work force free the 
Cold waVx e "fort whojabs a•e in, eopardy because or the don•ei• ng of 
Defen• e •progr". This• •ould pect sorme of the objectives oa Section 
3191 of the National Defense Authorizatinc Act and icllow Rtrained 

work force to use their experience pe foreing a now peacoatieo mssion.  

We strongly feel the Draft Envireonental. Impact Statemernt CR15) an the 
Dlsposit.ion of Surplus Hirly Enriched Uranium groavly underestimated the 

pr ocoeming rats c']ablit 0s of the T-11 Plant ift utilized to the maximum. and 
that other faciligaso verea overestimted.  

we realize the true capabilities could hvey.intentionally been exroneose for 

National Security reasons,.but if not this data certainly needs corrected.  

The ZlS aleo Indicates that just a fra inor upgrade& and modifications vould be 

required to begin zet•l blending in Duilding 321-H at the Savannah Rivt Site, 

but in teat the open top furnaces ofaBuilding• 221-3 vould nt be acceptable for 

the blending of EM.  

We have be" advised that e lot oa oney has alra.dy b•an Invested •n extensive 

cleanup activities of Building 32&-Xi at Savannah River and eons of the buildings 
at Paleer Tuel servicee. S as, will oso areas be r eontaeihatA dCr f these 

proposed blending activities and a this footorad into the OZX 2 

The RS leade us to believe that a targeted batch of HlU in the form of Uranium 

HeXafluorid barn-% already been chosen to be the first of tho 200 metric tane to 

be blended dowv and the two comnercil alteso wr* the only sites considered for 

that batch. U so, vhy wasnat the tve enrichment facilL ase cansidard as 

candidate sites for REV In the fa s of Uranium Keaxtbondrs? 

Your considsdaion of thOese ¢orentas Wouldh• greatly appreclatad.  

sinceraly, 

Franeh Scott 
Business Agent 

ocalr252 
international chemical WorkersfUniona

10.003 
cont.  

25.005 

25.006 

08.006

b

1�1 

ft 

to

25.005: The assumed blending rates are based on dilution ratios for blend down and 
anticipated blending capability and capacity. The rate of 10 t per year analyzed in the 

HBEU EIS for blending to commercial fuel was based on current assessments of annual 
availability of surplus HEU. Although each candidate blending site has specific process
ing rate capabilities which are described in Chapter 2 (the Y-12 Plant is described in Sec

tion 2.2.3.2) based on the best available information submitted by each site, the principal 

reason of using a constant throughput rate (amount of LEU produced) at each site and 
process instead of site-specific rates was to provide a fair comparison of the potential 
environmental impacts between alternatives.  

25.006: Operations at Building 321-M have been terminated and the remaining HEU 

has been transferred to another location. The building is in the process of being decom

missioned and will no longer be available for metal blending. The HEU Final EIS reflects 
this change at SRS.  

08.006: None of the HEU that is the subject of this EIS is in the form of UF6. The only 

HEU UF6 that exists, no longer in DOE's inventory, is 13 t located at the Portsmouth 
Gaseous Diffusion Plant. That material was transferred to USEC by the Energy Policy 

Act of 1992 and is currently being blended at Portsmouth. DOE does not rule out the 
potential use of DOE sites for any particular batches of HEU.
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10.024 

09.018 

10.023 

03.020 

10.023 
cont.

5tO

4I I

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce 
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small 
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed 
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 10 to 15 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.
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Date Recive' 
Cornmee ID: 
Namrd:

01116196 
P0059 
John Johnson 
P.O. Box 281 
Chattanooga. Tcnnesce 37401

Transcriplion: 

Please s•nd me a copy of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. My name is John Johnson, 

p.O. Box28, ChattanoogA, Tennessee 3740l. I n opposed to rnaking highlyenriched uranium 

Into nuclear reactor fuel because nuclear power is Inhesently unsafe. It will create spent fuel, a 

highly toxic and radioactive waste that nobody has any kind of solution for. It will create 

plutonium which is a violation of nonprollreration goals and treaties, and the DOE has obviously 

not adequately explored all options, lneluding storing down blended uranium in some kind of 

heavily guarded facility no that International terrorists don't get it. To that end, I do support 

down bleading all the highly enriched uranium so that it cannot be used in weapons. I think the 

DOE should develop the capacity to down blend all urandum declared surplus within ten years, 

and very obviously, there needs to be International enotrols on all nuclear materials because the 

stuffis very dangerous and we're leaving a verytunlica]ithy and deadly legacy for futman 

gencralorns, and I don't sne how you can do that to your childrenaend live with a clean 
conscience. Thank you vcy much and have a good day.

10.024 

09.018 

10.023 

03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 

created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 

would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 

level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  

Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 

policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera

tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 

HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use o the mate
rial; add storage costs; reduce net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the 

purpose and need of the proposed action; and be practically applicable without additional 

construction to only a small portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility 

is proposed and constructed at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not 

anticipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending.  

Therefore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus 
HEU inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons

usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 

the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 

intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 

the maximum extent possible.
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Kentucky Resources Council, Inc.  
Post Office Box 1070 

Fmntdorl, Kentucky 40602 
(502) 875-2428 

(502)C875a2845 fax 
e4nail FiIZKRC@acd owt

January 10. 1996 

DOE Fmise Mutoub t Disposdion oslo SA•JCIIEU EtS 
P.O Box 23786 
Washington, 0 C. 2002M-3786

By fax -800-820-5156

To Whom It May Concern 

Th. Kwmt..cky w..o..v... COuflJ. ... e n.on-I ed •rrnetwnn eni. .deoo-"o o9.oienile 
wh+os mombonhiIncludotie Itntdua who w eonco'nod withtho enricthment of uranium 
becauseoof histoiic roeoa mand contontinaticr es ocletedwilh D0 s Poducah Gaseous 
Diffuion i Mni. I w,'iing to eqsross our concern with the procoWng of highly enriched uranium 
into nu•clorreador fuel rho Council bdlievco Ihot thu Etc ohouldnmoro thoroughly explore the 
range of re•sonablte evrnatves.h idudngsorageof downbendelduranusm, and the 
downblentderg ofalt htghly e nched uranaum in order to prevent the use of the manleuiatlto 
WOOPOM 

I hank you for your consideration of theseccncnents.  

Sincerely, 
Tor. F4O .  
Tomn FizGeraid 
(Nrector

1 09.022

09.022: The Department of Energy does not consider it reasonable to blend HEU to 
LEU and then store it for an extended period of time. Such a course would maximize 
Government expenditures for disposition, because it would necessitate the construction 
of new storage facilities for the much higher volume of material and would involve no 
offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material. The proposed action is to blend 
down all surplus weapons-usable HEU to make it non-weapons-usable.
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KRAMER, CLAUDINE, WEAVERVILLE, NC 
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10.026: The No Action Alternative does not satisfy the purpose and need for the pro

posed action. It would leave the nuclear proliferation problem unaddressed, continue to 

DalWc~de I 01=5 incur storage costs, and not recover the economic value of the material.  
CNMc= t ID" P n0020 

AAdrs Wu'ville, NC 

YeL Today is Friday. Deembt 9, and Iwas.callinglto counmet an the draft doceuwn tt b= 
beL,, dforth.dispoiwtofhighlyeari&cdurn. wl to weth10.026 

f Eneryto accept the No Actdoe alteruati ve which Is oiotlned in tho draft docmentL My 
-asocl-sCLosio~u ncr . I r wo inWeaverville, Noxth Cwocll• anld shold you wU to eac 

me forthcr cmmcnt my telephone cmnber is 704.658.0294. And agaln, I would like to urge 

thoe I D o tofnerayto adopt the "No Adctu" alternative. Thmrkyou.
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LINDQUIST, KATHERINE, NORRIS, TN 
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10.024

SM x orrlo 378a.-2003 "__ 1 " 70 "',
0042~

Wa'sfe fM a'*J'eahoo 

iwal'etar r,4,<eo te/a e �,'Loa 

wa+9 •? The Kh ,,•1 ,j'l,,•a0 
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10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.
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LIVERMORE CONSERVATION PROJECT, OAKLAND, CA 
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LIVERMOITW9VElSI I"PR WECT 
P.O0. BM2Mx 2 

OAKLANO CA. 94604-9472 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
OFFICE OF FISSILE MATERIALS DISPOSITION 
P.O. BOX 23786 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20026-3786 

SUBJECT: .Oistmsition of surplus HEU Environmental Impact 
Statement: 

We, the undersigned, believe that th*._ST end Indeed the 
only logical opt ban. Is that of U I 

We believe that any ether option will just help parpetuate 
the Nuclear cycle. It is time for the world to get off the 
Nuclear addiction. Blending ALL HEU to low-level waste 
would be one small but Important step. It Is time far the 
United States to show real leadership.  

.- incertiy;

10.015

10.015: Blending down the entire stockpile of surplus HEU to LLW was evaluated in 
the HEU EIS as one of the alternatives. The analyses showed that this alternative would 
generate the highest environmental impact among other alternatives evaluated in the 
HEU EIS (Table 2.4-2). In addition, additional costs of blend down and storage would 
be incurred which may or may not be a significant factor in decisionmaking. DOE has 
developed cost estimates associated with the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS and 
has made them available in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. The cost anal
ysis indicates that commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes eco
nomic sense and would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of blending 
HEU for disposal as waste. DOE believes that all of the action alternatives (2 through 5) 
evaluated in the HEU EIS meet the objective of nonproliferation and will send a positive 
message to other nations.

I..  
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LOUISIANA ENERGY SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC 
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&A. oxu 
Wfv- cco

08mtwt 
m00 5mr00fe

lanrXMeA. IQ%~f 
L.196-2

DOE -OM ffice ft nfeManot&~I)Iodilmo 
dou SAICMU -EMS 

Wwh~qo.po.C20020-371d 

tL0t-6AoaLjjay SO*tCceL LF =13 At lM=LjMjtad PUMS~p anh j taihISWOt dae&d& 
is M4eg w ado a Qla U.&WO*VoRep~o1Moy coo MIkem t~o bie hanldoopocooc 

iwacoc*toIn o mkmmc be Utlzdoo ormy Ie~d*oct taoftocohU.S =tk oreamdzeo 
su%4coofLflUdaivvcdiowlMOflm mtqwut 

We aywoiih fl otmtoS.ou edw .ooqMS dinpo mmh tobhoddooooln Ldisod~on of 

Fsc&4 o x. at ids&LEU la pmr. bwdcWwas w thizmowits .wn] tir aho 

eodcunoceea"M Is vcoofamsa!lop to Twhe wzokanodto cuoaod pwrotiloltat 
US.a ,f~tin~cti w~U 13. bTsq~fmw-nsaIcanto utetyaffect 

*A. ea ooh Ithaoaaohtima doomoowbihe tadlat sw laocbet*= incteoct n( amly 
wdobeohfgdd. A&That, hocaa.'h=oalnimpaiwtm moo~tcablt fl~t heWI fall w 

VMhooil fmaed OA E Song' FocyActi of 30and eaquksoathe U.S. EurkmeatCoeputolcoto 
cendtattt% twiglesmn a wbat go nt r oo fR=FnsluaO Lae mu= cthoiu vm 
athltoiminthe M.1Taco =dooaettlchdoouy.  

Capognm a aain oascd a smg caotorecatlczualon wihkwoud elvod= ct 
U.S.Emils=Caoeion.muTisle&Wco.,bo ubm .pmxodby bA hoowctb4 acialus 
maw olkdWOOPIag foeteH feboItmamofow 4axidonofwhk lb s pULe 

DNosoetlaala . b the WWb y nxoiyaeqoleett t oa]Oimb.& z mdxyctaio dothlsaageb 

of. ImdoenkbutWuihdooakbo#utiifcrtd toUSEC MfmttteUS.ýsaodCh at

12.016

12.016: The Department of Energy agrees that the rate at which LEU derived from sur
plus HEU is introduced into the market is important to the stability of the uranium fuel 
cycle industry. Due to the forms the material is in and the limited capacity to process it, it 
will not be possible to make U.S. HEU available for disposition at the high rates sug
gested by the scenarios assessed in the HEU Draft EIS, which were analyzed to bound the 
highest impacts that might be experienced. DOE must abide by the stricture in the USEC 

Privatization Act that its HEU disposition actions should avoid adverse material impacts 
on the domestic uranium industry. Statements in the HEU Draft EIS concerning the 
blending of 10 t per year refer to the potential blending rate at each site. With multiple 
sites more than 10 t per year could be blended, but in actuality DOE does not anticipate 
being able to make more than about 8 t per year available for blending. The schedules in 
Table 2.1.2-1 have been revised in the HEU Final EIS to reflect these more pragmatic 
assumptions.  

The Department of Energy does not agree with the position that the rate of introduction of 

LEU fuel derived from surplus IEU into the market is outside the scope of the HEU EIS, 
for the very reason that Louisiana Energy Services is concerned about the program: the 
effects on the uranium industry are foreseeable socioeconomic impacts that are required 

to be considered in an EIS. The EIS notes several times that decisions about marketing, 
business arrangements, and contracting for sales of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU 
do not affect the environmental impacts, other than socioeconomic impacts on the ura
nium industry.

01 .



LOUISIANA ENERGY SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC 
PAGE 2 OF 3

constrained byThelegisluti• n• and cta oy be dlvued for commercial end use ona delayed 
oedurle and withiafixed-tAl quoa.  

,•nowuruenioozt DraftELS fals to recognize the Importumaoce a isluve. and ittutamentof 
the matte Msothiinadiequate and confustIng.this egxArdwenam that the 7refetred 
Altremtive indicates (pg S-6) tha up to 170 wos ofIEUi, Cnodingte SOT already 
proposed to be troasferd to USEC ilnlevislstionpasscd as the privatiztio bill) ould be 
blended oversto approdmutc el t o.peeod. The sdditona l120 tos oefl.•. so blended 
would r.mchin thc es t :sie•nodr•tie iathe U.S.marklsofo rmo 11•,000.000 SWU. If 
this noteW is introduccd oaerthe dgts-yeu period suggorred In the Draft ES, theannal 
Introducton fromtisource alonewould be 225M to was ally or some 20% ofthe U.S.  
doscustiomrket, for eriehunsentasrvices. Mhe prlvidarison bil ssef estolloscs mre 
conservative shledules for release of teck4epmtr mtial ao the maorketin rderto minimi the 
impact Ite•xprssly requircs;as weUl that decisions of DOE sbhout reeas ,fU.S. ttockpile 
masterialtake account of thesales ofuranium undr•rthe Russian BEU Agreement and the 
Suspension Ag -emo 

Itis apparent that are•dwdonin tlhe Ut.S market for encdnen services of the maitude 
permitted under the DraftECS could have a serious dadverse impart on the timing of any new 
enrichment source, In•luding the more megy fe nt d environmentally bcnign ceselent 
process to be employed by LES. No explanation is required to Minste the adverse 
envim entl impwr of deay lotin "in dseroctf recnergy effilent enrichment 
tehology. but themeImpacts, arenowhee mentioned lInthe Draft•EIS.  

Escwhemt he Draft EMS fes (page 9-20) to T•he e nmoneur l use alternatives Involving 
bleAdng lOT of liEU to 4peacet LEUp1ryear. W n tre able to iceoncale this tatem 

wlh the s•ttement cted eadlerthatup to 170 tons.wouldibe blendedover an gtyesrperiod.  
whIch would resumltn arzk of more tham 21 tons p year, and acorrespondngly gr 
poreetage eofte U.S. markt. snoting thitaarious dlscaepaoey. however, we•a•rnot 
suggstIng thata 10 ton blending Asd Introduction tale isaceeptable interma ofits market asd 

Spac The approprster•t• of• ntroduction of LEU resulting fromiate blenling 
down of U.S. surplus IEU an extremnely co•plcc Issuce thain ourjud t, os beyond thc 
scope of this MS and can be adequately dealt with only through a tcler-cut legislative mandate to 
avoid Interference whb the domesti maket for enrichment scrvis. We smonpugc.  
th•ereoe, that the DrMtO IS be modified to give cepllctrccooitionto the Imprmnce ofthe 
taroductionarm•t ndtpopoae thaithe rat4of iztodtionnbe dtmind by leghs si a 

manme and at a rote designed to avoid Interferece with the domtesticmarket for enrichment 
services. It should be Bthcr noted that"is rnte would. ltefoets hbeact separately fion, and 
might well be considerably below, the rat atd•rwie surplus material is blended.  

We also wish to comment an the statement (page S-6) that 2) mrkting of the fuel may be 
made by USEC tda er eornt law. rc by a psvatc corporation, as succeo toUSEC• or by 
DOE, depending e ubseque legilatve dhgW Isapparentthat this statement does not

12.016 
cont.

05.012 

12.016 
cont.

05.012: The HEU EIS does not permit or predict a reduction in the U.S. market for 
enrichment. Rather, it analyzes the potential impacts as required by NEPA and concludes 
that disposition of currently declared and commercially usable domestic surplus HEU 
will have small impacts on the market over a 10- to 15-year period. The cumulative 
impacts of those programs are considered in Section 4.8 of the HEU Final EIS. DOE 
intends to abide by legislative guidance that it should avoid adverse material impacts on 
the domestic uranium industry.
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MCCURDY, WADE, NASHVILLE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 1 

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic

D a ,c 0145 ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There
Comment ID: P006 fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
Name: Wad ,McCurdy 
Address: Nashville, Tevnessoeeinventory.  

Thnsuiption: 

Yet, my anme is W&aI McCurdy and Pmcan ling from Nashville, Tennee to encourage •e 
Deparunent ofE=nt o down blend all the highly emrihed uranium they have so thait can't be 10.023 
usedin wepnns.  

La) 

La)



MORGAN, RUSSELL, LANDRIDGE, TN 

PAGE 1 OF 1
10.003: Comment noted.

Dandridge, Teln. 37725 
Jan. 3, 1996

DOE/Fiasile iEieriels UJposition 
cio BAIC/dcU dis 
F a Box 23786 
waahinatonp, ,i.0C. 20026 

aear birc 

Tais letter concerdes the poZl•IoI -b in0.1.  
nuckear.reactor.fuel5. 1 Isupport the' dowblending of -11 
highly enriched uranium so that I' cnnot be used for 
weapons. The Us. government hus e upported Internetional 
controls on nucloer materials, bur has been reluctant 
to dpply tt.e ease stendedrds to our owni ndustry. The 
DOE needs to put more ophasis on dcwnblendinf8 elI uranium 
thot is supposedly surplus.  

In .ddition, 1 congratul~to the 80O!5and Hazel OtLeary 
in the steps taken to clean up the disposal -raes and to 
work toward long-term solutions. Keep it up and do even 
more in the coming yeors. Thanic you.  

Sincerely yours, 

A"W ( 7"

10.003 
03.020 

10.003 
cont.

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 

the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 

intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 

the maximum extent possible.

$b.  
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NASHVILLE PEACE ACTION, NASHVILLE, TN 

PAGE 1 OF 1 
30.005: The Department of Energy has prepared cost estimates and made them avail

able in a separate document for public comment and consideration prior to the issuance of 
January 8 , 19 the ROD(s).  

U.S3.D.O.R.  
Office of fissilX Kate*Cale Disposition 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

As, Preedom of nforuioa t io egast 0512200002 

To: The Office of The secretary Bsel O'rAa"y$ 

Thank you for extending the public clnt period for the 
Disposition of Snrplus Ighly-_Znrchsd UV•raLu DfsZt IZ.S, to 
Janua-ry 12, 1299. But, we diem it necessary to reopen the public 
Ce n~t Period 30 (thirty) days after the financial cost analysis 
Is made public. The financial costs of the planned dispoaition should be available for cltivens to l make nfor~med ,, ntson.  

this draft 9.1.5. The Record of Decisiaon shoOld reflect public g0.005 
coments on the full financial costs of reprocessing.  

Since we have made repeated rexests for this financial 
information, the Record of Decision must reflect why the full 
financial disclosure vas not provided prior to the public comment 
deadline.  

Plase respond to this request. ia the fax number below, by the 
and of the current public ccseent period, January 12, p196 on the 
Disposition of ;trplus ighly-fnriched Uranium draft B.2S.  

Thank you for Your attention to this matter.  
42incerely, % 

Nashville Peace Action 
FOR 121333 
Nashville. TN 37212 
phi 6I15-321-9091 
fxs 615-321-9066 

cat Senator Thomson 
senator riNst 
Congressman clement



NEATLING, MARY, KNOXVILLE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 1

DatecReceived: 
Comment ID: 
Name: 
Addr=ss:

1/11196 
P0032 
?nMNlcatliog 
1319 DM&Steet 
Knoxville, Taee

Thnscnipeton: 

This Is MaryNeadling. I live at 1319 Doris StRiet In Knoxville. Tennessee. and I want to stop the 
ranium into nuclear reselor fuel. It's going to creutespecnt fue and plutonium, but I would like 

some development ofdown blending uniium. We need to look into down blending. but I don't 
like nuclear rcator fuel. Okay. bye.

10.024

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

0
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No NAME SUBMITTED, LYNCHBURG, VA 
PAGE 1 OF 1 

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to 
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities 

that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.  

Yes. d ike to say that B&W I know has the experience and the best of the people and I 

workers'welfare In being able to do this job, and I think that they should be allowed to 10.001 
dot. I know that the Lynchburg facility definitely has the means and the knowhow to 
do it, and do it safely with no ptoblerm. IJust want to say that it would be good work for 
the people. and it can be done properly and safely. Thank you.  

Ch)
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No NAME SUBMITTED, LYNCHBURG, VA 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Hi. I am a resident of Lynchburg. Virgbd, and I am writtng to or Cafa to comment on 
Babcoc k and Wdo. I think they am an xcollnt fopaa dlken ofthe commwdty, 
and I bothee that theyvwll do a reaponsbte and good job of repmocstng tho wumnt.  
I am very much Infaro" t t s acttyin my commuwnty. My nunbo" Is 804.832-3511.  Goocf~rj.

1 10.001

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to 
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities 
that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.
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No NAME SUBMITTED, LYNCHBURG, VA 

PAGE 1 OF 1

10.003: Comment noted.

Hello. I am a citienof Lynchburg, V'ginlabandlI would just Uke to say that I am 
completely in favor of this program. I would Uke to see the uranium diluted into uranium 
suitable for use In commercial nuclear power plants. I thinkts nuclear swords-to
plowshare Idea Is an excellent idea and one thatywil further benefit mankind. And I'm 
ael In favor of tlis program, and I thInk a substantial amount of thb work should be 
awarded to Babcock end WVicox. They area proven leader in this area, and they need 
the employment for this area. They have the capabilltles. and they'll do a good Job.  
Thank you.

10.003 

10.001

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to 
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities 
that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.

\0J c- 1i
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No NAME SUBMITTED, LYNCHBURG, VA 
PAGE 1 OF 1 

08.001: As explained in Section 2.2.2 of the HEU Draft EIS, there are three potential .  
blending processes that could be used for different portions of the HEU disposition pro

gram: UNH liquid blending, which could be used to produce either commercial fuel or 9 

waste; molten metal blending, which would only be used for waste material; and UF6 gas 1' 

Ye. I•wok lwo t oo M m s tomeW a t, n vft ut Is - r oess. Whom ,does 08.001 blending, which would only be used for commercial material.  
ft consitW d? Does anry kind of urniwn go lots the ester In Lymbdburg7 Mte o I o to2 ~ I .  
thoseo onwars? ThaM you.  

22.001: As discussed in Chapter 4, no direct discharges to groundwater are expected to .T 

occur and, as a result, no uranium would be released directly to the water. All industrial, z 

process, and sanitary liquid waste generated from the processes would be treated to com

ply with NPDES permit levels prior to being released into the environment. However, 
accidental releases of uranium as discussed in Chapter 4 of the HEU Final EIS could 
occur.



No NAME SuBmnTE 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Data Received: 11109195 
CommentID. P0008 
Name: No Identification gheen 
Address: 

Tmnasc-pfon: 

Yes. Just calln in reference to the Babcock and ',lcox Naval Nuclear Fuels Oivilson 

In Lynchburg, Virginta. I'd just like to say thatwe are for the work, and anythIng you 

could do to help us wed dearly appredate IL "Thank you for your time and servicea. 1 10.001

10.001: Decisions about where specific batches of HEU will be blended are expected to 
be based largely on business considerations and may involve USEC, other private entities 

that may act as the Government's marketing agent, or DOE. Competitive bidding pro
cesses are likely to be key components in site selection.

0b



No NAME SUBMITTED 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Received: 
Comment ID: 
Name: 
Address:

11/09/95 
P0009 
No Identification given

Transcdpilon: 

I'm against bringing in highly endched uranium Into UnIcol county. Thank you. 1 10.002

10.002: The Nuclear Fuel Services Fuel Fabrication Plant is one of two licensed com
mercial facilities in the United States capable of providing HEU processing services.  
NFS has been processing and fabricating special nuclear materials since 1958 while fully 
complying with the stringent safety and environmental requirements established by 
NRC, the State of Tennessee, and EPA, as well as its own internal requirements. The 
proposed action of the HEU EIS is well within the skills and experience of NFS and 
would neither increase hazardous nuclear waste beyond the permitted limits nor would it 
alter NFS's waste management operations.

tZI tz
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No NAME SUBMMIED 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Date Reetved; 
Comere ID: 
Name: 
Admsdf 

Transcppton:

1111595 
Pools 
No Idenfmctlon Oveni

I am cocmed about•tfh heas and saaty of pats and wildrifa and farm mnknals and 
mostlypoopwp. I feel a3 if wae am a pastof your facit, stncewo are so dose byand 
we can he" and s•e•so much of you. I Wea right across the yiver from you, and we fee 
just I• we am part of you, so we'd We to knowa utile bit more about ths, and you 
Inowthesituationthat'sthero. Gieusaca[L. Ti-nkyou. I 21.001

21.001: The safety and health of pets and farm animals are not explicitly analyzed in 
the HEU EIS. It is generally assumed that humans are more susceptible to detrimental 
affects from radiation than animals. In addition, the accident analyses assume that con
taminated food and water would be interdicted. Humans and pets would not be allowed 
to consume contaminated food or water. Contaminated wildlife would be interdicted 
also. As analyzed in the HEU EIS, normal operations of the proposed alternatives present 
no adverse health and safety concerns to humans, pets, farm animals, or wildlife.

I
t.4



No NAME SUBMrTrED 
PAGE 1 OF 1

111/96 
P0040 
No idendricoilon given

Traascuip4In: 

Iwstdon'tdotl. You peopeaecrfoola. We donit need any menctoxic, udinoctive waste and 
suff we dnthae anysoluition forand need for. And we don't needudearence, it t 10.029 
work vety weIL. You pptsyojusi icI

10.029: The Department of Energy's proposal to blend down surplus HEU to LEU as 
reactor fuel for commercial use is aimed to eliminate proliferation potential of the weap
ons-usable HEU. Although spent nuclear fuel would be generated as a result of the use of 
this fuel in power reactors, since the nuclear fuel derived from HEU would displace 
nuclear fuel that would have been created from newly mined uranium without this action, 
there would be no additional spent fuel generated. The domestic spent fuel would be 
stored, and potentially disposed of, in a repository or other alternative, pursuant to the 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 10101 et seq.). DOE is in the process 
of characterizing the Yucca Mountain Site in Nevada as a potential repository. Further
more, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is 
the policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolif
eration resistant as spent fuel.

Date Reveved.  
ConumentlD: 
Namc

1
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NO NAME SUBM~rED 
PAGE 1 OF 1

DofteReceived.  
Comment ID.  
Namne: 
Address:.

1111/96 
PD045 
No idcntification given

Transcription: 

I'd reommend down blending It all. But It's pretty silly to use It for nuclearpower plant fuel, 
bemuse that'U just turn it Into nuclear waste which we still don't know what to do with. Plus of 
course, they could reprocess the plutonium back out of It and you'd have bombs again. It's 
ce•tainly important to find some safe place to store the stuffthat's down blended. I think you'll 
have a better chance of doing that correctly than finding a place to store lots more high level 
nuclear waste from the spent fuel. And certainly, you know, let's get id ofthe bomb grade stuff.  
We ain't nceding any more bombs. Thank you.

10.024

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

.r 
4U6



No NAME SUBMMTED 
PAGE 1 OF 1

DMto Raivo 

Nsa=

01/1&%96 
P0063 
tbo ida~tficaion Sivnn

Plmasdo notaWuppt mak Inghly enriched uramnim Into nulwd Afd. We have more than 
ene•gh pmbkms with nuclear waste a It is and why add to the problem with more nuclear 
waste. Thank you God help us and parscve u&.

1 10.024

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 

created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 

would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 

level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  

Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the 

policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.

I.
"t3I 
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No NAME SUBMMFED 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Dam Received: 
Cdomma HD.  

Addlc~s:

01116196 
P0068 
No fdentiricaton given

Transriton:.  

I thsink It's a bed idea to get thisutmsm back into cimulation. We don't need any mrcn 
plutonlun maround. Wedon'tneed any mom Idglymualcd umnlun. Wenecd to blend it all 
down andg et id of! |so les not usable., sjust craziness e think that we need mom deu~ vc 
plutonltnin the world. I hopetat you all will decde&o tojtdcst as much ofit we Can, get it 
ot ou trulation, andJust r'forn our whole policy. Thank you.

10.013

10.013: The objective of the HEU disposition program is to eliminate HEU, not make 
more of it. The HEU disposition program would not make more Pu than would exist 
without the program.

Ir
II
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No NAME SUBMrTTED, SILVER MOUNTAIN, TN 

PAGE 1 OF I

Date Rcccived* 
Comment ID.  
Name 

Address: 

Transcription-

114/96 
P0025 
No ldetttficftaon Gitvn 
51h.r MtAlbwaaln, Tenncsse

Hello, I'm tailing fromS Silver Mounraln, Tcnnes.ee, and I highly oppose the Department of 
Energy's plat to create highly enruiced uranium and make it into nuclear reactor fuel because it 

will create plutonium which is a weapons grade material and saboteurs could easily steal it and 
we would be creating a monster in the world. And I think the Department of Energy ashuld get 
out of weapons materuals and should emphasize inteational controls on nuclear materials. And 
we should actually in the long na get out of nuclear matecrials completely. Tha's nay opinion.  
Thank yoU.  

NOTE FROM TAR NSCPJBER: Italicizedlocratlon Indcatees that she name given by the calltr 
war anclear and had to be Inferred

10.024 

03.020

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the NationalAcademy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under LAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.

-'C., 
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NORTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE RESOURCES COMMISSION, 

RALEIGH, NC 
PAGE 1 OF 1 

23.001: Comment noted.  

S North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission 
512 N. Solbr C Satter. " 7 Nreth 2760.1 1.6 919-733,3391 =•-k .ft =h Ex.c-udve Dlrcctot 

MEMORIANDUM 

TO: MeibaMeoee 
Office of Legislative and I0g2vP rnmtal Affain 

FROM: O wD-C. Anderso. Piedmont Iteor Coodinator 
Habitat Coeseerttion Petoram 

DAI':M Deeember4,199S 
SUUECT: DIX osiltli ofSurphuSa THily f-sthed Urnium Draft .avitortmentn l Impact 

Sttemet. October l5o, 96.0357 

Staff blologirs• with the North Carolina Wildlife itesouruem Commission hava re'ewed I 
the aouraerydoc••nrteL Ourcommentn arc provided Inaccordlnce with provis dions rihc23.001 
NatignalEnvironmcnt alPolic Act (42 U.S.C. 4332 (2) (e)) and tie eFm d Wildlife 

Coordination Act (49 Sot 40f. as amended; 16 U.S.C. 66t-667d) and tec Nowh Crolina 
Environmental Policy Act (G.S. 13A.l through 113A.10;I NCAC 25).  

The Department of n proposes to blend down suralus HIghly Enrie•hd Uranum 
KiEI. wca ; useabie ort at a LowEmuiched Uranium. (LEU) tita Ltsnot weapons 
.. 9ablewltut a signilicant amount ofostly techneloigy and processing., rreca lternatives 
were presenrted: no aWntr, canvesslon of arnljsios El to LEt)W enD*/.0 disposal an low-level 
radioictivc waste (LLwM, and conversin o a EU to LEaU nd nmaactiang conmrmereialauseThe 
prelfered altematve Is to nmrxinmdze eormer•ial use with a minimal amnt of LiU being 
dposed of a LLW.  

None of thaaltrativ•sl. should have signifl.arr direct impacts to North Carolina fish and 
wildlif eoribobitatsince tW bleadting would take place at faclillles outslde of North Carolina.  "There would be some minor riska involved with tranortain ewddecnl between slite end to the 
OB Plant ad Wllmlognon which would be Involved with production of unirum oxide used foe 23.001 
blending and t N fabrcthion. cont.  

We believe that the p referred alternative to reaxlmizoiceommercial use ofth•e surplus HL"U 
would not have sIgnificant m spt s toorth Carolina fith and wildlife rcesorcesd end Is the moat environmertally sound alternative.  

Thank you for theo epoetunity to review and provide lnput Intoa ite dratenvivromerta iapjaetuitennt for this proJect. If we con. fo•tahssit your office, please .ontacto oufOlice at 91}:28-9886.  

cc: O rweOrem Supervising Biologust, USFWS 

Ceb

I
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NUKEM, INC., STAMFORD, CT 
PAGE I OF 5

January il, 1996 

Offi0c of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U.S. Deparuntet of Enerc, 
do SAIC- HEU EIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington DC 20026-3786

taeD nýR 

300ttasno Street 
Stamford. CT eeuaOSua 
Ph"n 2CXXm.727 
Fax 20-3,' 3234

RE. Comments on the October 199S Disposition Of Surplus Highly 

EnrIched Uranium Draft Environmtetal Impact Statement (EIS) 

LadiesOendlemen: 

Because of our experience In the nuclearf bel market, we are writing to your Organlation to of
fer our commients an the above mentioned repot ts Section 4.8, rapactr on th eUranium MitM 
Ing and Naclkar Fuel Cycle lndwfflan NUKEM. Inc. Is one of the world's leading suppliers 
ofrnuclar fuel. Together with out parent company, NUKEM GmnbH ofAIzenau, Ocrmany. the 
NUKEM group has supplied umanium concentrltcs, conversion, em'ichunct and other nuclear 
fnel.relateddsevices to utilities since 1978. with annual tales In excess ofS400 million.  

With regard to the effects on the uraniutm market from the DOE transfer of'7,000 MT of natural 
uranium (containing 18,200,000 lbs uranium oxide) and 50 MT of IHEU (containing 12,800.00 
lbs of turanin oxide) to USEC (DOE Material) and the possible sale of as additional 120 MT 
of HEU (containing 33,900.000 lbs of uranium oxide), our position In the marketplace has led 
us to a diffctrnt conclusion than that reached in the report. The EIS concludes that the Intro.  
duction of this material Into the mark would reduce domestic uranium production by 700,000 
lbs of unmiuma oxides annually, with an accompanying riduction of approximately 90 pwrson 
ycarsn Ienployment.  

NUKEM believes that the introduction Into the marke of the DOE Material as well as up to 
120 MT ofadditional surplus HEU. •wfl| not reduce domestic ur-ainum production orcenploy.  
meat numbers. Tie USEC Privatiation Legislation dictates that the DOE Materia to be taxa
fared to the United States Enrichment Corporation can only be introduced into the domestic 
matke ntsa rate not to exceed 4 million lbs of uranium oxide oc the equivalcnt cotained Inr UF, 
a year begin•ig in 1998. An additional rcetieion not mentioned In the EIS Is the availability 
of exsting facilities for the blending of HEU. Bared upon the nassund world blendung capac
ity of 10 MTV ofHEU n ycar it would take 17 years to blend down all of the lIEU mentloned 
above (assuming all the uranium from the blended down HEU mcets the commercial specifica
tionm for use In nuclear reactors,) which equates to 3.800,000 lbs ofuranuum oxide cold into the 
market annually or 2.51 o1ftotal, annual world reactor demanr.

12.017

12.017: The HEU Final EIS does not assume that world blending capacity is limited to 
10 t per year. Rather, it is the assumed rate at which each of the analyzed domestic facil
ities could blend commercial material. However, DOE does not expect to be able to 
make HEU available for blending at a rate that would assume the use of all four facilities 
at that rate simultaneously. Thus, DOE agrees that it is not likely to market more than 
about 3.8 million pounds of uranium oxide from domestic HEU disposition in any given 
year, and that such quantities represent only about 2.5 percent of total annual world 
demand. There appears to be substantial disagreement among different segments of the 
industry as to the future performance of the world uranium market. DOE agrees with this 
commentor that uranium supply will continue to tighten in the next several years, but it 
also agrees with other commentors (for example, from the domestic uranium producers) 
that entry into the market of uranium from Russian and domestic HEU disposition actions 
together would increase supplies and possibly soften the market. DOE intends to move 
cautiously and to abide by the requirement in the USEC Privatization Act that it avoid 
adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry in undertaking its uranium 
transactions.



NUKEM, INC., STAMFORD, CT 
PAGE 2 OF 5 

NUKKMI 

Office of Fi4ssil Materisls Disposition 
January 11, 1996 
Page Two 

According to generally accepted mukt data (see ottached graph), world demand for eurnmis 
over 16G nillion Ibs uranium oxide annoally, while current world nmdtmank s leis thhan hlf 

tl-t demand. Uncovered demand for uranium oxide is currently being mci through inventory 
drawdown. fdmwdown orinvenmrtoy continues at its current rate, the amountof material irn in
ventory available for Wester reators Is scheduled to be ealhausted by 1999.  

Assuming that the Russian HEU material and the DOE mateiial enter the market pursuant to 
the USEC privatiaatlon requlrcenrots and the limited capacity for the blending of HEU. there 
retain a supply and demand worldwide gap of between 20 to 30 million lbs of uranium oxide 12.017 
pcr ycar. Even with the Introduction of the DOE material, the addiltlonal surplus• 1ED, and thecont.  
uranium resulting from the Russln HELU. the current gap of uncovered demand can only be 
met with new production. Our review of the markcrs supply and demand situation illustratce 
that, on an intemational and domestic b*sis Introduction of surplus Inventories will not dpress 
the production and sale of daomget urunirum product or reduce employment In the domestic 
uranium mining ndustry 

Ila3 NUlKEM's position that the denmads of the nuclear fuel martet will require world produc
tion ofuranrium oxide to Increase.  

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments. Should you have any questions or 
comments or need additional Infonnation on our position, please do not hesitate to contact us 
Immnediately. You are fo•w•rding to your office by Fedlix, a color copy of the attached graph.  

Sincerely yours.  

Vice Presidentt 

iCC:.Jtp 

Enclosure 

Ls 
UJ

3
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OAK RIDGE ENVIRONMENTAL PEACE ALLIANCE, OAK RIDGE, TN 
PAGE 1 OF 5

jua"ylZ196VIAMFAX 2i=25864M7 

Mr. Dw Nultotm 
Offcei Pra Ute MatUealt DispOlIi 
USDePertenArtfline 
lf~kdqwdmmAvriSW 

Deu M •.Nultour 

TMe ,patmenti p,,r MUa bokls atftlemrpacofdodhlonmon the dispwdO (~~no200lmetrlk 
ton of HtI. DOM states In the HEU ElS th2t It pld Is two old-to .add leleRW tion tP .,S 
"act to realiz the ft crulaibellclal use" of ths material ina way tht 'i"l brin money back to th 
feeral WD&r 

DOW$ p refered option LmA IMM ,COMMERt. l USE of s•rplusOHEl,. DOE • axgues t• hW&swM.  
rtun themeost, mney totf federal ccfr z. DW gutsom thte this wll rn inree the amousntc fpent 
futW sincea Ctor o will burno therf fuel anywayDOE ugomtht this wi reduce env lrt .wld 

pmad me o wtnol spent .n OEs aysadisposal of spentful, eigConsidered 10 ManOthe 

We believe D~ts preferend option i bostct-sighrted anid inappiopriate (or &h following 12ansoe.  

-DOErracnowledges r ta fd d~ved from downbliended MU lwilbe turned ovarto hw u 
Enrichment Co~rpoaton whicwl d w uit t It fre fuel. DOE stated In its public medIVon the 
draft lIEU M Oat utit was Ilk*d)'te fuel would be mrkete•,d Intemationll. It is oz=n4 un.clear 

that tee will be contol over te spent fuel Stgerated to p te. It from beingreproceised to extract 
the plutorlurnr/HEUIlthe spent fuel. DOE references no protocols forbidding repomoitngor Meutirng 

tum to US of spent fui gmteratedfrom Uris material.  

- DOE does not preset atcredlble ancmic analysis denm0nstratf a postiveecoo•orl retuni. DOE did 

promise, In Novejrnbarof 19H4.Wdagain in Noveorbetof 1995, so provide sucanlsstot du publcTo 
dateý DOE has been unable or unwilog to doso. Sincete driving farce b•et • DO prefred option 
is commnital ue." and since DOEr•e•this claim ofa supposed financial bcr*fit to ovaerde more 
prolifertion eml stint options uder conldertion DOE must provide a dear am credible mnylds to 
support It clim

14.012 

04.014

. bO Ignor- t h fact thattdoablendingW ,% ,removes proliferation concernsfor an &Me is 03.012 
more In eg with fth US nonprollfera•oln and export control policy whtcha ctordsnonproliferation 
a*Nh hIghr slrty., 

. DOE d~sards the optlonofdorvnblendlngt;4% fesor SgOM(wnlreproeOOSIMSAitdecrmcev coince 
are addressed) saying It provides 'noc prollfoadm n dvaastage over blending and Rubelin-& statemnten 
wlrlhis riot true. ElendbiS to 4% anid sotorng555ttv4the uose.W0 leoptionMA nd aintahseuinS ty omtOf 0.  
the material in a relatively stable state which does trot contain Pa or Hill. Blend anid tell for use at 9.1 
reactor fuel requires eventual storage ocIa highly loxic and radiloactive naterial which contalns Pu and 
HEM.  

* DOE oltrastra na doubleslrndanL tsayinig Itwoold not bog to downblend to 4l%until a disposal siteI 
were ldcrntifled and appmoed.The sanme rrqulrrtnent does not apply to downblon-wd-anutte-as-t 07.009 
sbac no dispcsal'ste exitst forespent swclar futtL 

vDOE skefs fthent~e rsquired to complete the valous alterrativeascenarios by irdtittdo ofthe s e 1 05.008

14.012: Once HEU is blended down to commercial-grade LEU, it is fungible with any 
other commercial-grade LEU. As the market for uranium and reactor fuel is a global one, 
it is correct that some LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU could be sold abroad. It is also 
correct that some foreign nations reprocess spent fuel to extract Pu and uranium for civil
ian (non-military) use, although it is the policy of the United States to discourage civilian 
reprocessing. However, as any such LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would simply 
replace fuel that would have been used anyway in the foreign reprocessing programs, 
there would be no additional reprocessing resulting from this program, and inversely, no 
less reprocessing abroad in the absence of this program. The resultant spent fuel would 
present no greater proliferation hazard than any other commercial spent fuel (in contrast 
to HEU-based research reactor spent fuel). Commercial spent fuel does not contain HEU, 
as the comment suggests. The commentor may be referring to U-235, which is present in 
spent fuel at a lower enrichment level than fresh fuel due to the fact that some of it is 
transformed in the reactor by the fission process. The uranium in commercial spent fuel is 
low enrichment and not weapons-usable.  

04.014: Cost analysis is not required as part of an EIS, but one comparing the HEU dis
position alternatives has been prepared to aid the Secretary of Energy in reaching an 
ROD. The cost analysis, which is now available separately from this EIS, which has been 
provided to interested parties, supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial 
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU makes the most economic sense and would 
save considerable money compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as 
waste. DOE does not agree that blending for commercial use is less proliferation resistant 
than blending to waste, because no increase in the generation of spent fuel would result 
from this program, and spent fuel is not considered proliferation prone.  

03.012: The Department of Energy agrees that blending to less than 1 percent removes 
the proliferation potential of HEU. It is for that reason that the HEU EIS evaluates an 
alternative (alternative 2) that would blend all of the surplus HEU to waste for disposal.  
However, DOE disagrees that blending to 4 percent for commercial use is less effective 
in serving the nonproliferation objective, since spent fuel would be created in any event 
from reactor operations (that is, no additional spent fuel would be created from this pro
gram), and spent fuel is considered to have low proliferation potential. Moreover, while 
the President's Nonproliferation and Export Control Policy (fact sheet included as HEU 
EIS Appendix A) mentioned by the commentor does focus on nonproliferation, it also 
explicitly mentions conversion of HEU to peaceful use as reactor fuel (in the context of 
the purchase of Russian -IEU).



00 OAK RIDGE ENVIRONMENTAL PEACE ALLIANCE, OAK RIDGE, TN 
PAGE 2 OF 5

(Poe moth aod P , owrfodendlng• sl, aelm srrcd) nd Assmuwhizo Lx re In 
cApacty b palbl• Eva ida . It nstetseburbdownbld to a% d .2 •as retr fueL DOEs 
plan wo•ad t e l0yeytam (or the inWtill 200 tw of HE'U.lting that IQyea, Lt s likely that ure 
HU wMt be oedAred smrpls.

05.008 
cont.

-Th prederrdUoptS^Mxn, mum CoMMn W UtI swould tsultIn amor tan3 millon pot et 103 
nucleirZud (Z3WwMet ctons. suwnrtilg as yof50%.nslchtewrfor 170 umetotletonsl of= ), 1.3 
DOE does not anAlyse the environmental Unir of this spent fue laiming theItaacks of spent fuel 
amanalyzd In a separate NEA dounwt B make$ no effort to int"ga the rw, atnp of the two 
documents.  

Wereoonttnd 

The removal ofHE from the wespons cycle om and for all pa priority goal for the USard the 
world. Dowid.leiIng IOEU Is the qukest &d suret way currently avalalble for ach'evin0 the natis 
nonpxoia rlon goal. 03.022 
DOE mustnoto ompo•mteprlferatonS gol fo• rony.Sellhrgdownblede l-HE on theutsmrallonal 
mdabsent controlson •rprocesing I san wiacceptable proiffatin rikLI 

Absemt a dibletreatmentand disposal planfor sp.nt fuel. DOE shuld notcretate more spent Fuel. The "spent fuel s laard' es tablihes a minimum lev r& proliferation reslston•eagtsnat which options 
am to be •cesucet•Itdoes not require the creation of spmt fuelt nordoes Itestablhha •g • for the 
dtspo.Ition of weapons usable rsdloadlive cmterlala.  

vc-ý 14,013 
DOE must adopt a "cradle to grave' analysIs of° mslns"vonmn impacts, as NSPA requres, In the M. If rcont.  
spen t ful.would begmenttd as a remut ofDOE cd spentfuel tmust be accounled for t hhthgrave.  

DOE tunrt develop Il disposition planas a long-term plansad m•y not rely en hoiterm-tsolmutdons 
which leave us wIthloWn-ttm prolIerat~ln priemls.  

Disposition declslom may not cooiprombie the healith and safety of workers, the public, or the 17.011 
envkronment.  

DOE mustconrsideram o reasonable Rag ofs12t for downblendrn, Includl-g tho which could 09.014 
acconuodalt dowutblndling activities with modifications.  

DOE must consider opgors which offer cow ider•ba proliferation advage hilenot shu off 09.013 
economc or1bcrW weoptios u ,,a,,,ownben! o 4% a, stoe nde(.,cy. cont.  
DOB3 mustproideia credible tcosiomic wislyos nthe TZ to supF portUs pretdrd pt • incont 0 .01 
proesd •option s p•Oprimarily fr tsr•commerid vaue cnt 
DOE must balance Its rhetorikcand ude'ptonferadon &r"withcoometnrelaus' In descringthe 03.022 
ortlm•-oM&%Im=Co-vnduse conue"mtIo- RbarCondaltse COnt.  

DOE Ot Whu&d "icode ysb liaerdto 4% ard dispose of. unspent fuel' optlcs-ft tswould I 
elimirto proiferationcaerns " mb•l e nvironmental. health ad afety uisks. MIWialy. I09.015 
Uis migt wAen up looking the assum as 'blemd to 4% aid sa sodeidlalltely.' It often a slgnificant 
volume an time a vatup overmblad to 1%ua dispose ce sLLW.  

Uponbesg declared a pluswaeponsusbleadioactive terilssh o beplcd nd 
Intesetllatl OANM M ad."If yosble possms•,• .03.021

09.013: The Department of Energy does not agree with the contention that commercial 
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU increases the proliferation potential of the 
material. DOE does not consider it reasonable to blend BEU to 4-percent LEU and then 
store it for an extended period of time. Such a course would maximize Government 
expenditures for disposition, because it would necessitate the construction of new storage 
facilities for the much higher volume of material that would exist after blending, and 
would involve no offsetting revenues from sales of commercial material. As the commen
tor disapproves of the commercial use option, it is not clear why the commentor concedes 
the utility of preserving that option by storing LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU at the 
4-percent enrichment level. Spent nuclear fuel contains about 1-percent Pu (in a highly 
inaccessible and thus proliferation resistant state), and it retains much of its LEU U-235 
content (3 to 4 percent), but it does not contain HEU.  

07.009: The Department of Energy does not intend to take actions to commence blend
ing of liEU until there is a clear destination for the resultant material. In the case of waste 
material, that destination is an approved LLW disposal site. In the case of commercial 
material, the destination is fabrication into commercial reactor fuel. The normal nuclear 
fuel cycle in the United States is a "once-through" cycle ending in disposal of spent fuel.  
The alternative of blending HEU to waste would generate LLW for disposal that would 
not otherwise exist. In contrast, the spent nuclear fuel that would result from commercial 
use of blended-down HEU would not represent any increment over that which would 
exist in the absence of this program, since the LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU will 
simply supplant natural uranium-derived fuel.  

05.008: The Portsmouth and Paducah sites are capable of blending HEU in the form of 
UF 6 in the enrichment cascades, but they do not have the capability to convert metal or 
oxide HEU to UF6. Except for 13 t of HEU in the form of UF6 at Portsmouth that is 
already being blended there, none of the surplus HEU is in the form of UF6, so those two 
sites are not realistic candidates for future blending. DOE considers a 10- to 15-year 
period for blending currently declared surplus material (175 t ) to be a reasonable time
frame for accomplishing this mission. This timeframe is based on DOE making a total of 
8 t per year of surplus BEU available for blending to commercial use. The HEU EIS 
already contemplates the potential addition of 25 t of HEU to the currently declared sur
plus. If a total of more than 200 t of HEU are declared surplus, additional NEPA docu
mentation would be required.
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03.021 
cont.  
01.007 

11.016

WeappCedIAe theoppwtuatty to pnmrsWouC•ottc to youat 4* Ume. We lookforwand to ayour 
respone and to te Depaztmen•s development ofsan edequat•HS H•M .  

Sincerely, 

Ralph Hutchisonofor 

Oak Rldge nvlronmerntl Peace Alliance 
IO0 Tusa Road, Sute 4A 
OmiRldSe Thnaeem$M70 

Ameskama Pdndsa SvceComnttt Denver 
164 laaytftt Street 
Denver; Colorado 8018 

gcoonmliss Allied for AmIs Reduiction 
25 West 4sth Stree, Roo 1401 
New Y40k4 New York 100 

&&V geResearch Foundation 
537 Harden StrUt 
Columbia. South C•-oUna 29205 

P--ad Reldtnmt or nvrontmat, Safety nd Halth,U Inc.  
PO, iNo 
Roes, Ohio 4$%61-0129

14.013: Because LEU fuel derived from surplus HBEU would replace spent fuel that 
would be created from natural uranium-derived fuel in the absence of this program, there 
would be no additional spent fuel generated. Thus, the generation of spent fuel is not con
sidered an incremental direct environmental consequence of this program. The resulting 
spent fuel would be subject to the same disposition decisions as all other domestic com
mercial spent fuel. Since the spent fuel disposal EIS (in connection with the proposed 
Yucca Mountain or alternative repository) has not yet been prepared, it is by definition 
impossible to integrate the findings. DOE does not understand the difference between "a 
minimum level of proliferation resistance against which options are to be measured" and 
"a goal for the disposition of weapons-usable radioactive materials," and considers that 
both of those phrases describe the way DOE is using the spent fuel standard in this pro
gram.  

03.022: The primary purpose and need for the proposed action is to render HEU unus
able in weapons, and down-blending is the approach DOE proposes to accomplish that 
objective. DOE does not agree that commercial use of LEU derived from surplus HEU 
increases the proliferation potential. Although fuel derived from U.S. HEU and sold 
abroad could conceivably be reprocessed in some countries to separate plutonium for 
commercial (non-military) use in mixed oxide fuel, that LEU fuel derived from surplus 
HEU would simply replace other fuel, so no incremental plutonium will be created as a 
result of this program. The nonproliferation and economic recovery objectives of this 
program are not in conflict; both are best served by the maximum commercial use alter
native.  

17.011: The Department of Energy agrees that disposition decisions should not com
promise the health and safety of workers, the public, or the environment. The results of 
the analyses in the HEU EIS (Sections 2.4 and 4.3) indicate that any health, safety, or 
environmental impacts would be low and well within prescribed limits.  

09.014: The HEU EIS analyzes potential HEU blending at the four domestic facilities 
that are equipped and (in the case of the commercial facilities) licensed to process HEU 
in the requisite quantities. DOE considers that some combination of those four facilities 
would be adequate to effect disposition of the surplus HEU inventory within a reasonable 
timeframe. If additional facilities are proposed in the future for HEU disposition activi
ties, additional NEPA documentation, possibly in the context of NRC licensing for com
mercial facilities, would be necessary.
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09.015: The Department of Energy agrees that the ability to dispose of 4-percent mate
rial as waste would offer a significant volume and time advantage. However, we are 
unaware of any LLW disposal facility acceptance criteria that would accept 4-percent 
enriched uranium as a waste form. In order to ensure against a potential criticality and 
meet waste acceptance criteria, the material needs to be near or below 1-percent enrich
ment.  

03.021: The Department of Energy expects to make its surplus HEU subject to IAEA 
safeguards to the maximum extent possible. IAEA does not take "possession" of materi
als; however, all disposition will conform to all international safeguards and transparency 
requirements.  

01.007: Once it is blended down to LEU, the surplus HEU would be as irreversibly 
non-weapons-usable as any other LEU. The spent fuel that would result from commercial 
use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would be as irreversibly non-weapons-usable 
as any other spent fuel. It is possible to re-enrich LEU to make it HEU again, and it is 
possible to reprocess spent fuel to separate Pu, but both of those endeavors are very diffi
cult and costly. Thus, LEU and spent fuel are both considered non-weapons-usable in as 
permanent a way as it is feasible to achieve. The blending of HEU to LEU would serve as 
an example to Russia and hopefully other nations to also blend their weapons-usable 
HEU to nonproliferation-prone forms.  

11.016: Because of the forms the material is in, DOE does not expect to be able to make 
surplus HEU available for disposition at a rate that makes completing the program in less 
than 10 years possible, and does not consider it necessary to develop additional capacity.  
The decision to declare only part of the Nation's inventory of HEU surplus to defense 
needs was made by the President on the recommendation of the Nuclear Weapons Coun
cil, not by DOE, and simply reflects the fact that the United States has not decided to 
eliminate its entire nuclear arsenal nor to discontinue the use of naval nuclear propulsion 
systems. A classified quantity of HEU remains in the national security stockpile for those 
purposes and is not surplus. The Storage and Disposition of Surplus Weapons-Usable 
Fissile Materials Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (DOEIEIS
0229-D, February 1996) does not consider the disposition of non-surplus HEU, since that 
material is being retained in the stockpile and is not subject to disposition. The Storage 
and Disposition PEIS does consider the long-term storage of non-surplus HEU in con
junction with the storage of non-surplus Pu. Since existing capacity appears to be ade-
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quate to effect the disposition of the current surplus inventory plus a nominal additional 
25 t in a reasonable timeframe, a decision to build new facilities is not warranted at this 
time. The commentor is correct that if more than 200 t is eventually declared surplus, 
additional NEPA analysis will probably be necessary, but DOE believes it has adequately 
bounded the surplus material for the foreseeable future.  
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OLOC= 
Oak Ridge Reservation 
Local Oversight Committee

U.S. DepartUnt of EnrCy 
Office of Fissile Mateals Dhpositon 
do SAICiHEU ES 
P.O. Box 23786 
WasIWgtoo, DC 20026-3786

Janury 9. 1996

RE: Draft Eavlronmental TmpadStateament for DIsposition of Surplus Mlgbl, 
Enriched Urazlaer. DOEMIS-4240-D, Octobe•" 19M 

The Oak Ridge Reservation Local Oversight Committe (LOC) Is an Independent. non-profnt 
organlzatloonstebabLlt under the terms of the Tenesasee Oversight Apeenvent; It Is 
comprased of elected officials and cttlaxas who reside In the vicinity of the Oak Ridge 
Resecvatlon. The LOC has reviewed and discussed the above-referenced doetesmnt, and 
submits the following comments for consideration: 

Technical Adraowcv of the Document 

1. The tlmef"uest given In Table 2.1.2-1. p.2U6 & 2-7 fTable S--I ln the Summary 
document) reqire ftadr explanation. pouticularly the aumption of 101/y. Tere ls no 
reason to delay use of the metal process for waste until after USEC fuel and "additional firl" 

processed. The table gives the Impression that all four aits are needcd to get the job 
done In rasonable timefeae In additlon. p.4-487 s•ates that the U.S.Enrichment 
Corporna•tn (SMC) mactil isa in the form of u an= hesafluoride" at Ponswotth and 
Paducah plants being as to USEC. The fimerame for tbis pat of the 118. therefore 
ihould be Indepeden of the rest of the• ra.  

2. Tbhm Is net a discusdoa of impacts rated to the s of fth OE GEconvtecronplant at 
Willngton, NC.  

3. There is no dcusion of accidests fit the summary. Thse are covered aonp. 4-13 & 
14 for theNo Acdion Alternative, wlchIdncludaesiseiousd€,bkdn risk, and on p. 4-31 tha4•4 

40.4-S. tlnsi 4-60 4-48 thts 4-3. and 4-47 thus 4-90 fou faility accidents.

05.007 

11.001 

21.008

4. Plages 4.162 end 4.163 need to be tapdased since the Oak Ridge Reanvatien I no: t& 22.012 
sdactds ite in the Tritlum Supply d aRecycling Recoed of Decdsion. nod the Savsla m PRiver 
Site is te slected site.  

Amnderson*M cgs aJwhra *RoaneaM Cyt of Qrk Ridge eKnox aLtaudona

I-.

ci05.007: The timeframes presented in the cited table have been substantially revised in 
the HEU Final EIS to reflect more realistic assumptions about commercial consider
ations, availability of material, and other factors (such as legislative restrictions concern
ing impacts on the uranium industry) in addition to processing rates. DOE expects that a 
realistic estimate of the time needed to blend material for commercial use (out of 200 t) 
will be 15 to 20 years. The cited discussion concerning UF6 at Portsmouth on page 4-187 
of the HEU Draft EIS pertains not to the 50 t of HEU that are proposed to be transferred 
to USEC, but rather to 7,000 t of natural uranium that are proposed to be transferred to 
USEC as part of the same transaction. The 50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred 
to USEC is in the form of metal and oxides, not UF6.  

11.001: The GE Wilmington Fuel Fabrication Plant is used in the HEU EIS as a repre
sentative site where conversion of natural UF6 blendstock to U30g for use in UNH blend
ing might occur. This step is not likely to be necessary since DOE has plentiful supplies 
of natural uranium metal and oxide that can be used as blendstock for the UNH process.  
In the event that limited conversion of UF6 blendstock is necessary, the impacts at the 
conversion facility would be negligible relative to the existing activities at the facility as 
discussed in Section 4.3.5 of the HEU Final EIS.  

21.008: Results of accident analyses are summarized in the Environmental Justice in 
Minority and Low-Income Populations section of the Summary in the HEU Final EIS. In 
addition, Tables S-2 and S-3 in the Summary present a comparison of the potential incre
mental impacts from accidents for all the alternatives evaluated in the HEU EIS.  

22.012: The cumulative impact sections have been revised to eliminate ORR as a can
didate site for the Tritium Supply and Recycling program.
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5. Any distinction between alternatives 4 and S d5epeds on better characteerlation of the "off-sp"o * mrateial.  

6. While the near-term environmental impacts associated with the preferred alternative 
(ma•imum commsrcial use) appear to be less severe than those fr frl produetion using 
raw materials, the factthat no disposal site for commereial spent elAW currently exists may 
pose long-term environmental consequenres that are not factored irto the EIS analysis.  

7. The F1S states that the proposed action would "maximize proceeds to the Federal 
Tnserury.' yet provides no economic analysis to support the conclauson. A reccat General 
Accounting Offic report estimates an excess U.S. Enrichment Corporation (USEC) Inventory 
worth over $ 300 million dollars. The final EIS should provide evidence that the proposed 
aetlon will result In a Oct gain or loss.  

8. On June 30, 1995. the USEC submitted Its privatization plan and notified Congress of 
its latent to implement the pitn. The plan assumcs, among other things, that the government 
willt nsure tde USEC's abWilily to dispose of low-level waste. The final EIS should be vesy 
explieit regarding the potentialimpacts a n Oak Ridge of low-levzl radloactive waste disposal 
associated with the proposed alternatives. Becuse of the uncmertailies regarding the 
privatiz•tion of the USEC, It may be prudent to delay the proposed action until the USEC 
privat•zation is complete In 1996. The delay should not adversely impact the non
proliferation goals as desen'bed In the document 

9. TMe DOE contends that economic analyres are no"re..slr. by NEPA. Given the 
current budgetary situation, the DOE should Include stimatieWf the costs of each alternative.  
These costs should be included In the socloconomIc Impact sction. Neither of the two 
proposed private sites have tolad capabilities; thus an analysis may show that conducting more 
of the work at Y-12 Is cost-effective.  

10. Given that the State of Nevada Is curmtly In litigation with the DOEý and I sseeking 
to prohiblt the disposal of low-level waste at the Nevada Test Site, the final EIS1 mum have a 
contingency plan for LLW disposal. The final EIS should describe In detal] what role the 
ORR might play If the NTS Is not a viable option.  

IL ,Section 2.123. p. 2-8 describes that only commercial s•tes will be considered by 
USEC for blending their 50t of HEIJ. regardeIss of the Commercial Use altera•slve •electd.  
Without an evaluation of riks impactsW td W assocalted with transportation and facility 
upgrade it ls unclear why exidstng DOE rites should not be considered for these ativilde.  

12. Tables E.23.1 andl .2.3-2 do not have units given.  

13. The second column printed on p. 3-17 belongs after the text printed on p. 3-18.  

14. The chemlal isk for the urielum hexaluorlide process is high In the case of an 
accident. Thus, no moro than one such sile should be added to the notion's capabillty.

07.012 

14.019 

16.015 

14.016 

05.010 

I 16,015 
cont.  

14.016 
cont.  

11.015 

21,007 

I 22.011 
17,013

07.012: The Department of Energy agrees that the ultimate determination of the pro
portion of surplus HEU that can eventually be soId for commercial use will depend on 
more detailed characterization of the surplus inventory.  

14.019: The amount of spent fuel that results from commercial use of surplus HEU will 
be no greater than spent fuel that would be generated from fuel derived from mined ura
nium in the absence of the HIEU disposition program. LEU fuel derived from surplus 
HEU will merely displace that which would have been provided from newly mined ura
nium. It will be managed and eventually disposed of together with other domestic com
mercial spent fuel pursuant to the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.  

16.015: Cost estimates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU EIS have been devel
oped to provide the decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to 
make decisions. The cost analysis, which has been provided to this commentor and all 
others who have expressed an interest in this subject, is available to the public for com
ment in a separate document with the HEU Final EIS. It supports the conclusion that 
commercial use of LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars 
compared to the alternative of blending HEU for disposal as waste.  

14.016: Management of DOS's LLW is the subject of DOE's Draft Waste Management 
PEIS, a tiered or site-specific documentation. The possibility of LLW disposal at ORR is 
included within some of the alternatives in the Draft Waste Management PEIS document.  

05.010: Although the HEU EIS contemplates the proposed privatization of USEC and 
the proposed transfer of 50 t of surplus HiEU to USEC as part of that privatization (as 
authorized by P.L 104-134), the environmental analyses in the document are not condi
tional on those events. Although the 50 t transfer is mentioned separately in the HiEU EIS, 
the impacts resulting from it are not expected to be different from any other HEU that is 
blended down for commercial use. However, if an ROD from this EIS includes the trans
fer of this material to USEC, that action will increase USEC's assets and thus the pro
ceeds to the Government from the sale of USEC.
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Due to the adverse impact of federal budget cuts. Committee members believe that preference 
should be given to DOE sites. The Committee supporse an alternative that emphasizes a 
substantial role for Y-12. and includes the poteantialafor commercial tteatment, if cost 
competitive. Relative costs fort pocessing materilsalready located at Y-12 should mean that 
most should be processed therc.  

Thank you for your coasideratis ofnthese comments. If you have any questions, you can 
Comanct Me at (423) 483.1333.  

Sincerely, 

Amy S. Fitzgrald. Ph.D.  
Executive Director 

cc, rennasse•e Deparmmnt of Environment and Conservation, DOE-Oversight Division

1 10.008

11.015: Alternative 3, Limited Commercial Use, represents the case where only the 
50 t of HEU that is proposed to be transferred to USEC is commercialized and all the rest 
is blended for disposal as waste. For this alternative only, DOE made the simplifying 
assumption that only the two commercial sites would be used for blending of the 50 t of 
commercial material. This is due to the fact that DOE sites currently in a stand-down con
dition are not expected to be available during the next couple of years, when blending of 
the USEC material may begin. For the other commercial use alternatives, 4 and 5, DOE 
made no such simplifying assumption, and the DOE sites are considered candidates for 
any or all of the blending activities in the site variations.  

21.007: Table E.2.3-1 includes the unit "curies" in its title which is consistent with the 
style chosen for the HEU EIS. Table E.2.3-2 inadvertently omits curies from the title.  
This has been corrected in the HEU Final EIS.  

22.011: The HEU Final EIS has been revised to correct this discrepancy.  

17.013: The LEU Draft EIS reflects the potentially significant consequences associated 
with a postulated UF 6 release accident, as well as the low probability of such an accident.  
See, for example, Tables 4.3.2.6-4 and 4.3.2.6-5. Whether any UP6 and related blending 
facilities are developed will be decided by commercial entities based on business consid
erations and subject to licensing and regulation by NRC.  

10.008: The Y-12 Plant is one of the four alternative sites evaluated in the HEU EIS as 
having the capability to provide uranium blending processes. To be in compliance with 
NEPA, the HEU EIS must assess the environmental impacts of the proposed action and 
alternatives at all potential candidate sites without favoring one over another and provide 
this information to the decisionmakers.
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10.024 

09.018 

03.020 

10.023

10.024: The spent fuel that would be created as a consequence of commercial use of 
LEU fuel (derived from surplus HEU) in reactors would replace spent fuel that would be 
created in any case from natural uranium-derived fuel. Hence, no incremental spent fuel 
would result from this program. Although spent fuel contains Pu, because of the high 
level of radioactivity of spent fuel, it is extremely difficult and costly to separate the Pu.  
Thus, in accordance with recommendations of the National Academy of Sciences, it is the 
policy of the United States to make weapons-usable fissile materials at least as prolifera
tion resistant as spent fuel from commercial nuclear reactors.  

09.018: The Department of Energy does not consider the option of blending surplus 
HEU for extended storage reasonable because it would delay beneficial re-use of the 
material; delay recovery of the economic value of the material; add storage costs; reduce 
net revenues in the near term; not meet all aspects of the purpose and need of the pro
posed action; and be practically applicable without additional construction to only a small 
portion (20 t or approximately 40 t if a solidification facility is proposed and constructed 
at or near SRS) of the current surplus inventory.  

03.020: The United States has begun to subject its stockpiles of surplus weapons
usable fissile materials to IAEA controls. There is some HEU under IAEA safeguards at 
the Y-12 Plant, as well as some Pu at the Hanford and Rocky Flats sites. It is DOE's 
intent to make additional quantities of surplus material subject to international controls to 
the maximum extent possible.  

10.023: Existing facilities analyzed in the HEU EIS have sufficient capability to blend 
down all surplus HEU to LEU in a reasonable timeframe. However, DOE does not antic
ipate being able to make much more than about 8 t per year available for blending. There
fore, DOE considers that it will likely take 15 to 20 years to blend the entire surplus HEU 
inventory.
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12.018 

08,014 

12,018 
cont.

(J� 

0� 
-1

12.018: Predicting the future of the uranium market is not an exact science, and it is 
perhaps not surprising DOE has received conflicting comments on the projected uranium 
supply a few years in the future. The evidence seems to suggest that uranium from Rus
sian and U.S. HEU disposition actions will enter the market at a time when annual pro
duction is expected to fall considerably short of demand, and prices are expected to rise 
substantially. In such an environment, and in light of the modest rates at which DOE 
expects to be able to make HEU available for blending, it is not expected that HEU dispo
sition will have the severe impacts on uranium markets suggested by this comment.  

The potential economic impacts to the enrichment plants should be significantly amelio
rated by the provisions in the recently enacted USEC Privatization Act. The Act sets 
numerical limits on the quantities of Russian- and some U.S.-origin material that can be 
delivered to commercial end users, and requires DOE to determine that its sales of ura
nium would not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium mining, conver
sion, and enrichment industries. Based on the analyses performed for USEC's 1994 EA 
and DOE's analysis of the USEC Privatization Act, it is estimated that the U.S.-origin 
HEU would likely have only small marginal impacts on the domestic enrichment indus
try. The HEU Final EIS has been revised to reflect changes in delivery of the Russian and 
U.S. material under the provision of the USEC Privatization Act and the corresponding 
reduction in expected impacts.  

The Department of Energy anticipates that supplying 50 t of HEU to USEC over a 6-year 
period will largely exhaust DOE's ability to make HEU available for blending during that 
period. Although DOE would not foreclose the possibility of making small additional 
quantities of HEU available during that period, it is expected that the bulk would proba
bly not be available for commercialization until after the transfer of 50 t to USEC is com
pleted. DOE intends to move cautiously and must abide by the requirement in the USEC 
Privatization Act that it avoid adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry 
in undertaking its uranium transactions.  

06.014: The USEC Environmental Assessment for the Purchase of Russian Low
Enriched Uranium Derivedfrom the Dismantlement of Nuclear Weapons in the Countries 
of the Former Soviet Union (USEC/EA-94001, DOE/EA-0837, January 1994) was inad
vertently missing from the HEU Draft EIS reference list. This document has been added 
to the HEU Final EIS reference list (see USEC 1994a).
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Dow W. e~Mal

Me Dopewboontwh. reocly puisWla ' cDraft Enrornmenial 
kW SctSletefic for Dispsiion of Surplus Highly Ensct~od Ureurn'm 
(CHEU EIS1, b.e commont poNd ends on J•nuasy 1o, 19AW We am 
roquoeltga 12W0da 1a0nslo im 0 he wPWetoc aamnteri euod for the 
roasos Met out In t"s kotio.  

The. hsu raised k. the o " HEU E1 crc oam lood, m an wa 
of the umost rptancoto to"workers at the two Uanium Onrdnfnen 
p1w sltheu ranimflh pox, r O coand Ocls cupplii and on5"adors in 
the uranium nddnontnleusf. We are vitally concrned cbout the 
hipad tiM u pitus HEU wonutod to LEU tWll hM c Othe eNIched 
uranium maett 

A weas ovrelow of fth d nonet does ralse dixlblrVg Is•uls 
.pges&V fthe iopolofn options prWo-0.4mre-o- -ciato be.H101 
doe itvo enyal of •i1*e various oplhm In tetrms of how theY would 
krp•ad the weo•,rs and pMdction c the enrchmt nt ptPOn.  
particu" unisdar tdo pulvellztlon Pro=$s thatIsistaited to O="t 
starting nest ear Wo am espeay • - ed aout ny laMrgo 
amount of IiEU being dunpod on - th mwt from the DOE'n 
toCdleos. be legislalton to comple the pr•latLzalton of USEC 

reqtres that thore be no aders* paa cn the enrIchment industy 
ThatIs rbseoods to be addreesod before fth Dopainont of Energ 
(DOE) Consider; adopting any of the cipAMoftlOn`*llerirelnsiprosed 
int the HEU EIS. TiWe oditsP ltOffth 0r6t t 60 metrc tons Is idrssod 
in aimelegislation, but the adc~tonaf amounts arenot addressed 
beyond the gen rob thol there bo no advorgo Impact The 
opon to blend Mi .LEU 1to19 permcet cnd sttor It 5de'loft•el oppra,' 
to hare received no coenidoration In the Th-l opons, won thai oll69

32.003 

12.001 

09.001

--..

32.003: The Department of Energy originally designated a comment period of 45 days 
running from October 26 to December 11, 1995. In response to requests from the public 

from several reviewers, the comment period was extended until January 12, 1996. DOE 

feels that the total comment period of 78 days provided an adequate period for review and 

comment based upon the length and content of the document.  

12.001: The quantity of materials addressed in the HEU Draft EIS was established to 

evaluate the environmental impacts associated with the maximum amount and processing 

rate of HEU that might potentially be made commercially available for use in reactor 

fuel. The rate at which material would actually be introduced into the market by DOE 

would be significantly less because of DOE's ability to make the material available for 

blending and because a portion of the inventory is in forms (such as irradiated fuel) that 

would not be suitable for commercial use in the near term, if ever. The processing rates 

in the HEU Final EIS (Section 2.1.2) are revised to reflect more realistic assumptions 

about the rates at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU might be made available for 

commercial sale. DOE estimates that no more than 8 t per year total would be blended 
for commercial use.  

The rate at which LEU fuel derived from surplus HEU-derived material could be intro

duced into the commercial market would be determined over time by many factors, 

including the rate at which the material becomes available from the weapons program, 

physical infrastructure, legislative guidance, and future market conditions. DOE's physi

cal ability to make surplus HEU available for blending is constrained because much of it 

is in forms that cannot be used without prior processing and there is limited availability of 

processing capacity (such as for weapons dismantlement). It is anticipated that delivery 

of the proposed 50 t of material to USEC over the next 6 years will largely exhaust 

DOE's delivery capabilities during that period. From the existing surplus, only an addi

tional 40 t of material is likely to be blended and introduced into the market for commer

cial use over a period of 10 to 15 years. Both the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and the 

USEC Privatization Act require the Secretary of Energy to determine that sales of ura

nium will not have adverse material impacts on the domestic uranium industry. Based on 

these considerations, DOE does not believe that the rates of disposition of domestic sur

plus HEU will have significant impacts on the U.S.-Russian HEU agreement. DOE will 

take these and other factors into account in making its decisions concerning uranium 
sales.
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This HEU, f conveted to LEU In the •orm of nuclAr fue md cd on tho 
sdhedule suggested, add to dthe LEU belagbrught Intotihe market s a result 
of the U.5.4tssla lIEU elagcntet can only isve on effectd the dsstructioni of 
the U.. urnaIu, s mardvent pocess tdustry. Theem Iso • * y no 
queation that me and m pbably both of the pooato ptsv4tl h•ve to mata 

rations if the pi v*edtiopoelona of the DOE aocdk;e xoceeds on It 
Kosct Ome. Itwould ealso ppear to sundnne athe RusianH EU agraemon 

to the e atI It soWprespi aso to lela urm•oeptb•lo to the iAns. We 
believe that the Beafd hat the Preferred option would have an thot ogreeseet 
should eso be esnaldared 

It wit be utoM to hold the pi ed workshops In Toonsssee end 
Georgia. Olyseo edirec t Unpac this would hlve .on the enidoeotmvplanis. we 
suggest thebanage be eondted In Paduc•th. Kt and Postmouth. OH&3 ewell.  

We, " ,WtovIde the Dopatmo wift deatled osmmorft on the IEU US 
sMer we coreplte ourtechnil twidt We lm request that DOE provtde the 
o, ftg docAmeanbs ma n d layss oanwhichIts onndualos• wa bsedo 

particloarly fts econsetlo ialytla We ampre paihaarty totoreted In the analyosi 
used to acclude onn-ldertI oof the optioalon bf lngSt 1o81 percentd adoctVng 
tho LEU InWMdettSl. We would need ed oennl timn to consider tils Irtoradnln 
mnd aneo tul, and we threfore reospcttya reque Y tua t eeard tie me for 
eddtiortalcom'mnba

09.001 
cont.  

12.001 

cont.  

32.004 

30.002

09.001: The proposal to transfer 5Ot of HEU and 7,000 t of natural uranium to USEC is 
specifically authorized by section 3112(c) of P.L. 104-134. This law also requires that 
the delivery of DOE uranium to end users should not have adverse material impacts on 
the domestic nuclear fuel cycle industry. DOE intends to comply with that requirement.  

The option to blend HEU to 19-percent LEU and store it indefinitely was not considered 
a reasonable alternative because it would not provide for recovery of economic value or 

peaceful, beneficial use of the material, it would necessitate construction of new or 

expanded storage facilities to accommodate the increased volume of the material (if 
applied to a substantial quantity of HEU), and it would require additional processing in 
the future either for commercial use or disposal as waste. If DOE decides to withhold 
material from the market for an extended period, it is likely to continue to be stored as 
HEU, possibly with IAEA oversight.  

32.004: DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and 
resources. To reduce costs of complying with NEPA of 1969, as amended, and due to the 
geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites identified in the HEU EIS, 
DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and Augusta, GA) would be 
appropriate for this program.  

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, DOE provided toll
free fax and voice recording, and an electronic bulletin board, as other methods for sub

mitting comments throughout the comment period. Comments were also accepted by 
U.S. mail.

30.002: Technical documents supporting the HEU Final EIS are available for inspec
tion in 12 DOE reading rooms, published in the Federal Register (60 FR 54867) on Octo
ber 26, 1995, announcing the availability of the HEU Draft EIS. The option of blending 
to 19 percent and storing the LEUtindefinitely was eliminated by the screening process 
for surplus lIEU disposition alternatives because it would not recover the economic value 
of the material or provide for peaceful beneficial use; would necessitate the construction 
or expansion of storage facilities to accommodate the increase in volume of material; and 
would require additional processing for either commercial use or disposal. Cost esti

mates for the alternatives analyzed in the HEU BIS have been developed to provide the 

decisionmaker, DOE, comprehensive information upon which to make decisions. The 

cost analysis (which has been provided to this commentor and all others who have 
expressed an interest in this subject) is available in a separate document with the lIEU 
Final EIS and supports DOE's preliminary conclusion that commercial use of LEU fuel 
derived from surplus HEU would save billions of dollars compared to the alternative of 
blending HEU for disposal as waste.
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1.3. Dept. o* •near 
Of'Oe of h.sse lMaterilal "Dispoltio 
P.O. 0= 23786 
Washington, D.C. a026-.3786

REGARD193t 

(a) Ltr. 10-19-95, Dsot.Oen Of Surplus H1017 Zrlohed 
-M~uni= = MM IHS) 

COFM 3PM3 (1•MrUS) Reardless of tbe ultornativot for 
dispooltio estorage ,M be requirod. in vlew of the Mri
romontal oppoestion to looatcD, I sIwondler sRas former U.  
S. A, above ground stager& areas boon oonsidorodt Pormox 
Asp Depot, 1.10O SD. had 801 above grounds Isolated storage 
igloon with few people and large buffer zones.  

ObP. not aiot, 10-7.••, Reading Roc• Looetio=. Storage 
and Di.poaLtion of Voopos-eUsabilo Posle Ilatoriea Pro
grawtio HIS (P=1) 

C0O00!!e 335 (P33) RSe so eAbOv..--Reou former U.S. AMW 
aboeo ground storage areas boon oonsidered? 

(a) owsletter# Fall I"99Y Vol Is nagamant of Nuoloar Wea
pe•n•sHatoril Knageisont and Diapoattion O•x +cess 
Veaponi ;Mtond~ (a "port) 

0W0H=$ Newsletter (Hxooo IPutonhiuP) Hadlnon Indians .aa 
a lars olootri power pl•nt (2adiana reontuok•yM.ootr•o (I=) 

bt; pr020013g powor for Plutoniuems. mnfaotureot Portsmeouth 
04$.O Would ou oaomant on ther ture need forM t6e lecotric 
eersyt

06.001 

06.002

ninoarely

lobz . O1 oel..  
1713DeakUMDr.1 5.  
Madison,.U 7Z5 

Pitt 812-2n3.1600

06.001: The Department of Energy's current plan is to store most surplus HEU at the 
Y-12 Plant at ORR pending its disposition. Extended storage is not contemplated after 
the material is blended down to LEU. Rather, HEU will only be blended down when it 
can be promptly moved into the pipeline for either commercial use or disposal. Thus, 
other sites, such as former military sites, are not needed for storage for this program.  

06.002: The Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Piketon, OH, a DOE-owned facil
ity that is leased by USEC, consumes large amounts of electricity in the process of 
enriching uranium for the commercial nuclear industry. The plant formerly produced 
HEU for the nuclear weapons program but it never produced or handled Pu. To the extent 
that blending down surplus HEU for commercial use displaces the need to enrich natural 
uranium, electricity consumption at the Portsmouth facility (and at its sister facility in 
Paducah, KY) would be reduced.
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06.004: This comment, which appears to pertain to DOE's foreign research reactor 
spent fuel and Defense Waste Processing Facility programs, has been forwarded to 
DOE's Office of Environmental Management, which manages those programs.
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D.Cesher 7, 1993 A gull soon-see the light 

4ames 2. ?helps 422-1- 5"85 
2600 Buttecup c~rol.  
Knoxville, To. 37021 

Departuent of Kn~rgy 
O 0fos 71olisle xaterials Dispositions 

.0. Jiox 1378, 

WaSkhJiigtoak, D. C.20026-3799 

flouz Dispoition of nriabed gra•ni-sissile Xaterials

D ar VV101 Verson; 
z would suggest the following position• In regard to the disposition or enriohed UraIni. I vould favor the position that the uranium he stored In its current states, hut given to the 

Treasury at Port KnOX to he st•raed In safe Ad so0rs Underground 
guarded storage out of the hAnds of the Kilitaryo the DO, and the 
privat. nuclear fuels seotors.  

X believe that blending down would be a misAhke because it 
Or:ate smore eNol to be stOaod end ecoured and additionelly burdeae 
the VnIronment and the national budget. Z believe that its Use •n 
nGoleanreaotors should be prevented hecause nuclear reactors era too expensiVe and Unsafe to build at present. Their Is a severe problem with nueloar power generation involving the gener•tion nd release of fissionr oloson heavy gasses like Kryptonl and Xenon: 
that don't six well in the atmosphere, whioh decay to ftrontiums 
and Cesaln that oeaseo normou damage to the environment and the 
health and welfakre of the citizens of the United otates. Kryptons 
and Otroutiuns reside in the samen toxin clascas Plutonium as a 
referenona eoept these ar- More dengruon e heause they are water 

solnable end pick up in the human Ohain'. .hese problems haves bee 

oovered up by the RtOiGo Eneorgy ot that says any aMd all measures 
nay be persu•d to incurs the produotion of nuclear weapons end also 
the TOAZO nods ChapterS 0L that states its OX to treat the 
illmusoes, ut not to discloes the caunatione. So, until the Un0o0 
wante to engage in opnesons in the diLounsion& "n reesarch of thee.  problems associated with the real problems with the fission 
procsessa that they end private Industry be denied the continuation 
of snoh en Improper prooxse, because Ito Illegal end has sose large 
liabilities.  

X further believe it Nends a positive message to the world to 
oheage the 4diposition of these materials ffo. the DOE, the DOD, or 
the nuclear lnduatry that the V6 he eoen their Is har associated 
with thee. prooesses that we want to got away from• s a oountry and 
a: a world. X further believe the 000 has heb n lax in Its 
treatnmnt, of than&e aterialo and should not be entrusted with them 
as a• .aimplamesseage that they did not do their job for the U0 
nLtiase. -T12 b 'a never been a proper pleec to Store this stuff.  Perhaps".o hevenI•d notiLod, but the largest U0 nuolear eaoident 1I at the T-22 burial ground called the walk in pits. Xts almost a 
Chernobly celss accident aovored-np by V-12 and DOE and The people 
Protection Act. The DOE and 1-12 has POVOn beyond a shadow of a

10.020 

10.020 
cont.

10.020: One of the objectives of DOE's proposed action is to blend down surplus HEU 
to LEU to eliminate the risk of diversion for nuclear proliferation purposes. This action is 
aimed to set a nonproliferation example for other nations and encourage them to follow 
the same path in transforming lIEU into other forms for peaceful and beneficial reuse of 
the material to the extent possible. Russia has already agreed to blend down and sell sub
stantial portions of its HEU inventory. This proposed action would bring the United 
States into a reciprocal disarmament posture consistent with them. Storage of surplus 
HEU in its current form in a new facility with state-of-the art protection systems would 
require substantial capital cost and continued operating costs. However, storage of this 
material at the Y-12 Plant (where most of the material currently is) until disposition for 
up to 10 years, would avoid transportation impacts and additional costs for a new facility.  
An environmental assessment conducted for the storage of HEU at Y-12 facilities con
cluded that the facilities are adequate for up to 10 years. Any necessary storage beyond 
the 10-year period would be covered by the Storage and Disposition PEIS or subsequent 
tiered or supplemental NEPA documents.
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doubt that it cau't be trusted Or state enriOUed ura3kiVK is A safe f.bleat •• 

l lmalie that the enriched uranus, have a great value in 
theiL present form as a possible use In futuristic space platfeosr 
end space travel. Te also poses&sa cntingency value should they 
be required fot future nation df.ee options, way do the 10.020 
unforsable road. I believe their is no value to be badin their 

blnigdown to be used In nuclear power generations because the n 
cost a ihelth and building is to aetreme. bThestoeagseof= h 
uraduc InIts present form, largely Natalie Retail$ oI tlO&ed 
st-anless steel cans.he the east preferred option. nbt they be 
stored4at a very secure end well r•otected plOeOls like Vt.. mox or 
a relocation of overnment facility Would also be preferred. That 
the protections systeas be state of the art and provide for 
iterationl inspection.  

5Theic have been e g over ups of the problems associated 
with this stuff and it needs to stop. I regard tainting or vitrification of these materials as totally off bass because It can 
be easily reolasied chemically. X regard the blending down as 
dangerous too because its us in nuclear power generation is 
dangreous to humans. Perhaps you hae• not noticed that when you 
fission craniums It produces fission gasses soeatimes called fallout 
that is ýut as harmful as dropping a boSh except for the flaesh and 
percuss4on wave. it results in saverly damaged imeuns system 
health disorders.  

Just store it safely and compactly in a vary cafe location out 
of the DOD/MDc end nuclear industry masauoes. I believe that If 
you consider these points carefully you or whoever cnn only cOns to 
the sams conclusion and I believe can systematially aend 
logically •m'ats*tito this conclusion. I's really tired of t lng 

ied to under the auspices o national security.  

Sincerely 

gla . Phelps, Nuclear Weapons System Dosignmr-Retired 

ccs The White House 
The Defense Nuclear VaoiLitios safety Board 

Varicu Ze Enviromental croups 
AIDS Awareness 
•ultupile SolSir s society 

Ilts Democratic Congress Meabers 

"BOris Yeltsin 
Theb UlfVienna end MY 
Ralph Wader oundation 
League of Women Voters 
DXC 
DWf
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PILLAY, K.K.S., LOS ALAMOS, NM 
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To: DOE Office of Fste Ma•eril Dispositon 
EU EIS 

P.O. So. 23786 
Wainto% DC20026-3786

Page 2 of 3

The scenarios for blegdindisassed in the Draft EIS do not make much economic tense Itis 
appropriate at thin time to recognize that the next najor ddisster waiting to happen witbin the 
defeose production complex is the deterioration and leakage of some 200,000 sO of UF6 stored in 
open fields. "helHEU disposition opportunity could beeused to remove about 10,000 tons of 
the depleted UF6 from ItHpresent vulnerable conddtion. A proper extension ofilds disposition 
program could also beued to 9tbMz and store all hazardous votatlefonra of uranbim.  

From a process heteistsy perspective, it would be prudent to blend the lIEU as UN11, which is 
an intermediate in tte preparation of oxides for nuclear fue. Thin process. In pfincple, can be 
conducted at eisting DOE sites or at the two facilities fabricati ngi val &tc However, 
establishing a safcguards regime in existing facties within the defense complex Ad faciliti•s 
mafiacturft w .vfuels Is nt tbe Idea g Rctro.lt the fiitis to m t ,LAN safeuards 
requlremsnts would be momrexpensive th l d•ngN staew facility just to blend the IEU with 
DU. The Etwin fhady and the ft&W fiailities at some ofthe maost dilapidated and poorly kept 
faciiti•s in the U.S and they have beendn blnd the smoke screen ofnaval fuel production 
The NRC has been •somcwhat delinqenti n 6heenfborement of safety and saflguar•is & these 
two failities becaustieofsh o.eaUoll mpom mrtan cteir msi~on. It would require eosnormus 
resouces to bring these facieints Iono aintotenatiotl nafeguardsa reg• e and cottiderable amount 
ofhinfortmation no"aatenaiss unccounsted for" at these facilites will have to be releused while 
establishing saleguards for new opoermtx Unfostuaat*y, none has yet adressed the issues 
of estllthing IlAA safeguards far a facility and the true costs associated with it. it is 
Imperative that the blending facility be dunde IAEA safeguards because of the tremendous value 
tn convincing the International community that the U.S. Is really removin the excess ItEU from 
the weapons fuel cycle.  

ArBumentso In he drft docoment about jA lsses in ura•i•man mining. Uli• convers . and 
enaichatet are ridiculous Itwe consider the benefita of not mining urmanum, at least ft- a while.  
and reeoving one of the dangerous residues of the weapons program - the depleted uranium 
beefouridc - from the envirorncatL I hope we are not golng to wait f e the next major disaster 
to erupt when hexafluo•ide containers by the thousands stasts leaking Into 6ite tvirorarcnt.

06.007 

15.004 

12.007

All uranium r'eso wsamre valuable and they are part of the finite resources of fths planct Itis 
incumnt on us to madmire the use of these rs•erom that am already aetracted to benefit 
mankid rather than but4n it Is Nevada or elsewhere. The people of Nevada tsr already 
obecting to cretg plutoniumn ad urniumatn of the fute in their backyard througs the 
bial of spe• fuel teret. I fwe sm anotdh lattiva so btwy ccess arium in NN ad. tdre 
will be a guartmeed postponctitnt of the Yucc Mo na repository for at least anoth 
cemury

06.007: The Department of Energy agrees that it would be advantageous to use its copi
ous stocks of depleted UF6 for the surplus HEU disposition program if possible. Unfortu
nately, for technical reasons having to do with the U-235 content of the product material, 
depleted uranium would generally not be the preferred blendstock for surplus HEU des
tined for commercial use. Depleted uranium is likely to be used as blendstock for mate
rial that must be disposed as waste, but since UF6 blending would not be used for waste 
material, and DOE has ample depleted uranium stocks in the form of oxides and metal 
that are more readily used in the UNH and metal blending processes, the depleted UF6 at 
the enrichment plants is once again unlikely to be used.  

15.004: The fact that domestic safeguards regimes (pursuant to NRC or DOE rules) are 
already in place at the four facilities considered for HEU blending in the HEU Final EIS 
is one of the major advantages of those facilities over a potential "new" one. Moreover, 
IAEA safeguards have already begun to be implemented for HEU at two of those facili
ties, Y-12 and B&W. To the extent that those facilities, or either or both of the other two 
facilities analyzed in this EIS (SRS and NFS), are involved in HEU disposition actions, 
DOE's intent is to subject such activities to IAEA safeguards to the maximum feasible 
extent. Although some special expenditures are involved, it does not appear that "enor
mous resources" would be required to bring these and the other facilities into an adequate 
international safeguards regime with respect to their HEU disposition activities. As the 
commentor notes, the safety and safeguard issues with respect to the B&W and NFS 
facilities are the responsibility of NRC. The operating records of those facilities do not 
appear to support the suggestion that they have presented serious public safety or safe
guard challenges in the past.  

12.007: Socioeconomic impacts on the uranium industry are foreseeable consequences 
of HEU disposition actions involving commercial use of the material and so must be con
sidered pursuant to NEPA. The positive environmental impacts from avoided portions of 
the uranium fuel cycle are also relevant consequences of the program and so they also are 
considered. Unfortunately, due to the need for particular isotopic compositions for com
mercial material, it is unlikely that any significant quantity of depleted UF6 can be used 
as blendstock in the HEU disposition program.
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To DOE Office ofFisstc Mgtaail DisPostio 
HEU EIS 
P.O. Box 23786 
Wwbingt•o DC 20026-3796

Pqp 3603

Consideting all the issues ofEU disosition it ses prudet to remove the exess saerids 
m wcqpss .Vpx and store theom d une rAEA saf"luds as soon ss possible hs wil 

also meot with the preident's offer to plate 200 tons of fissilo matras undoe rAEA naegands.  
For the lonS-tlnn, the xo rserLs should be blendad and introduced into the narket wihou 

sesiousl InP14tigPrIsces, wA&le sn'W"intiaohe e el3atuxdand other basellial uses. 7M 
bledngoef atioPU sshossdbe perforesd In atbrand snew conercmilfAliWtY. under IAEA 
sfegusards, with no other msissons cooRL Th cost for this n fcIlity should be rcoveed 
from the ilo of fW saseils ps s sold. T Initiative should hb eused ot only to 
reduce but to edi t :the DU Inventory in gseous form The DOE's invmoo o f U as 
bhouifuorid aroy be sd to earicsiosnt f••ities for cul.  

(K K S.PIlsy)

08.004

08.004: The Department of Energy agrees that commercial material needs to be intro
duced to the market at a rate that does not seriously impact prices. DOE does not consider 

new commercial facilities necessary for this activity but has no objection if commercial 
entities wish to license and build them. IAEA safeguards will be applied to HEU disposi
tion activities to the maximum feasible extent. For technical reasons, the use of signifi

cant amounts of depleted UP6 as blendstock is considered unlikely.
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807 L. RPwigwood Rd 
AikoA S. C. 29801 
3anJzy 18,1996

Mr. I. Daid Nulton 
OXf= fieo lc Matniais Dliposidon, MD-4 
U.s&. Dpauns•efI• E0cr
P.O a ox 23786 
WWahnston. DC 20026-3786

FAX (800) 820-SI6

Dear Mr. Nahten 

Ra: Comments ou *Disposi•ton of Surplas ]• Iy Erichid Uranium Draft 
Ea'VlroRAUmtal :maMct SbtRtAMt 

I prdt iegstOL I_ p or.Fu.. ty to ommanton the Octobcrr1993Draft EISfor, surplus HMU 
cfo wo-ukldketo provide the following commeats an the Draft EIS.  

"* I f" ly .spp<. the DOE pobofon. bneficlalwe ciurplustl UL is thr•,f'red 
alternatve. Wedo diffi rontheconstrai• hat Uimtss the scope of the HIS whch are 
eorna edto tePesdaCsnonlfemol UcyofScpc =rc 1993. The policy 
doesn't we. The most recent evidence of tIs dLscussad in ecett newspper article 

uaoccated with theP.Runtian slofenieched unmum. The sallteavesicludod in the 
HI sshould not be oas W by t Vs policy.  

" The scenngp.occ. n Is eioy consatlned by acccpg the Pfstdkts 
NomprolifcrazsroaPolicy. Befoe: thsacton can becomleted. therenmy be sevesa 
Prxeamc each with diffut polkice Don' consrain- the almnadves analyzd In 
this EIS by this policy.  

"* Rcog•izing the gov .u coanitreotofte xuld•s ,inproltfe'ation policy.I 
will confnect rernaindcr of my comments on the EMS as if thatwas agivn. he 
proposed action shouldc tocontevuaacvdon enom fhnnproferas 
ce.tlumcns and Me uncertntiesasocLamdwith sail ae Aof ycraico u anium and 
diloutingliHEto .EU only as needed to trect sales comnuimnit.  

" Condated wo thould be nenad o Find a bya forte lHEU lUtd .as poendafly a 
wasta becmconn•i€ toftn s it as wa=t e. lbopa atthee Is some value for dse 
20to45% of`he200 mek tonsofHMU. Salemay not bring pdollar sbutit should 
have value.  

"* Don't blend down HEU ort disposal until the srplas plutonium PES ROD has been 
issued and the final dispoal of the $ ,nilar plueomurnnm rhd$als a= mude.

I10.003 

03.025 

03.018 

04.016 

28.004

10.003: Comment noted.  

03.025: The alternatives considered in an EIS are not necessarily constrained by cur
rent legal requirements and policy positions. The President's nonproliferation policy 
stems from the end of the Cold War, the need to downsize weapons stockpiles, and the 
need to do something to reduce the threat posed by excess weapons materials. The Presi
dent's policy constitutes the basis for the proposed action in this case. To give the admin
istration flexibility to choose whatever course it wishes, the HEU EIS covers all possible 
reasonable alternatives, including continued storage of HEU (the No Action Alternative).  

03.018: In general, DOE does not expect that blending actions will be undertaken until 
either sale of the material for commercial nuclear fuel or transportation to a repository in 
the case of blend to waste has been arranged.  

04.016: The Department of Energy agrees that much of the off-spec material may have 
commercial value and intends to aggressively seek buyers for it.  

28.004: Surplus Pu and surplus HEU disposition actions are not connected to each 
other. Consequently, it is not necessary to delay surplus HEU disposition actions, which 
are relatively simple, until more complex and unrelated surplus Pu disposition decisions 
are made.
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POE, W. LEE, JR., AIKEN, SC 
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*The EIS shuld sincu scus loo on the sepuaratve work lost s Lodstd with blend 
dowa.  

*I fully support safeguzarding this Jand confinuing to work s o esure: thal cveay 
Coutroy his safeguards to keep this HSEU Olt of 60o hands orpcopic AMd coutroies that 
woul~d use it for nuclear explosives or saboragc.  

Thep* yactigri the UDUI(pdmslyln Chatpter 4) siseldhe paced in 
Prpciewith other= employment Changes Will the dded employment be met 

byDOE and M&O, cntractor pec5med that woulilhaveodohewise boen let go? 

*On page S-5 and elsewhere in the EtS ftsateacnt Is made that "dlsposItion actions 
(for this HEU) will be made y f'r"meat. USEC. ooter prvt ettes acting as 
msarketing agents" hi t, = 10rcsts with DOE alone adUE n rvt 
entities should notbeln= M cEI.aalUEadpiae

12.022 

I15.005 

24.006 

01.008

W. Lee Poa, Xrd V 907 EF.. aftlwood Rd.  
Aktk.n. S. C. 29801

12.022: Section 4.8 of the HEU EIS includes a discussion of the expected impacts on 
the uranium enrichment industry (separative work loss) from HEU disposition. This dis

cussion is enhanced in the HEU Final EIS to better account for the cumulative impacts 

from Russian HEU purchases and to reflect enactment of the USEC Privatization Act.  

15.005: The United States is working with Russia and other nations to help improve 
safeguards of their fissile materials.  

24.006: Some of the new jobs generated at the sites would likely be filled with current 
DOE and contractor employees who might otherwise have been let go, thereby reducing 
the impacts of planned DOE downsizing. However, some of the jobs may require spe

cially qualified workers not already available at the site.  

01.008: Programmatic and policy decisions concerning the disposition of surplus HEU 
will be made by DOE in consultation with other appropriate agencies. It is only the spe
cifics of commercial, business, and contracting decisions pertaining to HEU disposition 
actions that might be made in part by USEC or other non-DOE parties.
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00 PROCTOR, BERNARD, MADISON HEIGHTS, VA 
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Date Received: 
Cornment ID: 
Name: 
Address: 

Trancription:

11/15li5 
P0014 
Bernard Proctor 
Madismo Heights. VA

Trhis is Bernard Proctor. I fiea In Madison Heights. virginis. and 3 lie across the James 
River In close proximity to the commercial and naval nuclear fuel faclty, Babcock and 

wilco= I have seon the articles In the Lynchburg rem concerning the p.osibility of 
dilstnibutling uranium for the process of dilution and offerthe following quostions end 

comments. Firstof eli, rm not real sure orifwIll be made knownwhatpthispocessof 
diluion actually s. nd how it might effect thoseof ues adjoining the facity. Secondly, 

we live on a farmn end have groundwater sources, and I am not certaln what the Inmpat 

would be on our set and water quality. I believe the Environmental Impact Statement 

should address these isues, particularly on those areas in dose prosimktyto thisfadifty 

that might be contracted to promos this material. The Lynchburg news Indicated that 

the storage of the matlrial would not be lengthy, and itIndicated however, that there 

would be a certain portion of the material thai would not be Irmnediately useable or 

could bemreused end Itwould require storage. it would appear to me athatthe question 

of storage should be addressed definitively In the Envirolmentol Impact Statement to 

the extentthat hew it would be mnd what the final dispostion of this waste product or 

byproduct would be unti there was a or for long term storage or for some end-user. I 

believe safely has always been a concern at B&W end will probably continua to be.  
Several years ago, lights wore added to provide for physicasiaofety on the plsntend 

these have been somewhat of an annoyance to the adjoining property owners. It 

concerns me that there may be some process of dilution and storage of this highly 

enriched uranium which may Impact us again, but we need to be fully Informed of what 

we need to knowwith respect to safety and other quality Issues. With reaped to safety.  
If there Ie arelease of this material ore release during ome process ofth material.  

than I think anyone living near the facility should be named specifically In some manner 

of en environmentat hazard. According to the newspaper, them had been other 

releases at the facility, but these were not found to endanger any persons or property. I 

would be concerned that any release may be of some damage or be of some concern 

to the adjoining property owners and should be able to participate in the decision on 

whether such a release Is potentially harmful. At least to know after t fact Is not 

encouraging. I thinkthese are mall lre concerns that should be Included In the 

Environmontal Impact Statement. and I would be happy to comment to anyone at the 

local faulty to discuss these concerns. particularly with respect to the B&W facility here 

In Lynchburg My address is RouteS. [Atthis pohnthtnme ranwoutontOewmessago.)

22.002 

26.001 

21.002

22.002: The process of HEU dilution is discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2. Potential 
impacts of these processes on groundwater resources, soil, and water quality are 

described in Chapter 4 of the HEU EIS. As discussed in Chapter 4, there would be no 

direct discharges to surface water and groundwater, and, therefore, water quality would 

not be affected. Any wastewater that is to be discharged to surface waters would be mon

itored and treated prior to being discharged and would not be released until it meets all 

local, Federal, and State permit requirements.  

26.001: The rate at which surplus HEU could be introduced into the commercial mar

ket for blend down to fuel would be determined over time by many factors, including 

physical infrastructure, legislative guidance, and future market conditions. Currently, 

DOE has committed to transfer 50 t of surplus BEU to USEC for blend down to LEU in 

the next six years. The remaining material would continue to be stored at DOE's Y-12 

Plant. Based on future market demand and the factors explained above, additional mate

rial could be made available for commercial use. Any material that would not be suitable 

for commercial use would not be moved out of Y-12 and be blended to waste until a 

LLW disposal site is identified. The interim storage, pending disposition (for up to 10 

years) of surplus HEU at the Y-12 Plant (where most of the HEU would be stored), was 

analyzed in the Y-12 environmental assessment. Should the surplus HEU disposition 

actions continue beyond 10 years, subsequent storage of surplus I-EU pending disposi

tion will be pursuant to and consistent with the ROD associated with the Storage and Dis

position PEIS or tiered NEPA documents.  

21.002: The H-EU EIS analyzed radiological releases from the proposed blending pro

cesses during normal operations of the candidate blending sites as well as under a severe 

accident condition during which the highest atmospheric release of radioactivity and haz

ardous chemicals would occur. The analyses showed that all resulting doses during nor

mal operations would be within radiological limits and would be well below levels of 

natural background radiation. In the case of a severe accident, an evaluation basis earth

quake which causes equipment failures and a pressurized release of a UF6 cylinder, 30 

percent of a cylinder containing LEU is assumed to be released in the atmosphere. This 

assumption is consistent with the NRC's guidance presented in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle 

Facility Accident Analysis Handbook (NUREG-1320, May 1988). It was estimated that 

the maximum latent cancer facilities for the population within 80 kilometers (kin) (50 

miles Emi]) of the NFS site would be IA. Considering the fact that the severe accident 

scenario used in the analyses is a highly unlikely event because of the geological and

to 
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seismic characteristics of NFS, any potential releases from uranium blending operations 

would pose no observable harm to the public within 80 km (50 mi). Nevertheless, all 

candidate sites have emergency preparedness programs that would deploy necessary 

measures to protect both workers and the public. Public and occupational health impacts 

of radiological releases during both normal operations and accident conditions are dis

cussed in Sections 4.3.1.6,4.3.2.6,4.3.3.6, and 4.3.4.6 of the HEU Final EIS.  
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PROCTOR, JANE, MADISON HEIGHTS, VA 
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Oate Recelsed: 
Corment ID: 
Name: 

Address:

1111.515 
P0013 
Jane Proctor 
Mad'ion Heights, VA

Tmnscription: 

Haeo. This Is Jane Proctor calling from Madison Helghta, Virginla. I livo directly aeross 
from the B&W ML Athos sile. I am concemed about the orpansnlor and the dluffon of 
uranium that is suggested In the article dated Lynchburg News Advance Wednesday, 
October 25, 1995. I want to knaow 1) Has an Environmental Impact study been done? 
2) Have there been any soil or water or air testing In the area near the B&W ML Athos 
site? 3) How long are the matodals going to be stored 4)}How aroethe materials going 
to get hem? Whtal transportation? 5) What safety assurances have been made to 
nearby land owners? 6) Since IUlive directly across the river from the B&W ML Athos 
site, no one has ever come over hare to do any environmental testing atrmy location. I 
would be greatly Interested to getting answers to these questions. I hope that you will 
be coming ti the Lynchburg area. as I feel many people In this area are uninformed and 
unoducated about your process and what exactly will be happening and how Itvilt 
Impact thearea. My number Is 804.845-8421 1 would appreciate a resportse. Thank 
yOU.

06.003 

32.002

06.003: Chapter 4 of the lIEU Final EIS addresses the potential impacts at the B&W 
facility from this proposed action, (Sections 2.4 and 4.3), as well as transportation of 
materials to and from the site (Section 4.4 and Appendix G). The safety of all nuclear 
activities at the site are governed by the facility's NRC license.  

32.002: The Department of Energy welcomes your comments on the HEU Draft EIS, 
which describes actions regarding the disposition of surplus HEU that the President has 
declared surplus to our national defense needs. DOE considers every comment that is 
submitted with equal interest in assisting them to evaluate alternatives and make 
informed decisions.  

However, DOE must work within the constraints imposed by available funding and 
resources. Because DOE is trying to reduce costs of complying with NEPA of 1969, as 
amended, and due to the geographical proximity of three of the four candidate sites iden
tified in the HIEU EIS, DOE determined that two public meetings (Knoxville, TN and 
Augusta, GA) would be appropriate for this program.  

Because public involvement is critical to the success of the program, other methods for 
submitting comments were also made available throughout the comment period: toll-free 
fax and voice recording, electronic bulletin board, and U.S. mail. These methods can also 
be used to request additional information and to be placed on the Office of Fissile Materi
als Disposition's mailing list.
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